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“TRANSMISSION CONTROL T113;15j
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 H5‘~+;~»w»:+?v~7,-‘¥;~fi.‘w:‘E%h91h¢r%%!oad‘V
 T_sfis output‘ sééédi E

T j T V¢hi.cle speed —>

’I3;9 Bhsic prific1pie—ofad:£pfiVé shifij;icfi’1it« ‘ 13.10 .‘§hift’i charactefistics Beforc *(,- - -)
control; ' . £1311-‘2:‘£t<’3r;(‘.——) adaptafionv ‘

it1iSTf[p9s$ib1e_‘td-c1<isethéI1oéku1§TatIowfillgihé speed and.i1c>w“en?gixi::}Ioaa go.od?‘shi£tV¥¢:>me
fqttg‘rcsu1ting,injMd¢éc:§:ased fuel :consumpff§>n;A T

Engine Torque Riedieczian Durihg ByTanTimprbvefi%interface desigrr~to%;the
jéiigiiiéjmafiégéfiiéiiiijSYSt¢i1i,it‘isTP(5S§ibk> if6«6Xt6fid:th§ éngifié Ifiitqlfil reduction f‘l‘1§,K1‘,3fi'Q,I,1‘,-‘:‘?Itf',iA,SL—
nsceséary to use a:PWMts‘i_gna1 rr,e1afed'fixed_va1u;sTTorja5busfinterface,.'I‘he gngine fQ{q116’
xieduttion is; c6:1t1fb1Ied_;‘difeCt1y 'the5’IT(lU;"I'hé ‘aiivaixtagerof ’s11Ch‘:an.jnterface is1'a111'ncIe pen’+g
iienticalibraticmio the TCU data Trxvgra wid_e rangeévfitfidut _J§:1:ai:gi:1g1‘he; ehginéjmafiagérfiént,

. . . _ ., . , . _ . ’ Q?‘-’4~T1 P0Ssibi1i1YAf9TTfl13T¢9»9i?‘Ti?1$Ii0i¥ °If.111@?1T§7°,:I1§i‘11$‘7?9_tIi€>I‘C1“¥:1i*«T.
relductibn and the ptessurc. ‘control " Jithin the TC;U;‘;Ihe’improvcri:cntof this.'interfac;e§c;an:Tbe‘
data:TA».ffi:théi?iid aiitagé 1i)s;th¢ ” "

‘eggtendédhpiioj a :re'aT1~»totque[inte:faee, Vespecially whej1}usit1:g.Ta b§us.~jeommunicatio11jlihk,

.PfresSure: pr]¢sSui:eC“ojntifOi c;;1nJtse:Jini1$r:;wed’inTa simi.1.aIr: wjay: asTth::TsTHiftf:,p%¢ir;r
Tc::i1trt>1.With angadaptive softwa:eas.trat¢gy. The requiisdinputsé for ‘the. ad.apfivejprc—:ssursr.»q<>n+
Irbl are_cé11(;u1afed frd1nTavai1aBIc%signa1s i_I1._fhejtIafnsmissiOn cjontto1‘,.Thc main:r;e‘aso‘nAs for. the;
§mp1¢1’n’e?‘ntAatioh of the’ adaptivZeTpr¢’ssur}¢ (‘@I’1f£iT’()'].,’c»1'»I('-V‘.“,t'I"iE':_' vafiations of vfhfi iaitfi’ [111es.:<3ff‘iTh¢j:

‘i2:{efigine
 

”<::$rnpon¢n:s§ 1i1:e[.[cTIil1t<:h:%si1,rfa:¢@s;—a:id:oi1 ~quality- as%we11& as tlif: czha _ '
Output torque QY§r.theLljfefi111e 9f;‘th¢ car}: ” L _ A A‘ H A

T'11.e*principIe_?Qf ’adapti&'e ptessureVcontroIj:is a comparison “of: a set V8l111'B'—fOI‘; the time
with: atiactual value; meaéuredbythavtransiirissic:ninputTsp¢ed course; At:ex7TspegificTdifference
ofjthe at T altige f9‘tIh%e a¢tué1'va1i1e.’the Tewaluie. %¢or:ect:ec1 jby 4TaT cert in inerEiiien‘t in
the »pQs1t1¥e or nTegat'we; di§rection.;'Th¢_‘oLr1g1nal daptatzionz timesand ihfillt .S11IT<rI?« Value 1'n¢I6-
Ifient: ;wer:e_+fixedi;d11jrinTg: ‘ch: palibratitm phasej; For safety r,eas0I1s;,jt11e;ifQta1}devfatiOI1 of'the”
A1‘;;r::ssjureT va1ue—'friohi a Tgiv;en[va1ue;is1iiv‘_ d;;‘d”e;p‘snding‘ on the paitfctgar applicationi; Usually
th:e1g*<:t>Lm=-.ctiir5n ivalueis are stored i:ijth§$T:no:ivi:1atfleL.memory t.;oi havdthc c9;r:e::tTva1u@s‘avai14
jab1e.af,teI power-911; of the electrgnic

 

safety;and 1)iagnos:ic}Functions. safety functions )ex‘t'e”nd‘ ofver bieft“etf’ifiQnitoring of
A %thév;s¢1ecI<i:r%1évér‘ andT:E:mc:i¢:ns bqficexhifiéi by? thcvdriverzwith ;C&éfI£{SI20i1dii1g§ ttdrisr
missionhatdwarej dcsign;t{1§ implementation (if a reverse gear irghihit, funcfiicn iS_p?oss1fb1e;Ti .6,»
abov.eL?a{ c,er[tain”ve1_1i1c1e speed, -the position [Rig b1ocke d_ hydraulically by a sing1‘e.so1¢:noid ‘or
by 21 {particular solencisid cofimbinatimigitiommarided by the e_lectr:o1:icTCU.’fun—ctién pre-'
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33.16 coiirnon SYSTEMS

vents the_TdesTi:ructien~ef the tiansxnissionfin the ev?ent,of;anT 1;Lnintentiona1 shift to the rewerse
‘gear, Downshifi prevention is partofttheisafety:fnnctii)i1,:esp’eciallyduring manual shifting by
the driverT1.HerieT the SyI1ChIT‘011O_l1S ’sp”e;ed*of the‘: new g6a[':iSZCéiC1I1‘at6d andTe0inpTared vvjlthflie
adniissablg engine SpeeC1.~171liT:h€—‘CaSe vot amlculatedisynchiononsspeed aboveinie

;:Tc_naxin1u‘m' ienjgineaspee_d,_‘thet downshjffijis prohibited bylthe TCU;This***funefii)fl can be sup»
A ported by an eoverfrnn; safeguard whicl/1 Ife1jeases,thei1iinp ihnjnfe mode in case iofeeXceedi11g‘the

ad.inissable.riiaxiT1nnn:t—engine speed. T T . _ A T
All of? those;  i3un§;ti{3I1S} can be extended and have 'to1beT.;definei1 during the, development

Stage bythe automobileitra1isimi;ssi.on‘ and BlefifronicTCUiIIlE11311fafi‘L11i“€IS-*Toiincrease avail.-
a1bflity;dftheiAT systemgevenindth Ttheifeilure Of éertain lsigI1}':iIs,Tiftiisi possible ‘dtoiprnviide a sul3‘—‘
stitute operation with better drivabiiity than in lZiT1€_5»1irnfihDlI1t%f'Ifl0,(i€i»,'Il1iS can be done by
tsuhstitute functions; TlieTel’ect1‘onicyT_CU‘ falls back oTn;Tsubstifute véilnestor signals infthe ease
[of a bre’akdownTLof.icertain int‘eIfé1'C€:$_.Tl1_efrei isgfor example, tl;’e«Tpossibility‘.to inn with a pro-
graiinmabjet fixed thjrntftle value with;-af breakdown of theithrettle position sig1ia1.iTl:is.resu1ts
iintaredudction. of theishift’ .clT1’atacte1fistiCs £0Shift po‘iTn'tTs.T .S1”1iftir1giilnto ’nTlT1n gears Tispossible, how-
'€¥E‘.T13}T.Vith reducedshiftaconifoift. A furthermethod isto_.i.1’se se<:TeTndary.e¥signals in ease the o'rig~
inzil signals break down. For example, the calculation’ 'of._Vehicljeé S1§€=e’d- can be:ftoII1 wheel ’
~speedf‘during' breakidown of the; transmission output‘ speed signal. This Ateelinique [usually
nejquireseaeonnejetion betweenABS and transniission control.—’I'he ‘thitd variant i’sltl1e _eancelg
ing of¢eIIain:fiInc.fi0n_s:‘ifthe:nes:essar5*»iinputsignals.are missed- For example, in the case eta
kickdowii switch failure, the kickdown function is —C'aLI1_C6l6d, 'IT’his resultsisineno‘ downshift after

0Pe1‘3.fi0I1..0ffl16-kiCkd0WI1.» Dowiishifts are .nevert1ie1ess still I1ossi.blleeivii1 the full-thmttlei’
opening point according to‘_the'fu11i-{load shift _cli'araCtefTiSti‘c; , T T T T T ,

e The availability: and driveiibility. of auTtmii_cj;b‘iIesT €qflfpped.- Withfe1ec‘tioi1§i[¢;’I’C2U in ¢aTTg¢ pf
system faililrzes be;improy_ed Sigifificantlyewitli Ttheiimpiementiation of substifiite functioiis
This resultsiiine —considerabfl_e;_increase:in' acceptance ‘bye the drivegs ‘of automobiles‘ with"elec- ‘
itronic:t:ransmis‘sion,control, ‘ ‘ T ‘ ‘ ‘ “ T ‘ ' ‘ 1 ‘

i1;3I3.3T Adaptation to DriVer”s:BTehaviori a{ld:_Traffici’Siitiia‘tions

In Certain drivingconditions; some disadxsaniiagesn of the conventionalATl can be ‘pre\Tzent_ed by
?usiiigTTself’-learning sna<ti=;giiT:js‘.° This is‘ es_peciauygva1id‘iw'hen riI11]2I"4'3T‘T§‘/,lT‘TiTTlg’ the jcjoiripicmiise in the
Teshiftmaracteristies r;egarding- gear se1e"ction’unde1* particular  di:'isTri;i1g conditions and under
:diHiculti'environmental?g:nnditions. The.:iniention-of‘ the seljfélearning f,I1nTction_s' is toprovide
the appropriate shiftecharacteristic suitable to the‘ driver under drifvingT.VconditSioTns.i Addi-
tionally, the be1iavi'orofTTthe.icar under*sT‘p eeial condinoins scan be improxred by7‘suitan1e"func-

--eons. Available iiipui signals T of the car, ‘provided {by the isiateedi elecjntioiiici from
inte1'fa’ces_iand <;ornir1unicatioi_i._:links_; are ’13I0,C_1€fSS€d byf tlieiT€TU with specific algorithmsfilhei
self-learning functions f<:anT The divided i Ii1'to%T2i longrespectivelyniediuillgietmeiE1ii%1pf&tion_for‘
idrivefs style detection-and intoi a ‘short-itexin adaptation whichireacts to the present rdrivinigi.
,situatijon,Tisuch asjhiils :01: c‘uivjes,i A T V i

The core of the‘—adapfiize.istrategies the drivefis istyle deteeiienffhe driveTri?s:isjtTyle can be
detec_t‘Ted; by monitori_ng1_ofTithe accelerator pedal imovementsifflfe mpjuts are operation speed,
operation frequency,,a‘ d the rating.positio1niefztheTacceleratorepedal;These inputs a’re;pro-i
cessed depending on Tpii ‘itiejs‘with‘ fsTpecifal;a‘lgo£ithn_1'sT relafedito: the desired drivingliéhavion
of the caiflhe calculaied drji.ver’_style iisireléned to certain shift 1naps.There§is £1 lafgeiehoiee of
slhiftiinapst available, With the icurifently k'nov_(n applications; there are-mostly four different‘
shift 'II1‘3pS,r1‘§“111’giI1g from 'f’Ll'e16C’0I'1QIni‘C to 'ex,tren1ely sporty‘ vehicleibehaivior. The calculated
i(_1r'LVer’si st y1e;ean also depend on the acttial yehiele speed and the share nf eonstant dtilving
conditions a certain, eycle. These ;seIjf¥lejarTningi lfunctions be calibrated by?‘
the car?manufactnrer,rdepending onihisphilosophy etnd—target market, In this wagthe numbei:

’ of shift maps anid‘thespe'ed of the adaptationhave the main influ'BI1Ce;Af1l1‘tl1€rf;pOSSibi1i’Cyi0
match the driver’s_;styTfleeis by [ratings the accelerator pedal operafionT.dm*ing vehiele start, for
,ex2_in1ple, after tired iliiglitiesiop. Inthisi Way tl1e.»ope:ation’speet1 and f:equency.'of;T1tli3e: acCelera—
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, torpedalitbelow ta c—:e,rt’aii1,ve1fit:1e Spte.e<;l_ can be. interpreted and calculated as part’ of; the
tdr‘iv__erT’s; style ’1‘*ating.tIr'1 the evenI1.0fikickd9wn,T_the shiftymaps cf thefirivefsv styleerating are
S.1.I1it}~d‘owjn. by a. priQfitytTgdmmand.t’§fl‘:é dfiveti has the "1JT$ua1 behaviois oJiftT]T1‘;e*e_ar dtifi1=1g'kTi:¢k~
QQWEL; gie,i1e1‘a11y*‘a dtOWnsfhift,T153r€1v;*idii;gT otthtetrbsafety fuliction is in i0I3£?fTcitii311’, ’

To ;5rjey‘enjt:shiifthunting,Tthewtse1f41eé:ningfun‘ctions are;ca1*ried'qutjoiver a,IQngTrespective1y
[medium term adaptation the éidaptatien Vti.1'_H€,1’l1‘2l‘1"tgiIigV1:‘I'QI'1’l severaitesectonvdst up tq one
T ‘ T“ * icing: pan fthe-'se1f+1ea:ni:Trgj fuitéticii1Ssis—‘t]:€ edrjivir1gT.condition.d‘e:ection.:ThereTT

clat n:b&tY¢¢¢ ‘ ‘ inputt$igna1SeQfi‘thi:tta:nsmiSSi0t1I;:QIittoIVandthe ’ gcbnditiezig
. T, disetdiranbtages of _a conventional eelsctroniietransmi Tl eofitrol is the

iitg,att¢dnsta vehicle sTp_ee'd by ‘crossing theiupshift charactefisticiwith :2; 1‘ed11_ctionvc§ff
the tlerator pedal 1a’ng1“ fI’,hTjisj; reTs_:u1tse in Van:_uniflt_$I1&¢é gearespeciallywlxen corner-
ingmi when a13p:<:iriic’* ‘fig :wa‘;crIi$sing or an: ob$tac1¢,11x 15I§f5?%£BI1‘ie£1i:c§$€i gear shifts is  pfOSSib1é
to ‘use sq-c»alIedt1T1T’pshif , pifevention;teCornefing can be detected by the ac_c_e_1eratie11 Bf? the-car

‘ . along: the driving direction 1-elatedetortliee‘ vehicle -speed. The yehielezspeed ifieicalcuiated‘ from *
the trattshjissibn Qutput’ speed.tjhétacee1eratji;on jc;at1.be1_C1etef<T:tefi}b}tt an_2icé:’e]eration Sensor or
by; the diffeierige b_e,tweenT_ the _i1Q11t:TTfive11‘Wheelfspéeds, In thismy ittifs pdss‘ib1e~ totTp:eiyjcnt the

V u'pshi£t;when.¢ornering,t‘»resu1ti11g{ij; eeqnsiderableiim.pfbv¢=ménf in 1e%stabiIi‘T .’ T '
‘ TheeT;C1etei;ti0n_ Ofja crossing %oCr.t obsta;:1e':apggroa¢h is Ipossiblet by the etecttiont Of“<3T31:aSf off

condifi33n‘*of the ac(;_elerat'or pedal; AtFa:cefl¢a1‘n‘ gradient of. thébpedal ;p¢si1idn,ithet upsfiififiis
i.prev.enTted:_fI‘1fisrTi§.—T:1} considerable advantage :6S§§Ci31!Y"WHt311fQV§1‘fEfl(ii1g .IdwsSpeedtfiehiC1i-:3,

th st Ttegy ‘the cprr,ecjte_—gea:;is‘*Tav;;11gb1T e T T 1 1; T T T T T T
fft11e».;d1:11x‘/_i11'g“ situation. detfec,t:1_on_T 1Ts _t_ e1 ecognition of‘uphit1I,driViTr_tg aTnd‘,fi111;é

.;Thi's‘—isIp”_0sisiibl“eA by addiligy-s;peCi‘a1~_fl1I1CfiOhS*fC1thfii ad_apfiyej geat7shift_f_cTo11tro1,T .
;; 'niakes Sensetto suppbrtethe '€ngii16’bI*}1"ki1ig.6fféCt fdf abetterdece1-

t Idri‘vi‘ng canbe dete’cte& 153y’.¢1;i’c(§1:1T}3.'a;1iiTs()iieoffth1%ottleTp’0s,itiQn Tana
1ZIi13S11tift_7iSt PI‘8Verit_ed 1é111TCT1T,’TiI1TS;0It1c ,spTeCia1f.caS6S; 3+.‘C16Wfi9,h'ift'i:S.‘iiCfiv

 

   
 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

Ve}tic1g€;'S1§;6Bd.v,g£a§iIT€ T ,T 7
‘xiated by:tTh’e' teIeictron1c—ATCU; T _ T T T _ T

_A_jfIirtheT’r ‘s’ T ToI1‘f0f"i]:i1‘e self—”1eé_1rni11gtTfu11c‘tioIis the enxyirenmentalttnonittrcitig with related
s‘hift’strategt ' atio11‘éanTbéa?ge1f;;1eg;:nj;rg j2Vinte1‘1 1’jf“‘gfaifi.Thewhee1‘s1§Tp.bf3t1ie

. dfiven Wheels Is comxgaxged Iii tfei§ét3*v%iLue of a;é:ombinatio;n:ct giye11ewh@e1 tdrqtgl ' atidfvejhiizle
speed. When tsgceedingttatset ofiwheel jslipg asgecialgshift ‘strategy =‘c_hosTe1i;; Far; e_xampjle,e

’tI1e_vehiéIe starts Off’iJ1S' on’d*gTear_ .dr*a'niup_S'hjft.‘tak‘es'place.at§ 1dWe1' iiueispeedss T b
T 4 L‘ "e’s1istérte’d a few 5_I.eaTfsxaTgT T d?is%Tcu1‘jrei11t1*i_ ,one~¢t

tvé1C>Pfi1ént4Theeffiéiencyjilfflie‘self-165 g*fiIn'c-
Tipped7;vetiic1es.;’I’hTe fut;1ré:»ds:3?<:l;OpInent‘cdmiernihg.

7 nt of} thefalrea_dyT knownTef1;n’cfior‘1s_‘is tan“iTmTpbrta1it
area int‘/cdniroltdevelapmen Ihxs anbe sup er‘tTeTd‘bytaxitinereasingshaieofé1éi:trofic,u3f1i1;s:;in'd“
t’i11t§317:f,5i(’3l€3i3‘.fk3If the céfiliiiiflfiifififiénth;Iiiultiplé} i1S6eQf"Siéx1$0fSt£3if§>Vidi1tIETlié 116?-

; €SSf<11fYiI1P11t.Si3T1??11$»thet.¢0i31'e$YS‘?¢111E?iiI15i¥1?r¢35¢<1:?f1m¢fiO¥1ii1ifS’;¢5P¢Cf5i1Y.35?5th15I1S=Sif$?i€mS?
’ Atfpreset1t,=a1i iticreasing shatebfn1an1ia1 prQTgfan1s;wi't11 an AT canbe I tnated; Tfiedriver
in$_tr_u‘ct§ttheiAT_eto‘ aTgwitch.;draT,pi1s11‘bt1ftoi1 Tt1this’.II1aii1i1:e‘rf,fl‘1eet " Téan QpB1“§iTt'e thé‘
ATabemanualegearbqx mdepeéideiifly H ftrriapss with o1’i11§L,t,I1e V _. etfy ftitnctiirinsiii;
:>pe‘fatien;eIhis thas1lec»1;t’o ea broadiat: .ce,;ésp,ec billy? the sportsear m’ These fu1ic~
fti ” ’ ’ a1_1X_be;ca1ib17ated gmd applied bythetjear‘manufactur_er with? data reflertirrgitb his T_p_hilQS-
bph d to ihef’tT2i1“get}n1atket{TIje'res11Itis‘th t reyenticxt ofxthe; known diSadvatntages,fdf fl'J.'_E5*f

: ::;tione2;1tAT?¢c.:a’tro1 with01iI‘¢anC5¢1iii5§%i - .Tntag:é$.iflttdIi¥ing‘C€>mIQi:t¥~e%t11d safetja

 

   
 

 
 

    

 
  

 

 

134.45 t,’GQMMU3?R3ATl0N3 TWITHE OTHEHTELEGTEQMG I
_Tc:01\t1fI§{QL.bfNfISTTTTTTTT T . . _ .

   

V ‘fheTeXTisteb,ce‘df e1¢¢:r1Tqi;i;:'con:i:o1 3:5; ‘iaaeriouse 3PI,5f1eiTcafion5t in V,ehiCl§:S,T1Inany appor-
tunitie_st'ex““t t 'fQT;1i§lKTh6S¢ ECUs'an‘d.ta;estab1ishtemmunicatibns between ‘tbemifhe mainTpax"t-A

. net of the is“ the. engine managéiiiéflt Dfie‘-to the cofip1ifig‘;oi anginet
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13118; ‘CONTROLESYSTEMS.

 rriissiczn 'ti:_e‘Jvehi¢Ié ;piowertraii1,;it; Knejcessary‘ IQ haye ca betWcen:fE:c.St:
or‘a[func.;tiona1?:c9uplinganxia11.intr::change of signalsgmltis essenfialfnr‘thczpressurtacona

trolmsxdefthejxansmissionLconirglfco s‘;ensOt’_the‘F¢ngjI1e.1oad‘,fhe%engin?e_speed,ari’d the ihroitle
posftfotrsfihe. engine; i:orqu¢:re,ducti_b‘n ci1un‘ng': shi‘fting?is'2t1so“important torestablish a ‘gofidrshiflg
con1f6:t::andV a:vsatisifirct:c;;r1y 1ifE=fit1.T€*f0r' the cIutc§hés;By handing certair1sTsiT‘g:1a1s.1ike pésieiqu
levcr st,ate, lQCkUPr,CQDd,ifi0n;,\C17'Sh1f oIhmVa_nds*Tto.~fl1e‘enginejmanageihcntgthésdrivingtomfcrt;
TOf’the>vvehic1eA»ca1i be. finpreved Vsig1iificantly;'An;iiT rerface [to ABS ‘a’n‘d:‘traciti<)n;c<3inf1tci1‘is:useful,

T ' ‘ V‘ " ‘, _1fT-1c_arningfu’nctiQnsfi'in V e‘jh‘an_smissi0 C‘0iitr01‘W1’i‘enTusi11g.thbe Whee1"Sp‘e’ejt1S.7 V
It%iS'pTéSSib16]to’ir:ip1éi113éiitbC<§r‘ta1I1 sliift straféglé ‘ ’th:<: tt”a1risth§is;si9i1controlés active

s:1pport1‘fbr: (BS; Aandv{[tras:tion :con;t,ro,i.;A link; to 'tf1q£‘1e.ct:onic; thxoittle 1c]ontr_o1 :2: Cruise -con-
tro1I:1ai_ke »poss.:ibleftwqptimize certain f11I1”Cti!,QI,1, for T Qftotaliveh c_1e,;,By £i'n'teIjfiacjes between
’§he:ECUs;?a reduction of the; "seIiSo1fp”Xpen‘se ‘results By"a.‘mu1tip1eéusfe1via communications.
,Suit;a‘b1.eTIiIiI<s inclu’d§:,¢speciai11y.30:: bus bTonfig;urations for 1r‘ Tjbléafraevcémtiiunicatiom
3§§1.s_= Syst;efII;sii:.1,paitic;11la:1: %haNVe; avdvantage ’f;h,e link+,u_p ;d;ditiona:l withput
changing their"existin'g;ha17dWa1‘e.—Additiona1.Cdupling VreqLuir.ésé>o1n1yi a[ software; change. The
interéhangeofrequiredfsjupgplementary’:sign;ils fcxinewbfunctibnsvisipossible withauit any prob-
lems‘. example of p‘6xf9¢xtfain1 m‘a_nagement!~ fCQUpIifig the ipdwértrain; £0: achi3eVe;
IQWLQI fu.¢1,é:on$umpti.o'mTvsimultaneozrslji improving ‘fhé d:ive.abilitjy,ii.s described; as vfQ1l0\VSe.

  

 

 

 

% T

vTh¢> .,11¢Wes.t; generatign of ;t~r,ansII1ifssionT‘Controllers has» Qvarcome {the firmer‘ :diIsa.dva1:tagc
regarding ‘fuel. ‘effifciencyg A‘daptiye;'Vfuncti0ns cjooperatiojn :wfth':fo£ii‘efuIIy designficd totqtzie
converter iclutcht con‘tr:51,f‘ whié:h .a11ows the c1uféhf*fQ beV cilbse;C15§>ven af *l:eiw~ gea1fsj,__h}1ver
im;prc§v:ed: fué1.¢c:2sump%tic1:significantly.‘TBvasedi<Q:1 %th¢t:.‘driye:fs’ behavior,‘ »t;o;getherT iwi/tfh an:
adaptive shift1sitrat¢gy[ as 1?.revi6:1S1¥ desi:'riE2ed;_par;t;of the T;C;U’;S, ‘adaptive/programsoftware:
V1na3i‘se1%éc;t[ an ‘é.cOn6mVyj;or even ;stiper—c_cOno,I.1iy shift sVtrategy'TVWh¢n’é[Ver‘jpQsSib1e. There is,
jhoweveg sti11..mote‘ p‘o ¢n'tial.fjo,:fue1ALecohbmy optiT:rii7zz‘ajti:ofx;c5£”t’I,j1 .fdrivétfai‘n; >

The rconceptvpa1'1édf Masférshift3° is: shown in. Fxg. 1.3511. 'Ih*egb‘a’sic ’ide’a}:is:_’t’é{ interflp1je’t_the?
»ac¢¢1¢:a.mr~ped.aI i:20Sifi9n%.a‘s:an; T1er%ati<:rx;:éq ? Ihatéflécéléiafibn r5eq11em"i a,reques:%
forfiwhxejel. 1iorque_;has;t9— biaconv :h H % C T T. . . 1 open throt:-T
t1e‘an‘dfIoW:rpin va1ues.Injord’ar_ to 15‘ necessary to; uségan1E1ec’tfon1Githroft1‘e con-
trgjol system. The comrnmribation between VtheT Te1ecff1io11icTT.thrott1 6,1. the jenginc,j afid uansrnission
is?Fi‘gg113.;12}:.; :

 
 

 

  

MaStershift:, :<':70nTCe’pt‘fOIf"drivetiafn.opt’in1iZatiOrl*

%Besr:me:ecqn1omy:with _exce;1ent
‘ ~driving dynamic »inteTrpirétatiqrLof 9'-medal pqsmén:

M _as\‘,accfeierafiL0nTrequest ‘

 A Operafion of enjg fne_— at high fqrque
‘(dpén ~thr&>ttl‘e):an’d Jew’ speed

 

R   Information eX¢1iELng_e: b§tWeen‘”
:elé_ctroinic‘ ‘throttle, cofitrol

relecifcnbtransfniséiorr éontfcjl; and
ielectrenicjzengine controi

T:q1J_i:eTmen»t: 7

‘FIGURE 13.11 7Drivetrain—'o_peIaliion~. ' '
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FTGURE 13.12 Maété hxf llog1c§iI;striik:fim:faiildlAc6ni;fiuniCariQIl‘?b:%l‘l>?6&n‘différenfcon-—
“91.$Y~°?F¢I9S-"- ‘ A l

3 V Ifrljsilch 2i.systef’rr,‘§a wel_1V-définlled ~é0ofdi11f1fiOh b¢tvq¢én theengine térqu$f;lmaijily givelxby
tlhrottléVpos ‘itid1,1.j(aiM1‘* mass),_fuel mass;-_jand’»igniti(jn angle‘-on ‘ * ~d;se1efct;io,n; 55% the
apprépriétel gearingluditig‘torque*cOny¢rtci?*c1u1§ch. oA1:1V;Ihe§_t:l:sE‘£ A T " H 7  Vé.«.Depend~
ing on the typevl9f.§:ngii1¢,’fuel Consumptibn can lJvf_:[lfed1I_C€3d Tfiiril‘ :5 ‘men: With;thiS

‘ optimizedTMast'elrshi '”Qnc’ejpt._‘Becau$¢. ther :aVer_'a'g‘eléngine»c:p‘eraI1Q11_I3~aEJi1 :2 QIque1eCv=
els. ¢0m}?are.d Ttostandard;€syst§ii1s;iagreavter number cflgéar Shift$’».m8Y 9CCDI4TlfiSl7~ important ’ T
fit: g11z11rl_ant«é;€i>.0P t:ixna ftT¢i1mfoft:Figiir¢13l13"shOwshowthatcanbaactz, ' -; . ' L V 1
the addifiohail’ dégree of lfr"ee5dbm[giVenj by théf electronic jt'hrot’t1e::Acor1tto1.’ It 1i'sj possible; to
csp<:rate~the; :thro:t1e= angle: dutiliggfihsi gear‘ shift" in Such ‘a way as “to” achieve: constjantrwheel —

 
 
 

 
 

tbrquejbeferelléndl fivwfishifts:

1‘dévé1Q15IfIi¢,iit’W§:kTl\>?i1lbé'=£io1icént:ati:d?Qnjrétlé-;slgn‘df 'ha:dwat6 cfimjmnanfsfor
cost reducuon, limprpvemcnt T*of—yie1d. ‘torcducejfual: consumpltidlngand. improvement  of drive}
Tab‘llty,Aggo¢:1lappma¢:h»to.1_meet .<:osfé;"targjé‘tsj,c>n the e1e¢tmnic lhardwarfe‘ Sid§'i}YOuldl,bE}'fG{iIlf{E+
lgra etfwol more lindividi1a1.C0iiirC11lir16fiI1V <;cmm:mlh§msifig:, Raga digrig uijeélertztzénic
<%<?1111?<?fl¢Iif$; 1°11‘? Cdfild Cbfifiiiué :lI$i.fl8fiW9iS61?aI*?1f¢‘1Ifi¢ifG¢0flft01fei$m5T Wiéilld haié fl1¢*aidYai1*
;ta_ge thatthef Software developrfie1it,andl’a1:plicafiongonld ll§e‘ dOne j'nVc1iv’idua1Vly f_otitwo{Tdifferefit
systems; for: ‘Example engimyand ltxans‘missiioii icontfo11er§;TAng’thef;approachcould ate? mount’
1115 TCU‘ On the tfa_ns;‘nissiorl’h<3using;itseIfi"I11is cQijld~ Ig=;:ljgj1»1:giaf» jsignificaritT reduction in the
AexpeI.1lseff’0r the vwirihgl.haf;nt:SS- Hare, hQW6.V7Qf5 *fi1elpi*.db.1:e1rh mi hézstilekarigbient ltenxperzaturcs gm?
.e;1e_clIOfll‘0‘,COn1pQIléntSi‘has tolbc solvcd;TQday7$:stand<alo11e acbtuatorsgc,ou1d‘15eTji11tegratedjute 3
'c;,ommon';housingj the s_olution.$howi1 by~~Chrysl¢r C<j1ip,.ilzb1 »iAt’s;_A;{_i94 ft"rans11iiss’i‘on'.-

‘ The. impt::&e;:1ent"‘lof {the}-lyield a‘JjmLaix1 tiipic fcflldesiugncrs Df1 ATSi ’Qi1}'p11_mps‘and torque:
£:<mver*I_‘e.rS 3a.f6 a—n1aj§_>r‘si0urr:el of fiegdrgy 1osses;A iinptafyénientgfyield. will be p<;>s+‘
:sil3_lc as so1OIi[as torque'conVerte:‘clutche§ aIa.aYailab1e;w1tl;’tI:e7capabi1ity fofrlcontinuousaslipl
o'pcratiorl._'Il1e _Lorque Tconyertenclutch fl_1en»:Vbje, Operatpdl in IQW?ge’ai"_$- *an'dl at’ low efnginé
lspeedswlthoutl facing prdblenis 'from.»d:ivétr.ain oscillatidns aiiidloflnogséjemisslon. Z‘ ’ »

’I‘l1e*driveabili'ty[i‘s the most importantfisaturc for; t1l1¢.Td:i,v’§*;r,s?l a:;cep;tang¢:‘ofjlATs.»Irl addi—;
tion to the ‘self-Vadalptilvé. 1f1incti‘ons”desQrib'éd;jthe.ih1p1em¢11tgtion§t:f shift‘St_’r_a_tfegies benefiting;
from =co_n’crol algorithms using fuzzy theory lnay further [improve dtiyeabifity: 7
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1126 CONRQLSYSfl§flS

siéwmhifg

% ’

  
  

L}‘c¢avént:ona:  

Tractigontoffquea Trac’tiOFnst(5rque.  
Ehginé.:o:qu?—+TTTTTJJ :LEhgihe,t0}5zue*-—>T"W

F1GURIi13—1 3v ~CQn$h:r1;t tréction torque by dpera£i“o:rwfit3xroft1s> cpizning during gfiarshiftk

 

 
:ASICj :Ajppli¢a’tiQn—specificAAi11tegrated;cimu1:. .»
TAT; A1it<j1fiafic tr2¥nsinissi($n’..

ATE .AutJ0mat7i_ctrainsinissiollfltiid,

CAN i€§0 If£fQ11er,areanetwofk;

Continugusly -variable

EEPROM fE1éct1i‘ifcal14y éxasablé prog;'ammab1¢ read-only menleryf A
Electrbmvaégnevtici.cQ):npa;:ibilit§h V

" EPI_{0M_ E:a$a:bigpr/0gramn1aT51e.rea‘Ei-onljk‘memoxy. V ‘ ‘
‘ PWM_ Pulsa-widthmo.du1_ati‘on.;‘

RAM Ran¢19m;a¢c¢SsTmemoLr>%

,R édi‘0;Aftequ.%:ncy interfefencaé
Too} Tbrgue converter c’1utch.;

»:TCU Traismissifiin central? unit.

;é§E§§EN¢E§TijT{F_      %

L 7E~Ku¢u1§ayand LQrenZ,TK,,T“Das nelic Eiinfggxxg-Autoiiiatikgetriebe'§11tLV8—MQt01:’enin der 7erTBai1‘+
r’eihe*vpI11 BMW: ATZAuromogaitrechnisczmzeizxglym 94g Hefty/8A,j1992. V ’

9» ,K?:N911ff5T§“R9§§Et.;deV‘310Pi1‘i§1tV0fAT-G0I1tIQ1%LTa€18PfiV9ifillciignsflanfl actuators,” iS1a:1pt>sium Neg
v9B13,2fiéi1z(Inc¢d—Tecknqlagies iil,1‘1il!0!71(51{iv§€'Pf61'}1€lSi€}}1 Syjs;ét;z_s; Sotfiety TcfAutomofiva‘En’gineers of‘
Japan Inc.;1993‘, pp. 4249; — V ”
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SAE Paper 900561, Societ3r[Tof Autpmouve Engine6IS).Warreridalefla, ‘ A b
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9. A;Wé1tér, at 31.; “]3ié;Ada'ptive Gctriegestcuarung Tffir{A1fi1t0n1at_ikgctri_ébe déré jB1EiIWi_FaThxzéuTge mit ’ 1
vzwglfzylindsnntjtpr Ayiombbiltechnisclze Zeiz37cEarEj&:94§A1992,Tpp;428—436;3 '2

=10‘. =Sfre1"B ‘and_ R-.fL,60nhar_d_, “Hierarchical‘cohfrol:stfat§gy i6rjjower_traif1 func§ion§"”g¥X17¥‘I?£§£ta
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Congress: Lond:on,1992;.  

A;4s,aurLTHETA£2THoasT

; KURT is fesponsiblé at Rdbiert Bosich *GhiEH fft)'r.'t‘I“i¢' éiévelopnient of é1‘ectronic‘;¢on+;
:.t1_*{3lf'unit's for atutomatic t:ansmissicinsTand,A=aIso far the 5d5,_Yeld_pI1:1ent of." _a‘ctuato):s1.i Hé‘wa$_. edujje

. ‘catgzd in;glgpitqnjésxeiggihgering ‘aft thgaj :Univer sity'TQfTStuttgatt:and holds a Dr.f1ng;it_1 fthe(fiéAldV
» of12asis:§[sejrir1ie{on<i\iiitbfr: research» He has lécaénjin this fiefdéiai ‘a1itotnfotiv’e Vcompomeliti devfemptf

1n‘ent.‘,fé>;r :10 ycarsgj A ’ V ‘ ' ' ' V

 
WoLEGANqT'rs:sponsib1eA at§BbS9h1for,sySten;£s;‘a1;clfisO ware developmejnt of élec;
t‘;qnic‘¢ox1trd1.?1:;sits;for atitofiiatic. t:r‘ansn1is§i0I1S.‘He§ w1aS’ed11_ca T . 1je_c_t[ronicTs~ gaxiginee;-ing ait’
the; Ufiiirérsity *off‘St1i£t;gfla‘r’IL Hehafs been-Lworkifig{.in i1:h*e~ aI’ea ojf7 tfafisn i’S.S“i‘Qr1VCQI1fifOI.i1i1it«déVe1r'
op_ment' foréight yeégré,’ ‘ ’

WERNER ’BR,EHM»‘iS §ectiOnA'1nanagef’fo: ’tI1A:e’1‘ti’r‘;3”SfiT:’g‘f‘f1—fifiéiécitrgfillydtiaulicfafitiifiifoié ilséd
iny“d]¢reHtF0ni¢,a11y c9n’tm11<:d[automatic' Vtnansmissionséiflé-:was1[educaiLadin meChani¢aTl;?§ngifi@¢t+v
ing at the»§University. o.f:-Stuttgart and has worked on ;CGIIlpCn€fltS:iCI1giD€‘€i’iIJg,f0Ii- aritilock
brakiligfiystegasiIiPéSS&i1gér¢érs4— T ’ T ‘ ‘ L ‘ ‘
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CHAPTERWI4 T   

{{{{

Richard Vaieniine
MQ1‘oxola~LInc.T

-— v_ f

A vehic1eispecd,contro1 jsystém —can§range a,simp1e_ throttle laftchinggdeviceisto a sophisti-
cated digital c 1,Gnt_ro11er.V that co:1StéI:1t1jf.1J7iaiI1tafi11sIa set jspeed;11Ii§1er  \;aIying:dri\(ingV c:fonc'ii1:i0i1s
The) next générfltién» Of%'e1ectroni¢T‘SJ2eTed iéonfi::i1’systerns wi11>1>.robab1$'iSti1I’»use%a Sé3par_£i1i'€11iT9d-1
ule-.(b1ac1§ .b0X.)sfth;e; same as present¢dTay; s‘yste1‘n_s.;'but will sh.are;datai,?ffI<2m§th’,e enginé,ABS; and
transmission ic_{)j1‘1’frO1§Isysfe-m§S.iF11fU1‘ii§’Cf [c‘r1iiSe°C;0ntro1 SySt6fI1S':1fhfiT;ifiCl11d€:,5 radar; Vsensers? to;
measure the rate :cf“c1osu;r¢ mother Vehifiles fa"11d’adjust‘the« ‘speed to n1aii1tai_r1.ra~ cofistant :diTs-

_tanc{e’ gagrc ;p.ossib1e? but need _signi‘fic:a11fi;e0$t- 1‘§<i11Qt1;QI1SV f0_r widespread pfivateiwehiclc ufsag_e..
TTIC;-3_0bj6CtiVei 0fL.Aan aufomaiic ‘véhicle icruise c[Ontrfi§)1?isA __tjo sustain a__s1:eady,' speea under]

i\?a1‘ying;‘road Conditions, thusijallqwiiig? th’e~ vehicle ope;-am: ‘to relaxyfrom constant foot th1:p"t»~
tle iI_1é1nipu1aiti<‘3n,lI11Tsome cas;es_,jf11e cruis8£ontrQl systemjniay actuallyimprove’ihe~véhic1e’5
fueL_ efficiency value‘ by 1irniV1_;i_ng, t1Ir<i[tt1e;,:_éf9ci:111:Tsi€;n$ to lsrnall 'stép‘s.,By‘ 1f1§ing< the? power —a*i1‘£i.

A speed of a,niiCIQ99fltIO11GI‘ device‘ a11d.fuzzyTl_,c;gic’software‘ des,igng_ an §:XQeI1_entV.pr11ise fcontriol,
‘system can be :designed,.. L ’ M "

1v4.1f.f.1 Funfcitional .Elements_

C['hejcnii§e, contrc1syjstem,isia closed-troop Spejejéci 'cG11tt0I as showll Fig,-14g1.7111_e key input
signalsfzfie the dri\é6,i’S Spéedi Sétpoint and the Yé1iiC16’S%acti1;a1; sp€ed;Othet iInfportantinpi1tS
are; the faster+accc$b€s1ower—coastLdfiver adjTus,t1:c1e3r1ts,Virz=;sumVe‘,Tdnfoff, brfake2sw—itch,’andTAeng _ine
::ontro1~messag;es§The; key outpu_t'sfigna1s are, the ithT1:‘otflcT control servo actuatnr values. Addi-
fional output signals include cruise ON —ser‘$;iir:eT'i11dicators, plus rnesjsa”ges>to‘f11eTengine
and/or transmiésfoxi <1ontro1Vs‘ysten1,andjpfiissibly;datafmt diagnostics, ’ "

114."1.2. Performance Expecfaficms

T'I‘1:1t=;id“s;a1M cruise system f_eét;tures.wou1fi1 include th6'.fi:)l1QWi~11g specifications:

5 Speed gzerformaizce: :i0,.51n1!h:<;c>13trol at Iess'the_n1‘5Vpereent g1-ade,bancT1_i1 m/h—eentro‘1 or
Vt;hic1e,limit overs pcrcentgrade; T ' ' ‘

9 Reliability: Circu'1tT Vdesifgned ta ‘Wifl§StHI1C1 —C§‘£’€1‘VO1:tag6~'t1‘a1'ISvi6I1tS;IBVEEISG voltages,» and
power dissipafionéiqf compqnevnts kept :t0_f ' V

14J‘
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14:2 CONI:ROL:SYSTEMST*

  
  
  

 éégsi§fit’Tl ’
+12v:zsenlruonJ me<;..onll T 

Tlmcunleml T
T Cgntrojfl .

 

   ‘ jVInputLSlgnal
.; _Condmonlng ~-

(EMl‘filters)
_ (OVF!)

 _,8‘t;tfir1SCt'v%‘itch ..

  
 
  

   _. Thjgzfilel T
j Po.°,m9{né1r:l 

‘ ‘ —Act'u'a'tiOr~

 

lFilGfUREi4.1 Cniis‘e«¢ont§Ql‘sj}stéh1.l

 

7._::‘l’gp;'Zi‘{3l11:‘i‘,{::7'r:1:.—Lopfiblfls.“ _ HByc;ha_nglng.'EEl?iRQMN lvla"a: si1f';1pl6’s§:rial dat'a.Ti1}lterfa¢e iér. ;§verV§the ;
:l:'lfifWQf—kj,"‘th§)V cvruisel $oftw_a;1-eflfcan Vup_g‘r:aVde;d. .optimized for sp._je:cific:3j\zehiclE§—;

t§zpe$*;.lThés’evpmv.isi .E31191?vfb1’:V317i5313“3efi5b1'S;~S3iTV0S5_3i1d:5p€6df3fig9SA: “

. J2ri1eszr~u€lzzp;aIziZi§§;»rT. r<:$pQn;S‘¢ L011? cruise-.i9OIitr£§1 can be ’adjysted: "tic. match the
?.driver’s preferences withinlihé constraints offthe \'f(?»11l._(,‘l(.°',’-'jS‘pV’:6_1‘,f()1TI1,1‘aI1(%'€:; M

1?ELv0rfcé£il@.ipfi‘iEé‘. Q‘-pery‘ _ "I“he;i1’s‘g°;* cf*integt;;:e;1 , ‘actlizitoy .r;1rixk5rf§,and ;a high;
.functiona1i'%y!M red cc cémpcfientcountsgfiicreaseireliability; andlTde:>r‘el:tse1t1:e?cr’u:s;é'
.contro1mod111e’s foqtprirlt ‘

;1”4.1l.3: » Safety cohsiideratiems»graiisafgl

Severallllsafetyfffficfors need 120 be;fco1isidere,d. for ,3 vgihiclav slpeedi ~controlTdiéSilg11, Thé lniosi‘
b2iSi'oT‘iS}lflji11ethQd‘ designed jihtoilie. th1jO£tle'CO11tI0.1:CiIQ11" [N102 igsurc alfiililslafermodie {0fiVGP‘€.r“—:
atf1oIili1j?thei‘e\?elnt thatthefmi¢r0Confr0l1e1?:'Qrjétcttiafiifii _ llsliould fail.*I‘his—€éle’ctro;iijcIfai15'
safe; c;ir};uitfsl1utS o‘_ff3tl1;e ’contro1_SefvQSlso.tl_1at{E6 tlitxfiatli  1inkzge Willbe 1"lé1e§:$é d$vliefi.thel’
‘brak&»sWit¢h‘o1‘ cruise off swit¢h.is activated, 120‘ matter . _ ‘ <2¢Iiditio.n 19$ the or‘sefIvLol
,fiCfl1aTQIf control fransistcrs. '(TI11i‘s‘ assumejs: the Eaetuatars Iriechanically-.;in gofid shape ‘and’
will ré1ea'se.) ‘ 1 M T _ _ _

Qtkieflsaietyrrélated it'ems]inc’1ude_ ‘prc$g‘ram~code+tolA def:cgc};:2gTb:1p1txi1a1 operating;<;onditions
:a::1d‘p1?es.e_rvix;g.intG mamoxy.the d.atajPQifitsllassociated W7ith:t;h§: abnomjiall condfignlfor ;1ater
idifl/g‘Ii"0'S,fi.CS.AbflOIIn31;COHdlfiOnS,fOr'r5X3I'l1p1C,‘C0uIfl be an in’eem11tfent‘;vehiclegspaed senslor,
{or errafié‘ driver switch _sVilg’nal‘s”. A testgcould also be made :durihg;the.liniltZia1 ignitiori flkcy on
pliis time t11el«c1-uistfis activated to tl1s‘—iI11}egfii;§§ Qf‘th<§. :(i_‘1f1,‘1'1f:SeZ sVyst:eI11f;W_ith;;any
faults resultingiin a Iwarxiingindicatpr ft: the. dr:Ver;’O.hyi:§u$Il ‘jt}1LiTemo_s:t serion’sl~ffafi,1t7f0_avoid
is 1'I:1nvaivfv.ay_Iacceleration; Cpntinuous ;mf0,nitoring iofflthe: [andkey C.0nt_t0_l1e1éments will
help n1iIfi11iizé'*;the pofential for this “_typJe‘ of fault.
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CRUISE CON}'_1"R‘OL 14.3.

154.2 MICR6CONTEOL£ER HEQUIHEMENTS E03 CRUISE

;¢39flfTH‘0L,l

14§.2.,1 . lnpgf

 

forecrllise control applieat‘ion_s requires high.f11ucfio11ality, The would
the’ff911_o:win‘g; 11

- a :p1',e'cise iil‘C_€3i1ii1ia2l'::irnel5l:21se=11°‘C>_ir1 -lthe [speed "1,T1$§.:S1,l'1f1BI‘II6rlt»,1Ca]CJfiE1fiQ1‘lS"'
.-1 AiD inputs 1

1 olltputs

Q-x timer input capture

o1ltpuU3DmpaI6$

cl serial datap.Qrt;(MUX p_.or__t),
'?l17l,11'1t’.€>",1_"-l1',i!.l“\h7lIa'.‘1;Ch't2'1(_)'_g“ 1 1 1
CEEPRQM ‘

~ lowepewef VCMQST technology

1 0

3

Signals

The speed sensjerl is_'_o1l’e. of flilfemestj critical p‘21I1.'fS1TiI11 [the ‘sy;sft”em_,: because thelnlierocoxltrtillleri
caleulates fhe.vehi¢le_speed: 53:91:11 the speed SC11S:01‘:7S.5ignra1‘ tolwithin V; mlh.Any Vspeiedclrneter
cable Whip :01‘ oscillation :eazt1causel.ermrsl to be introduced into the speed ;calcu1ation.,An
averaging;lr0i1tin.e in the asplejefcl fcalculafidlisl e?an‘11iiniinize ethifs: eifectl Thespeedometiereisellsore

_dI1V:eS.‘[hC*1'I11C1fOCOl‘L1f1TOll6f?g_ timer‘input capture line orihe: eXternal’.inteIrilptllihe.Tlie
‘the:t1»_cgl1'cul‘at’es the ;yehicl‘e’s:.speed fro1n.“the‘elfrequenc_y of thejsensor signals and the MCU
.inte‘rlials timel:ase;.'Il1evehicl%:¥’§ ;S'p€55d.=..‘1/1E,i;'1l§1'€§ is coigitinuelllg“/up,clated and stored into
llge by- the 5383?: Speed‘ cOrltrQ1:epr0g:r:al:}.‘—S‘pele<:l sellsQrs:t:adi3:ienally' h2‘n_1e:beefi‘a: sinlfple ae
:generat[or located in ‘tl1eftr—ansnfis’sion_er speeliQ1netere;cable."[lle:ac generate: produces ‘all ac;
:voltage waveform-’with'_itsLfifiqufincy profpprtionalto theesenserfs rpm arldevehiele .speed, 10pt'ie—e
‘cIa1’fs’en‘sOrs. in fhe; speedometer head can also Be’l1incorpor*én:e;1l. Usually jthesjpeed sensor pm-
eciuccs a_ numbelf-10fel3iI1S6S'01‘ cycles per km or; 313i1e§eWith theLinjereasirlg;lABS [system usag¢}i&%
vbacikup speed lsensdr value ceilld be olbitaineid ffclfh the ABS Wheel:speed_Se1lsQrs.The{;ABS:
speed ‘data could b:e~ob.t’aineid byewayofila MUX; :l1etw’ork:. j _ . . 9 . V . V . _

The user command switch  sl'gnals 1cDu1fl.$ifl1&fi be single jMCU;iI1pl1t[1lneS;t0 each isvivitchl
Qhlifiiit-f".O1'-. amote eon]1p1_eX_ analegiresistore d1i—Szi"d'i’;1?rtWyp.e_. toféji »i1lpu’t_line,,Otll1er: input [gigs
milse csf:lnjter¢-gcjtoi me ;.r1iis‘e s‘yste:nep4r1<>g:'am Wolikibe tflircttle. I370‘1.;Sli,1t1'1(1J.1:11,'C11'I'-111SII;i‘1i§$i01.11. oer-.cIu1t¢h
sfmftus, A/Qstiatuls‘, actuator diagnosiifész Gflginesstatusl Cit-,lW1ffi}Cfh could be foblained ov.erfl1'€?
M]UXldat“a l”1_e1W,0Ik. “ "’ ' ‘

14.;2.2 Program Flew

The microeontrollerfis progreamniecl Tte meéisulie 1Z:h€.:1_‘1fit{3,l ofvehicle ~sp‘Ae¢d. and note how Inucl],
3116 which deirectienl, the veliieleepeed. is 'C':11"ifi,l7,1,1‘!:gl-T1‘l€ standar€L1PI1(propofticilabintelgral)
Irletheid prodllcesione output signalpthat isliprepertionali-to thedifference betsveen the sei-
speedeand actllallvehicle speed .(.l:he1e171iorxraluejllbysae proporfional gain block Kp, Another sig-
nal iisgene1late¢i,fl‘1e1jframps’llpTo1‘ dawn atra rate set by the error Signal rnagllitlldeflne gains.

’0f1bQtIil;1<3i=an;r1. I<11;‘z:1ie ¢he3en3 to provifie 3 quilck f.esp<:nse but lwiifhl H1116 instability; In Jeffecjt,
the PI‘systen1V_adds up the error rate ever time, a_I_1df, lihetefore, if aI_1,un§16rS:pe6d;Gi)1I.‘iiiiQl1
occurs asfin.a: leng 1'1phillegra_de, the_errorTrsvi gl‘1al will [begin to greatly increase to; try i;Q*e=em—»

jpensate.1Und1er;leve‘l driving cenditions,tElein1¢gra1'control block Kl? will lerlicl toward rzjere
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 T. if '_ ’Erf9i‘“\]alue °m’6ha l 'Si1fl‘tL0f'Kp.

SatSp.eedvVa|ue~:——&s T T T [ T

N  

i§\
W1ix1x13

iZFIGURE 14.2 ‘PI.,spea,d: error control.

because ifhsffé. *i.s: ilessl fe'frQI} Léiféf‘ .tl_iI‘né;. 'I'J.’1e‘1 'YEh1T§;1e’s Vwéi ‘ Thtj, angina. ‘fiéifbrnianéé, afid ricilling
:1f,eS2'lfS,’fir3,Il[CE§ a_11fa.c'tor‘iI,1 vto. detcxminei .the,: P15 gain.}c antsgln ,Su1I_1mary,_Athe .P_I ‘m‘ethod a1,l.9ws
ffa;st zrespgpnsc to: abrupt. grades 9: ,jm;ou‘n»tain’sf, a‘hd.;staB1;: operation-V.under Iifghtggrades; tor hills;
Figure¢1¥4.2%shpws;;the traditiO’1faI PI ‘cru’i se’_¢ontIo'1Fdil2tgfam.;

V .1 O'utp[u't”'C[onfrols 

When tHeTe:r;<3:r kig:na1?1‘ras bééliColilpufédszanbiitblltSignaiIffthéSéfvoé1Cf11at¢TS?iSig¢IiET&f¢d L
to+‘increas,q,‘hpf1dT,: decrcase. the» thiottltqzositiotléi.Th¢fs¢rvoTis;updatedsat‘«a»ratc that is within

thescrvo.’-s'meic aniCaT,QpQ1‘a’tingfsp6C ',catij, ;;Whii5h:CO111d\b{€ sévéral‘miI1isec9nds:The1:rr¢r
Tsig‘1_1a1.can‘: be: *'o_mpu£e’d; at Va: much fasfgsr rragteIand,Vtheréfor'e,«give;sT exftagtime 1fé)r“'somé ave;-A

"aging ofitlibfi “¢51}'I:S1J"eédseiiSK T V, ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ % ' ‘ ”
. ’"Thr.o.tt1e.:p9sitfq._  % .i9n£i‘11y:eith¢:ITa‘Av;a:e11uIntypcrservq Qrmotorzlhc va9uum.§up+
gply; to—'Vthé‘Vwi/cuumbserv; ,ctua‘tQr:.is*‘dischargedasfavfailsafemefasure=wheneVer>the IbraItei‘“sys_-L
-'te‘mv isVéngaged;i,r1<:addit16fi rEo< _thé_. 1‘1d_rrf1a1, tum-‘off 0f?thé;~actuator’vdfiv5r?c0iI§.; E1¢gt:i;:servo. .-

i..t$zpe“ inotbrs‘ requiriet ccriiplex ‘dri.ve» {and some. TYPC. bf?m¢chani¢a1fai1safe
ilinkéd bajcked to theibralwsystsém.

  

   

 

CHUISEjTC0NTROfi£;}1S;QETWARE‘ ’
    

czruiseg éfr1Q_rYc_&1cuiati9n; algfifftiim. can Bel‘dES1gIi€d[a1:<3111i<i;(t1t?=idifit3I1é1 :iia:h;rnoéis:1.s:Tsu?:h
j%as~_1?I; QfjTfi.1ZZ§’ l9:g,ic;. "

T1.;4;3;1} 'Fuzzy’L:919i¢LExa“mpI%es‘ V

‘I€uzzy?1'ogicTa1Iow_s Semewhat;éasieriim1él.eméntation:df’ihc7§p¢éfdT3t:rror éalculafloh bacéausni its
Td‘es’ifgnI syiifax+.usicTS— Si1np1t:: linguisfiics. Forzexamplez IF ,speéd,idjfffeL6nc<: ‘negative ;and._.sma1L_
;THENincrease %th_f{(;)',tfIe* slightly. TT W ‘ T ’

outpu: thenTadfi4Sted. td}S1iEhitIy* 1i:11‘crJ%e-éiisjé ‘the ‘t1]1EfICf>t5.t{1”lT1i6‘th:Ottlb..Ap0$iti§niipdate‘ »
Vrateis dQt§TII1§J16d:’bY';a11Qth€I.f\1ZZY’P1'Qgif3m which Iooksfpr ‘the,dr1ver.’s cruis.s:[p:re{r§f£ix:r;an<;¢;
%req‘uTest (1s1ow~,*me;dium1, ‘Qr..fa’s f reacfio _ he':ap_p1icati‘onft4ype; '(smal1,= medium, for 1argje’en_gi‘n&

A isize), and.,c>ither* crfiuisTe;—sysf‘em factory pr. ‘efparameters. Figure 14f3 Tshows‘ one: pairfzof a'fuzzy‘
’  10gi<-fé d€Sig1i flit i°;fOiI1PiIf:i31;g1:1f1orITia1 fliiQt'  6pf<5Sit.i0.11;: TOtfi€fV%p§r5f§"“ 013153 §0mpUié’fiié?5ff€CtS Of

‘Q'fhf?fiH13.1i,TéS;S1IC_haS¥I€éS11i11§,I1IiV§r2habfiS;i$I1§iI3©.Iypé, andjth:e1i1:<:.. V V ‘ .
Other program design requirements; include. veri.fi‘.ca,tion;that ;the; input sigrzals f.aT1lTwithiI_1

:expectedTbounVdaries1.‘For example, ’a:btdke1i.;o_r intern1ittentT»sp;e§;d Sensor could Ix:-de‘te’c‘tedj.
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  fiocumulativeivehicl
Medium ' '     
 

 
 

I Dmccel

 

 
T TGZEARULES‘ _

tr: Vahlchspged Er’r6r NLnigg%ANDf:r:afn, Lérgp THEN. Inromcmn Luwncrom
!FTV°!iic!dSt>]°.°dTEiVr0f NL9r9§?AND,7Ds‘é°°¢'TIé1& M9diu.m ’THEN[Th191fi9j}2a-3 Medurhilnotoaie

tr? Vehybiespaed Error NvsniaIIA_Nn 993599! [aKe‘Vsm_aJJ THEN 1hrotfl§pd§.;Sma!l lndyaadeig
.71.; , ' . .

A ;_ VIF Véhldaswflii Error Ptnroé ANI3A<>¢91;s9te La@r9e,THE8j Lakes. De¢_fea&9 
Thrdtflé Posirmsxep Size.

smu "Na smu Mkmm

'!'=T**?.***?T lncrgasa.Deqmua: lncrjgasa

 
E§TGURE'143 inzz‘y‘§p]eed flow.

iA»heavily»~_’1oaded Vehicle with: .—a small engine may ;n<_)'t‘.be; able .£o:1naintain a high setpoint

spgsed up1a_ ‘stgepijgrade, and Ithe;:cfi1ise+:czjntro1,LneedsT‘t0 basgadifsengaged to progtjéct the engine
ffom sustained fulkthrottle operation under; {a heavy 1o_ad.—, could be jpreset to occur 20

T *T ‘ “ 331: ‘V ' gt‘ pr gr ’ T _:canfr.es’t} the vehiclejspaefli to respme Set-
certaiii conditions; Forjiicxampleiif fa high-é

- aasetpding ; [C1 ;Qf1T2.5 kII'1Ih5(?8
mfg km/11: (}IIii7Ii1):and the; vehi9IeT?s 
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‘ 1&6. CONTROL SYSTEMS

driver forfuitjously hits ‘the; cruisemsume switch atthis l,owTsj@e_ed; thé azruise cotiirol inYOj1_<6S 8:
1I€:,a1:f11I1—throt:tl£. acti;0n,and. an accident is likely. A fuzzy £1¢;sign:ca;1’Ii1ni: _’th_ej‘aCCB1i6.1’atiQ11
upon r1es,umeT I1$ihigSimplBT‘rulBSV*.SuC1i.aS’ IFVresur’n*e and b.ig_spie:e:dT§erro::fI?HENLincreasé throt-
fle gfigfitly. ' ‘

‘14.3.’27 Adaptive Programrnfngv

. The response  tim“e:.:2ma .adj1:st‘ed%“tVo mat¢h{.£adiv:éiua1-Ttitiyers.
For ‘example; some {drivers may pre£<.:r*Atc 811;(;xw tbs ¥§hiQ1e;_ to slow flown semsw1Ia:t»jwi1’cn

V clhnbingfa grade andfhenxespandquicklyiamaintain/aAfvsetspeed;'otherTdrivers¥i1ia3z jpxefera
COn§tan‘t“Sp6ed at all‘ ti;1*ze3sgmzEiiIe:;bsti1I<3Tt}he;r d;1x2ers»may prefer a Ve'1fiy7Sv1 ()W.:iTCSI5dfiifiI1gC1iLIiSE}

  s... 35011‘:(S1Q‘\’\GiIn8Vdi11‘m;;faSf) or by;ana,1yzing’ Tacgcze, ,ation/c;ie_accVe1e1’aVtiQn —V _1__fS,
_filflfingr11onC1‘1liSéé_?Op6rafi(§n. ‘Once these .’ha”b,iifsT are analyzed; 7 ey=caII _bc: gf_Oup€d,i11t0fli6
:11:-a'e;;:revieus1y% mentioned categories. On; ~drav‘vbajck‘ cf afoftjaliyf%autoj11ati.cT;zdaptiv;: {cruise
Sysie en?:iraric5us«drive1t.s Wifhjvasfly fliffeffiénfid1‘i\?iI1gVPféf;T€i1¢¢?$ §Pé£&t€: the véhiszlé
the.:sar:1<: L .Q1'a1l1S,,€:  syst§1n Wo.u1d%hav_s:_ to be “I¢fi’aiI1€:§i”fQ1"B&QhJ.dfi376L

 

 

?144%€ 93U13ElLCQNTH5L4DE3_l5?i’TT

LMa.ny Qfthe’1f@quiI<:d [ faQruise cofitrpl:can;bcA§11t¢gtat¢d into %o1i¢;;~:ii1g1£::c}iip_l\/ECU"
Te actu_ ' ordrjyl \_ L._ ;cJanA be rI1esign,ediin.it.he’ MCUI if thieiipower iréquire-.Adevice. For icxainplé,

ments ,a‘rc 01:; gthe 1c‘>w>s;de;:

1.4.4.13 Automatic cmi;eisystem‘i

;Figurje V'14.4§s1;owsL a n] e;<pe:‘m‘:e*nta1.‘.sys'téinrieéigii far :5 ’ctui,§¢ jcbfitfol based up“ 3 serri:icus=
fom 8 for 16—bit.sing1£:-ch.ip«MCUTt11at;11i<:é::15i>iats%1s.strécialjiiighepéwet bu‘tput_.dnx'er{e1em¢nts -
:€YI1d.‘Ei buiIt~in iloltage regulator;

14.4.2 Safet‘y‘Ba“cfiku;i E)<_an;1fp:IeAs

The; Iiesign ofjfa cruiéé V¢ontr:§1fS_ystem: should inclfude Inanji/. saf‘§guards:TT.

‘iv A fVest}i:o‘+'det;ermin:ie; vehiblé speeid ic§>.11dVitLi's:>.:1s_ or «:—omn1and‘ ‘i11p1uLts<‘t1r1al2 do’ net £311 wiIhi1:§th:‘
nE)1I:1i1:i1%C(5nd,‘it§i3(J1i:‘<) for"the.C1‘uiSe control 01L

I atest; ta .deI§>rxI:ijn£‘ if athe; vehi.cV1_e}‘s”peTedV has. decrea'sed.vbe1ow*w1:a1T thei cruiseVr0ufi1ie'. can
fCon1p_e1Isa’ie fen .

‘-. S’peed,Séfpoint miniiI1ums_.~and Axnaximums (:30‘km‘/lunnin tc:‘1275j I~mnZhgmax,forLexamp1e)]af,6‘
chéclced and?.jifiTe:gceeded,;wi11vpause the, 'c1'L;ise fqngtion to turn off.

it IS;:e<:<iQ,n1eie:,;cabléT faililravis :d‘etr:cMt3ed IC11 e,.,ék:ing forl speed St.’-1150: ,31§CT}IiCa1’QUtpi,1t:p111SES
OVB'11"af'1D0?IIIS p,e;tiod Vand,‘if,theSe.pu1”sc;s: arc: absent, the system is;disen g'aged‘. T

V ‘L Séftiizarfi jPfQ’gIaI11vTL:1ZPS Shf£)111:dFa1SD1:"f3i?« scattercd t1nfoughou:’the;program a1,1d.;if mcmery:
jpernfits, {Ht ‘th;e;ei1dT eff each prog:a1n.1oop.TT‘11ese will catch. an fQut—of—'con_trol jprogramaxzd

ga S?$i=fUr‘r€:Staft.;
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_AOV_0fiV é _ 1
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TT*TTséIacTz6r

 

?— ‘TW75§1i§‘ , 1
_ ig __ Poaltionar 5

~Actuafo’rT 
 

VEIGURE’14;.4 A11t‘,cSj’r1'1z1"t:ijc‘:;*ctuisetcoritrolg

14;4.ar slim and RFQI.’ Nn*s-apmbxgms}

As with any~e1ectrqnic design,’ ccjmside1;afcicn.- mustiibe given- to Vsuppre*s’sing",RFI tra;dio]fne—
quer1cy'.'i11°teIféren<;tf:) from; the ‘V.c'itcuit7,,b{esides;~ rr1i1_1imizing* effects: of exwternal EMII —(ej1ect_ro-
[magneticginterferencejiand t0:th&ciIcuit’~s normaloperation. ItisjnTot uncommon that the
circuit; mus’§Qperate:fin RF-fields up; tg V/m intensity; Ihifi reqai:es{ca:em1v;1ay:aut of the.
jmo‘du1e>*s APCB ‘(printed C i[fcIiit boardfiaticlRF5fiIters-Tiifl a(11;1ineSV‘VgOii1g;in.,orN out ofthém‘odu1Ae;
(‘me module case: may;even havcto contain sgme type; .ofRF shielding. 1NIinirr1izing‘g:;ne:a;tedT
RFI from tl1e»:cruise»Circ_11it;Tcanf be ac¢QmpIijshed‘1byT operating the TCrysta1‘,os<5i11at¥Qr,at
a minimal po,werA1evev1 ris?c§)ntro11sj3.:l; méstly by?the.‘MCUinte_maI d6’Sig‘I1),,‘ car‘efuI
:trace,¢1ay0i1fdf Vthe"‘MCLTQQsciI1ato1'-alieagiietiilsshicldifigibver thééMg1i0und~ pla‘11¢s—‘On the
TPCB‘Aimderithe MCU‘, and s.ett'mg the actTua.tor switéhing Edge tlfalisiitfiori to ov:er_i10¥.ms.T

(See Chaps;32:7M é1I1d,28§)? . ‘

_Severa1,,res,earch projects :ar.¢;underwayi tezfdevelop _:aVoida11ce :system that could be
interconnected with a cruise system.A'I‘heTTdeve1}:;pmeniTofajlowacost‘ distancescznsor that:<‘:an
measure up to. a few hundredfmrfiersavawayiwith, atight focal pbint’Vinva11wi33the: cQnditio[nsN
isipjroving to b.6.+a§TéhaHeng¢§‘WhéjnLa pfacticafvehicular di,sta1;«j:1:3‘sei1sor‘is av;aj1a;b1é,the cruise:
control can "ore. grogtammed 3:0. maintain. either constant speed ormnstan}: distance ‘ti:
another vehiC1,&..{)th€:r V.metThods fif <;ruiseLooI1‘troLcén11d include. Icaeivifig »1:oadsid’e silgna‘-lj
thatgizszes an optimum Speed Value forthe vehicle-’whe‘nVtrave.11ingfWithjnpertain t1*affic:c:on-
TTOI31‘:B,aS., ‘
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1428 CON’-IRQLSYSTEMS

 
14‘.5.r1 ‘Road ¢ondit‘ions‘IntggJrTat:op with Iyns

Tlié 1Sy$tem)i*rgetwork may be a mega; practical afp]3fGa,Gh
to *sétting:i)Tp,tin1um cruise‘ speed ;jva1Au_es for [groups of vehic1es..*I1_1e can lmonifoi road‘
condition s,IoTca1weath¢:,g:<;;‘an'd brczidcaist optimal ‘speed data valuesvehicles ix]; Titszgne;

’(SceC,ha:p‘- $19-2)? .

1G5L9SsAfiYT}’}A4

Analugihput .s:ensors'us7ua11y :E“$n§?1f5it5“C1éCfi;iC3}:Sig£IaI?'( that ii1‘é:dif¢ctly prc,pz>rtionalTVto the
mechanism being sehsed. The4sifgna_1 is, thércfpreg. analdggfGr:333gfl,_Ya1f§7, from a limitto
a Inaxilnlim limit’:/Normally,‘ »a11T8—bit~ MCU r:efere1:1ce,A t;hel‘a‘na}}pgT ;inTp11_t_
Vresdl1‘1tViVonV}is.‘1“12i’tT; which of 0V§01f9‘3_V§ '

Défuzzifi‘éafi?0n pr1<§>cess.of%£r;nisT1‘a‘tihg Oiltput grades E0¢a11?119gI!11ip11fjV31i16S§»

T14?uzzifiLcs;gtz<:nT p‘fQc,eLS;s‘o£i:ran$IafiI1g%an.a1o§ :;npju: values tofiinpntmembersmps :o.r1ab;e1s.

‘ V Eqzzy; ~Sbfftware.jTdésign  bjaS'6“d iupfcjnv La kreaisdniijgi :1‘no,deilL':1‘at__1’1%é:r’fl‘1aLr:1’ fixed; 1iiat1I”é11ia€fi:cal
aI’g’()11?iAt1f1_I11&;.;§gfuiiylogicwgfesigfiAaflowsjgthasystem engineer to~‘participAat§:. in the softwar_cf.desig_fi '
because} thg 1a11gu::ge:is’» linguigficgand upmi eaSy—to'§c0mpr¢hend fundamentais.‘

1n£gt¢nce’:éngine: §dfByare;prog:af::1%f11at.prdd:1cés«outpu£.va13ies}throughlfuzzy‘.
1f1’11e;,sV}f<);r1givenjnput»valu&s.’Iheinférencé prQcessTi1:yQlves.th:ee step$;‘fi1zzifica{ior;, r.u1e evall
Tuatzion‘; and’defuzzifi£:atiom. ‘ ’ ‘ T ’ ’ ‘ ‘ ' “ L ‘ ‘ ’

 

in:mtm¢mbV¢rsfiiPS TT1I¢fi1pAut%Vsigna1T0r s6ns%0i%ra1ia¢ii§<<iivi<ied’into :dé8f¢¢$1§f1fi1f51i11§¢fShiP;
i,ej;, 1ow,_medium_,%higI; 0f,co1d,”cooj1, cc)mforfabl6.;‘\l'a1€Ii1;311€>1:.—Each ofthese T¥1ETII1bE1'Ship¥.1:ab€1$

fAi_s:‘assigncd n_umé1'ica1;va1ues QrVg1:ades;. ’ ‘ 1 M

i(I)j1tp1vit;1’in§:ii1tier$hipg"- outfiut‘ sfiig::a1L?%is“di’vi:17e§i'ii1'to:gradés‘ Sikh? as of£_i,,s1c‘>w itr¢diur’:1,»%fas:tV,
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22.1 WHY DIAGNOSTICS? 
 

 
 

The desire for greater safety, driving comfort, and environmental compatibility is leading to a
rapid increase in electronic control units and sensors in upper class, medium—sized, and com-
pact Vehicles. Additional functions and their corresponding equipment in today’s cars create

a bewildering tangle of cables and confusing functional connections. As a result, it has become

 
 

more and more difficult to diagnose faults in such systems and to resolve them within a rea-
sonable period.

'22.1.1 Diagnostics in the Past and Today

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

On-board diagnosis has been limited‘ thus far to a few error displays and fault storage
achieved by relatively simple means. It has been left more or less to each manufacturer to
decide to what extent diagnosis would be carried out. Diagnosis always means the working
together of man and machine and consists essentially of three major components: registration
of the actual condition, knowledge of the Vehicle and its nominal condition, and strategy——
how to find the smallest exchangeable deficient component by means of combining and com-
paring both the nominal and actual conditions.

All three points are inseparably connected. Only the means to the end have changed over
time. The oldest and simplest method of diagnosis is that done with the help of our sense
organs, but the limits of this kind of diagnosis are obvious. In fact, the objective in the devel-

opment of diagnostic techniques is the extension of human abilities with the aid of diagnostic
tools in order to be able to measure more precisely and more directly, to compare more objec-

tively, and to draw definite conclusions.
The development of control techniques was essentially determined by the following items:

thedevelopment of automotive engineering; the structure of workshops—that is, essentially
the relation between the costs of labor and materials; and the development of electronics and
data processing. .

' For a long time, motor diagnosis was limited to ignition control and timing. In the 19605,
new exhaust—'gas measuring instruments for fuel injection adjustment were developed, but the
mechanic still had to make the diagnosis. In the 1980s, the introduction of electronics in the
vehicle was followed by a new generation of measuring instruments in the workshops. Not

22.1
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FIGURE 22.1 Evolution of diagnostic test equipment.

only were separate rneasurementsycombined with comprehensive test procedures, but also the
information about the nominal condition of the Vehicle was stored in a data memory.‘ A view
of the development is shown in Fig. 22.1. ~ .

As more and more electronic systems were added to cars, the more difficult it became to
determine the actual condition in case of a defect. Soon a multitude of connecting cables and

adapters were required to reach the necessary measuring points. Moreover there was an
increasing amount of information needed to make an effective diagnosis. In the majority of
workshops, diagnosis is carried out as shown in Fig. 22.2. The most important test points of

FIGURE 22.2 Present-day diagnostic connector installation in a vehicle.
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ON- AND OFF-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS 22.3 T‘
 

control units and sensors are tied to a diagnostic connector which is plugged into the measur-

ing instrument with a corresponding adapter for the respective vehicle. Because of the per-
manently increasing amount of electronic functions, it is necessary to develop connectors with
more and more contacts. It is evident that this method soon will become too unwieldy.

‘ Modern electronics in vehicles support diagnosis by comparing the registered actual val- l

ues with the internally stored nominal Values with the help of control units and their self~diag- ;
nosis, thus detecting faults. By interconnecting the measuring instruments, a detailed survey of '1
the entire condition of the vehicle is available and an intelligent on—board diagnostic system i
is able to carry out a more precise and more definite localization of_the defect.2'With the help 3
of an interconnection and standardization of the interface leading to the external tester, the .

many different complex and expensive adapters have become superfluous. Modern diagnosis
will look like what is shown in Fig. 22.3. ‘

 

  
FIGURE 22.3 Future diagnostic connector installation in a vehicle.

Instead of a multiplicity of adapters there is only a single standardized interface, provided
by the diagnostic processor. By means of interconnection, the diagnostic processor is provided
with all available data and the condition of the vehicle is known. With the help of the diag-
nostic processor, the external measuring instrument has access to the measuring and diagnos-
tic values of the sensors and is able to directly reach the actuator for measuring purposes? ‘ v

Such a diagnosis also demands a certain change in the functional structure of a Vehicle.

Corresponding hierarchical models have already been presented.‘

Reasons for Diagnostics in Vehicles

Which are the most important reasons for diagnostics as demanded and desired in today’s
vehicles?

Existing Diagnostic Problems. A number of diagnostic problems must be resolved: X

~ Early diagnostic information was related only to single components and control units. In
case of a defective comprehensive system, every unit, component, sensor, and connecting
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cable of the system had to be tested and controlled. This was a Very time consuming and
expensive process.

- Because of the single component and control unit checks, it was impossible to analyze all
the additional data correlated with a particular defect.

- In the case of a defect in single sensors or units, the car was often inoperable. Taking into
' 1 consideration all available information about the vehicle, it is possible to use alternative

Q parameters and procedures in order to achieve at least a so-called limp-home function and
sometimes continue the use of the vehicle under only slightly limited operating conditions.

- Usually there was only a global error display with an often ambiguous warning light avail-
able for the driver. Drivers desire more detailed information and especially guidelines for

What procedures should be followed.

- The multitude of adapter cables, plugs, diagnostic equipment, and communication inter-
faces in a Workshop has become so complex that the effectiveness decreased dramatically,
with the repair costs increasing disproportionally.

' 1 New Legal Proposals. Worldwide new legal proposals and governmental regulations [e.g,,
X ‘ California Air Resources Board (CARB), On Board Diagnostics II (OBDII), Environmental 3

Protection Agency (EPA)] are forcing manufacturers and subcontractors to seek more prof—
itable, effective, and convincing diagnosis of vehicles. '1

Serial Data Networks. New serial data networks for the connection of control units and

vehicle body components, installed in the vehicle, offer the possibility of absolutely new opti-
mum approaches and even anticipate maintenance and diagnosis up to the introduction of
autodidactic data processing systems and external data bases.5’6'7’8 '

International Initiatives for Standardization. Initiated by legislative and governmental

demands for better diagnostics in the area of emission control, initiatives for standardization
in the entire diagnostic field in vehicles were launched during recent years to achieve world-
wide standardization of tools, interfaces, connectors, and protocols.

22.1.3 Diagnostic Tasks in Vehicles

In order to minimize the number of defects or even to completely avoid them, a vehicl

requires regular checks. In case of an inevitable defect, a clear and directed diagnosis i
required and has to be followed by a prompt, reliable, and inexpensive repair. Therefor
appropriate diagnostic systems are being developed considering the following targets: simpli
fication of maintenance, fault indication in time, guidelines for the driver in case of a defect
and safer and faster repairs with the help of a specific fault indication. _

In addition to technical considerations, environmental aspects are nowtbeing taken int__
' consideration as reflected in the diagnostic concepts. In the future, only. perfect systems will
be accepted, in order to keep environmental pollution to a It is understanda
therefore, that legislators insist on increased monitoring standards, particularly for exha
related components. I _ ,

As an example of the new monitoring standards, consider the requirements of CA:
and EPA in the United States and the resulting consequences for diagnosis. At the meme
the extent of such a detailed monitoring has to be a compromise between the differ
requirements and the possible technical and economical solutions, but the environm
aspects will gain more and more importance. The increased amount of available dat
certainly permit a considerably higher rate of in—depth fault localization and will also
clear fault identification without, interactive outside intervention. Having knowledge go

functional interrelationships and “access to all essential data, a picture of the defect 9
created with the help of individual pieces of information. The driver and the workshd
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ON- AND OFF—B OARD DIAGNOSTICS 22.5

then be provided withappropriate instructions. In this context, on-board expert systems are
being considered. "

For an effective and successful diagnosis today and in the future the following tasks and
targets can be defined.

Fault Storage with Boundary Conditions. A very important aspect of modern diagnosis is
the clear and reliable analysis of the respective fault. During the self—diagnosis, it is absolutely
necessary to store not only the respective fault information but also all relevant marginal
parameters in the control unit, e.g., ambient temperature, velocity, engine speed, engine
knock, and so on. The additional data can be stored when a defect occurs as well as during
specified intervals around the moment of a‘ defect. Such additional data is called “freeze
frame” data.9

Fault Localization. Mechanics must be able to locate a defective control unit quickly and
then determine which component of that control unit is at fault so that it can__be replaced.

Data Correlation, Recognition ofImminent Faults. A large amount of data useful for the
analysis of a vehicle is now available and even more will be available in the future. These data

will have to be evaluated and compared with the help of modern data processing techniques,
including fuzzy logic, neural networks, autodidactic systems, and expert systems. These tech-
niques will not only enable the diagnosis of the actual condition of the vehicle but will also

determine future maintenance needs. As a result, the reliability and availability of a vehicle
will be increased and the possible consequences of a defect kept to a minimum. The driver can
also be forewarned about imminent problems and can then take appropriate steps before
starting on a trip.

Parameter Substitution. The breakdown of a sensor in modern diagnostic procedures is not
necessarily followed by a lack of the respective information. After having diagnosed a fault, the

diagnostic computer—with the aid of the available information~—is often able to compute an
auxiliary parameter to replace the original one. As a result, either a limp—home condition is pos~
sible or else the nominal function can be assured but under slightly limited conditions Simple
examples for such a calculated parameter are vehicle speed (considering the gear and the syn-
chronous speed, or the antilock braking information, or the data of the navigation system),motor
temperature (considering the outside temperature and the operating time), and the amount of
remaining fuel (considering the last actual fuel content and the calculated consumption).

Providing Guidelines. As mentioned earlier, a diagnostic system has to provide clear infor-
mation to the driver in case of a defect. A global warning indication is not sufficient. The

driver needs to learn the extent of the defect and its consequences by appropriate text, graph-
ics, or synthetic voice. In addition, the driver needs to be told the steps that have to be taken
(e.g., “refill cooling water, speed to the next service station, risk of engine break-
down,” “stop, brake system out of order”).1°

The diagnostic monitoring system can also be used, if there is no service station nearby, as
a substitutional off—board system. The defect is then localized by an interactive working
together of the indicating system and an appropriate input medium.

External Diagnostic Access. For off—board diagnosis, the diagnostic system of the vehicle
has to provide a standardized access to all relevant components, control units, and stored
information. This standardized access might also be used by the vehicle manufacturer, legisla-
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22.6 DISPLAYS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

tor, application engineer, and the end-of—the—line programmer. The access itself has to be con-
trolled with the help of an appropriate mechanism to prevent possible abuse.“

Logbook Function. The control unit or the diagnostic computer of the vehicle is supposed
to store every repair that has been carried out in the format of a logbook. It should contain
the time and name of the workshop, every exchanged and newly installed element, every

inspection carried out, and so forth.

22.2 ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

I ’ The more complex automobiles became, the greater the number of electronic systems and the
more difficult became the registration of the actual condition in case of a defect. To reach the

necessary measuring points, many connecting cables and adapters were required. In addition,
much data about the different systems and their working together was needed to allow a sys—
tem—specific diagnosis. Modern electronics with self—diagnosis supports the service mechanic

‘ by registrating the actual values, comparing them with the nominal values, and diagnosing
I faults that are stored for repair purposes. Actually, the internal functions are checked when-

IIIIE ever an ECU is turned on.

" First, the checksum of the program memory is checked together with its function and the
correct version. Then a read and write test of the RAM cells is performed. Special peripheral

elements (e.g.,AD converters) are also checked within this test cycle. During the entire 0per~
ating time of the vehicle, the ECUS are constantly supervising ‘the sensors they are connected
to. With the help of an adequate interpretation of the hardware, controllers are able to deter-
mine whether a sensor has a short circuit to ground or battery voltage, or if a cable to the sen-

sor is interrupted. By comparing the measured values and the stored technical data, a
controller is able to determine whether the measured values exceed the limits, drift away, or

are still within the tolerable limits. The combination of information provided by other sensors

allows the monitoring for plausibleness of the measured values.
Sensors are tested similarly to the way actuators are monitored for short circuits or inter-

ruptions of cables. The check is carried out by measuring the electric current or reading the
diagnostic output of intelligent driver circuits. The function of an actuator under certain con-
ditions can be tested by powering the actuator and observing the corresponding reaction of
the system. If discrepancies to the nominal values are diagnosed, the information is stored in
an internal fault memory together with relevant outside parameters, e.g., the motor tempera— A

;_,v, ture or the engine speed. Thus, defects that appear once or under certain conditions can be
'55. diagnosed. If a fault occurs only once during several journeys, it is deleted. The fault memory"
fl can be read later in the workshop and provides valuable information for the mechanic.
:73’ In case of a detected defective sensor, the measured values are replaced by nominal value

or an alternative value is formed using the information of other sensors to provide at least

limp—home function.
With the help of an appropriate interface, a tester can communicate with the ECUs, rea

the fault memory and the measured values, and send signals to the actuators. In order to b
able to use self-diagnosis as universally as possible, manufacturers aim at the standardizat

;_ of the interface and the determination of appropriate protocols for data exchange.
Another task of self—diagnosis is the indication of a defect to the driver. Faults are mostl

indicated by one or more warning lights on the dashboard. Modern developments aim
more comprehensive information using displays for text and graphics, which provide priori
controlled information for the driver. Legal regulations concerning exhaust—gas gave rise
an essential extension of self diagnosis. The control units have to be able to contr 1"
exhaust—relevant functions and components and to clearly indicate a defective function 0
exceeding of the permissible exhaust limits. Some of the demanded functions require an en

it
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ON» AND OFF—B OARD DIAGNOSTICS 22.7

mous amount of additional instructions; therefore, the extent of self—diagnosis already reaches
up to 40 percent of the entire software of the control unit.

22.3 OFF-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

The continual increase in the use of electronics within the broad range of different vehicles
represents one of the major challenges for customer service and workshop operations. Mod-
ern diagnosis and information systems must cope with this challenge and manufacturers of
test equipments must provide instruments that are flexible and easy to handle. Quick and reli-
able fault diagnosis in modern vehicles requires extensive technical knowledge, detailed vehi-
cle information, and up-to-date testing systems.

Due. to the different demands of the service providers, there are many different test
equipments on the market. They can be subdivided into two main categories: handheld or
portable instruments and stationary equipments. Handheld instruments are commonly used
for the control of engine functions like ignition or fuel injection and the request of error
codes of the electronic control units (ECUS). Stationary test equipment, on the other hand,
covers the whole range of function and performance checks of the engine, gear, brakes, chas-
sis, and exhaust monitoring. .

. Most of the common testers are used for the diagnosis of the engine. The Bosch MOT 250,
for example, offers the following functions: ‘

- Engine speed by means of the top dead center (TDC) transmitter, cylinder 1 or terminal 1
signal 4

- Ignition timing with TDC sensor or stroboscope

- Dwell angle in percent, degrees, or dwell time

- On/off—ratio in percent

- Injection timing or other times measured at the valve or other suitable measuring points

. - Electric cylinder balance in absolute or relative terms

- Voltage to ground or floating potential including lambda-sensor voltages or dynamic volt-
age at terminal 1 ’ -

- Current with two test adapters for maximum 20 A and 600 A

6 Resistances from milliohms to megohms

- Temperature with oil—temperature sensor

For most variables, a maximum of four blocks of measured variables can be stored and
recalled one after the other. Twelve blocks can be stored for the cylinder balance function. A

digital storage oscilloscope records and stores up to 32 oscillograms of ignition voltages, alter-
nator ripple, and current or voltage transients in the electric or electronic systems. Two RS232
interfaces are provided for documentation purposes and data exchange.

For repair, service, and maintenance, many diflerent manuals and microfiches are stored in

the workshops. It is a time—consuming task to collect all the necessary information, especially
when Vehicles of different makes have to be repaired. To avoid unnecessary paper, informa-
tion and communication systems among workshop, dealer, and manufacturer are built up. The
corresponding manuals have to be standardized and distributed on electronic data processing
media, preferably on CD-ROMS;

Every garage or workshop, equipped with the appropriate data system (basically a tester
connected to a PC), will receive servicing aids and updates via telephone line or by periodic
receipt of updated CDs. A committee of the SAE is preparing rules for the standardization
of manuals. There are already published draft international standards (DIS) for terms and
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f 22.4 LEGISLATION AND STANDARDIZATION

li . 22.4.1 CARB, EPA, oau ll

DISPLAYS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

definitions (J1930) used in the manuals, for diagnostic codes/messages (J2012), or electronic
access/service information 02008) (see the following). Most of the available test equipment

is capable of storing operator manuals within its memory and offers menu-guided assis-
tance to the service personnel. Automatic vehicle and component identification by the
tester and the availability of corresponding data at the workbench eases troubleshooting
and repairs.

The following is an abstract of the California Air Resource Board (CARB) Regulations for
On-Board—Diagnosis two(OBDII):

vll.<».'..lI.m.
  

All 1994 and subsequent model-year passenger cars, light-duty trucks, and medium-
duty vehicles shall be equipped with a malfunction indicator light (MIL) located on the
instrument panel that will automatically inform the vehicle operator in the event of a
malfunction of any power train component which can affect emission and which pro-
vide input to, or receive output from, the on—board computer(s) or of the malfunction of
the on-board computer(s) itself The MIL shall not be used for any other purpose.

  
  

  

 
 All 1994 and subsequent model-year passenger cars, light-duty trucks, and medium-

duty vehicles required to have MIL pursuant to paragraph above shall also be equipped
with an on-board diagnostic system capable of identifying the likely area of the mal-
function by means of fault codes stored in the computer memory.These vehicles shall be
equipped with a standardized electrical connector to provide access to the stored fault
codes . . . Starting with model-year 1995, manufacturers of non—complying systems shall
be subject to fines pursuant to section 43016 of the California Health and Safety Code
for each deficiency identified, after-the second, in a vehicle model. For the third defi-
ciency and every deficiency thereafter identified in a vehicle model, the fines shall be in
the amount of $50 per deficiency per vehicle for non-compliance with any of the moni-
toring requirements . . .

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
 

 

 
 Systems to Be Monitored

OBD 11 Functions. These include catalyst monitoring, misfire monitoring, evaporativ
system monitoring, secondary air system monitoring, fuel systems monitoring, oxygen sensci
monitoring, exhaust-gas-recirculation (EGR) system monitoring, and comprehensive compo"
nent monitoring.

Catalyst. Legal requirements (CARB excerpt): “The diagnostic system shall individuall
monitor the front catalyst or catalysts which receive untreated engine out exhaust-gas
malfunction. A catalyst is regarded as malfunctioning when the average hydrocarbon conv
sion efficiency falls between 50 and 60 percent.” ’

Technical solution: In addition to the oxygen sensor upstream the catalyst, another
is mounted downstream.

A properly working catalyst shows a storage effect so that the oscillation of the lamb
controller appears clamped at the downstream lambda probe. A worn—out catalyst ha”
reduced damping effect and the signals of up— and downstream sensors are equivalent. ,

The ratio of the signal amplitudes is a measure of the conversion efficiency. The elect
system that controls the fuel injection monitors these signals together with other relé
engine conditions to derive the catalyst eificiency.
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ON— AND OFF—B OARD DIAGNOSTICS 22.9

Misfire Detection. Legal requirements (CARB excerpt): “To avoid catalyst damage, the
diagnostic system shall monitor engine misfire and identify the specific cylinder experiencing
inisfire.”

Technical solution: Misfire can be caused by worn-out spark plugs or defective electrical
Wiring.Unbu1ned fuel reaches the catalyst and may_ destroy it by overheating. Even the least
amount of misfire rates influences the emission and therefore single misfire events must be
detected. ‘

The speed of the engine is measured very precisely. In case of misfire, the momentum,
which is normally produced by the combustion, is lacking. Thus abnormal variations of speed-
changes at steady state conditions may be considered as misfire. To distinguish clearly
between misfire and other malflmctions, complicated calculations have to be carried out.

If a certain percentage of misfires 200 or 1000 revolutions is detected, a fault code is
stored in the control unit and the fault is indicated to the driver.

Oxygen Sensor. Legal requirements (CARB excerpt): “The diagnostic system shall mon-
itor the output voltage, the response rate, and any other parameter which can affect emission
and all fuel control oxygen sensors for malfunction.” . ‘

Technical solution: The control unit has a special input circuit for detecting shorts or
breaks and monitors the switching frequency of the control loop.

By means of a second lambda probe behind the catalyst, it is possible to monitor the
lambda probe in front of the catalyst for its correct position. A lambda probe which is subject

. to an increased temperature for extensive periods may react slower on‘ Variations of the
air/fuel mixture, thus increasing the period of the lambda-probe regulation. The diagnostic
system of the control unit controls the regular frequency and indicates slow sensors to the
driver by means of a warning light.

Heated sensors are monitored for correct heater current and voltage by hardware means
within the control unit. -

Evaporative System. Legal requirements (CARB excerpt): “The diagnostic system shall
control the air flow of the complete evaporative system. In addition, the diagnostic system
shall also monitor the complete evaporative system for the emission of HC vapor into the
atmosphere by performing a pressure or vacuum check of the complete evaporative system.
From time to time, manufacturers may occasionally turn off the evaporative purge system in
order to carry out a check.” . '

Technical solution: At idle position, the canister purge valve is activated and the lambda
controller is monitored for its reaction. For leak detection of the evaporative system, the out-
put to the active carbon filter is shut off and the canister pressure is decreased -to about -1.5
kPa'. Then the complete system is turned off and the pressure Within the canister is monitored
for variation with time.The pressure gradient, together with other parameters like the amount
of fuel, may indicate possible leaks.

Secondary Air System. Legal requirements: “Any vehicle equipped with any form of at
secondary air delivery system shall have the diagnostic system monitor the proper function-
ing of the secondary air delivery system and any air switching valve.”

Technical solution: The lambda controller is monitored for correlated deviations when the

secondary air flow is changed. v

Fuel System. Legal requirements: “The diagnostic system shall monitor the fuel delivery
system for its ability to provide compliance with emission standards.”

Deviations. of the stochiometric ratio which last for a longer time are stored within the
adaptive mixture controller. If these values exceed defined limits, components of the fuel sys-
tem obviously do not correspond to the specification. ,

Exhaust-Gas Recirculation (EGR) System. Legal requirement: “The diagnostic system
shall monitor the EGR system on Vehicles for low and high flow rate malfunctions.”

Technical solution: (1) At overrun, the fuel is cut off and the EGR valve is, completely

opened. The flow of exhaust gas to the manifold raises the manifold pressure, which is
recorded and allows statements about the function of the EGR valve. Another possibil-
ity is to control the increase of the manifold intake temperature when the EGR valve is
opened. ,c__,-_._,___.._...._..___._..._.,.___-....
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In a conclusion to the previously described OBD II requirements and technical solutions,
we can define the following four quality demands for electronic control units:

0 Guarantee for exhaust-gas—relevant components with repair costs >$300 for seven years or
70,000 miles for all 1990 and subsequent model-year vehicles (CARB).

_ V; 0 Guarantee for exhaust—gas—re1evant components with repair costs >$200 for eight years or
i ' 80,000 miles for all 1994 and subsequent model-year vehicles (EPA/Clean Air Act).

: ' 0 Guarantee protocols in case of a reclamation rate of exhaust-gas-relevant components
higher than 1 percent (CARB).

- Recall of vehicles in case of a calculated reclamation rate of more than 20,000 ppm within a

period of five years/50,000 miles (CARB).

 

22.4.2 InternationalStandardizations

Because of the manifold requirements on modern diagnostics, the national and international
standardization committees soon came to the conclusion that with the help of appropriate

and, if possible, international agreements about protocols, connectors, tools and auxiliaries,
the process of diagnosis can be standardized, thus reducing time and costs.

Figure 22.4 shows how, in a standardized graphic, control units and diagnostic tools are
connected and diagnostic data exchanged.

K "‘ ‘minus-....-a.....«=‘4

Communion Comunication
services ' - services

FIGURE 22.4 Standardized testing link according to the OSI model.

For data exchange, electronic systems are structured and described according to a sev
layer model (OSI model, open system interconnection) developed by the ISO (Internation
Standardization Organization). Every unit connected to a data network can be structu
with the help of this model—<;ontrol units as well as diagnostic tools.

The diagnostic services that the controller may use during the diagnostic process are re
ulated in the seventh layer. Diagnostic service means definite instructions, which actu
determined and standardized diagnostic procedures, e.g. “start diagnostic session,” “r
diagnostic trouble codes,” “read freeze frame data,” and so on. There are different sequen
of bits and bytes code for such instructions. On the hardware level (plugs, cables, potent
the sequences are finally transmitted from unit to unit. The ISO and the SAE (Soc
Automotive Engineers) developed corresponding standards in the area of service defi'n1’£10
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TABLE 22.1 ISO Diagnostic Services:___...j_..____...._________

Diagnostic management

StartDiagn0sticSessio11
StopDiagnosticSession
S'ecurityAccess
'I‘esterPresent
EcuReset

ReadEcuIdentification

DisableNo1'malMessageTransmission
EnableNoImalMessage'Iransmission

Data transmission

ReadDataByLoca.lIdentifier
ReadDataByGlobalIdentifier
ReadMeInoryByAddress
WriteDataByLocalIdentjfier
WriteDataByGlobalIdentifier
WriteMemoryByAddress
SetDataRates

StopRepeatedDataTransmission

Input/output control

InputOutputCont1'olByGloballdentifier
InputOutputControIByLocalIdentifier

Stored data transmission

ReadNumberOfDiagnosticTroubleCodes
ReadDiagnosticTroubleCode -

ReadDiagnosticTroub1eCodesByStatus
ReadStatusO£Diagnostic']Iroub1eCodes
ReadFreezeFra.1neData
ClearDiagnosticInformation

Remote activation of routine

StartRoutineByLocalIdenn'fier
StartRoutineByAddress
StopRoutineByLocalIdentifier
StopRou1:ineByAddress
RequestRoutineResultsByLocalIdentifier
RequestRoutineResultsByAddress

Upload download

RequestDownload
RequestUpload
'I3ransferData

RequestTransferExit 

as well as in the area of communication. Table 22.1 shows the diagnostic services as proposed
by the ISO. _

Figure 22.5 presents the determined standards with some essential technical details as
developed for the field of communication. _ »

Unfortunately the whole spectrum of available standards has become Very complex and
difficult to use. The following explanations try to provide a unified system for the existing
standards in the area of diagnosis. ~
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\ 

I ‘ ‘ "
NFIZ 4» Bit Stuffing ManIEnhanced Man

up to 1 MBPS 10/21/42/83 KBPS up to 125 KBPS
0 to 8 Bytes 0 to 7 Bytes 0 to 28 Bytes

130 pa 1.2 ms . 350 pa '

" "Fos_Itrfi'F\E1E.'§Fte‘s_ ~Tm 
Error Flag

15 Bit CRC, Monitoring,
Framea-Code Check

‘
8 Bit CRO, Monitoring,
Frames-Coda Check.

Out-of-Rang Check
Transmission interrupt

15 Bit ORG, Monitoring,
Frame&Code Check

Transmission Interrupt, Transmission Interrupt
Error Signaling,

Fault Confinement
Fault Confinement In-Frame ResponseIn~Frame Response

6 Message Types

 
FIGURE 22.5 In—vehicle networks

Figure 22.6 shows a general model for diagnostic concepts. The three main levels compre-
hensively describe the Whole area of diagnostics. The three levels are hierarchically struc~
tured, closely linked together with flowing transition from one level to the other. Although
there are certain similarities between this model and the seven—1ayer model of the OSI, both
models do not correlate.

The upper level comprises the elements, which are essential for the user or generator of
diagnostic applications. The term “user” includes the driver, the legislator, the mechanic, and
the manufacturer. This upper level can be subdivided into three main fields of activities: user‘

FIGURE 22.6 Model for diagnostic concept.

A<s.¢;e£a2}i:ll.£;:4.mJ.l'ra;;n-ll4i.-4:l..r.~.r.n:.~;.-/is
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interface, strategy, and diagnostic data. Although presented as layers, these activities do not
correlate hierarchically, but each is associated with a service or group of services.

The “user interface” describes how information flows between the user and the diagnostic
service. This includes a functional description of scan tools, handheld testers, monitoring sys-
tems, and so on.

The term “strategies” stands for strategic details, which are essential for the diagnosis or

repair of a vehicle, including communication access, diagnostic data and information.
The term “diagnostic data” includes the data that are necessary forthe diagnosis itself. The

details concerning parameters, trouble codes, and so on are described here.
The intermediate level describes the diagnostic services, defining a set of services and a set

of commands for general purpose, which allow the diagnosis of a vehicle. The set of com-
mands is supposed to cover the needs of users concerning repair and maintenance as
described by the strategies and diagnostic data.

The lowest level deals with the communication area. It describes every technical detail that

is necessary for communication and provides the information about how to start communica-
tion (initialization). It also specifies the appropriate Baud rate, the suitable protocol, and the
necessary hardware (connector, cable, and so on).

This model offers a general description of the essential fields of diagnostic interest and
allows the categorization of all ISO and SAE standardization activities in the three main lev-
els of the diagnostic concept model. v

Figures 22.7 and 22.8 are presented in the same graphic form (three~level structure). They
provide a summary of the concrete standardization activities of the SAE and ISO. Figure 22.7
shows the existing standards or drafts of automotive diagnosis for general purpose.

The user interface for general purposes is undefined. The SAE J2186 (Data Link Security)
and the SAE J2008 (Electronic Access/Service Information) are strategic documents, though
most strategies are not standardized and diagnostic data is described in documents SAE
12012 (Diagnostic Codes and Messages) and SAE J2190—2 (Parameters-—in preparation).

On the level of diagnostic services, the standardization activities can be divided in two
fields called service definition and service implementation. The term “service definition”
describes a set of useful diagnostic services, which enable the user to run a diagnostic session

 
9:: s?»'5{s

FIGURE 22.7 Realization for general automotive diagnosis.
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' nostic data is described in the document SAE J2012—Diagnos1:lc Codes and Messages.
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FIGURE 22.8 Realization for CARB and EPA requirements.

:1€\§;V‘4fl‘:-':'—‘514AlN:Axnl4'r'.M
independently of the knowledge of any technical detail in the communication area as
described in the level below.

This set of diagnostic services for general purpose can now be mapped on different proto—
cols. Any bit representation of the different services can be built up. This is called service
implementation. At the moment, there are two implementations available, the SAE 12190
(Diagnostic Test Modes) and the KWP 2000 (ISO Draft: Keyword Protocol 2000). The lowest
level (the Communication level) shows the standardized details of communication such as the
data formats and the physical layers; e. g., the KW? 2000 uses the physical layer of ISO 9141
or ISO 9141-2, the SAE J2190 uses the SAE J1850 Class B network (ISO/DIS 11519-3). It is
shown that communication can also be built up with a CAN or a VAN network.

Figure 22.8 shows the standardization activities for the special requirements of the CARB
and the EPA using the same three—level—concept. _

The user interface, a generic scan tool, is standardized within the SAE J1978, including the
SAE 12205 (Expanded Diagnostic Protocol) and the SAE J2201 (Universal Interface). Some
aspects of the diagnostic strategy are described in the SAE J2186 (Data Link Security), the
SAE 12008 (Electronic Access/Service Information), and some in the regulations. The dia

 

 

The level of diagnostic services defines one SAE J1979 standard———.Diagnostic Test Mode
This standard is a closely linked combination of a service definition and a service impleme
tation (referring to the SAE as “modes”). ’

In the field of communication, the possible networks are described in the SAE J1850
(Class B Data Network) and the ISO 9141-2 (CARB Requirements for Interchange of D1
tal Information).

A standard for the physical connector (SAE J1962) has also been developed. Figure 22
shows the status of diagnostic standards for trucks and buses and for passenger cars in Europ
and in the United States. It shows also a time schedule for the development of standards

comparison of the communication and diagnostic services levels has already been realiz
The titles of the different SAE and ISO numbers are shown in Tables 22.2 and 22.3, wher

ISO and SAE papers, relevant for diagnostics, are listed. Table 22.3 offers a detailed lis
trucks and bus activities (I1939).
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FIGURE 22.9 Status of diagnostic standards.

22.5 FUTURE DIAGNOSTIC CONCEPTS

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

As yet, most vehicle manufacturers have installed a diagnostic connector in the engine com-
partment in order to offer essential electric signals for diagnostic purposes. Due to the multi-
tude of different equipments and philosophies of car makers, the connectors have different
shapes and contact arrangements. Therefore, a workshop has to keep a lot of different expen-
sive cables and adaptors in store.

For future diagnostic systems, the connection between control unit and vehicle is supposed
to be realized with the help of a standardized connector. A connector for the legally
demanded exhaust—gas diagnosis was defined by an SAE draft (J1962), concerning form, con-
tact arrangement, and installation position. (Fig. 22.10)

With this connector and a so—called generic scan tool, anyone is able to read the fault—mem—
ory in regard to eXhaust—gas—releVant defects. The interconnection of the control units allows
the access to the entire electronics of the Vehicle.

The necessary protocols are partly defined and developed further in standardization, com-
mittees of the ISO. At the moment, there are two actual standards available:

1. IS0 9141-2: Determination of the requirements on hardware and communication proto-
cols. The requirements on hardware are essentially determined by the maximum Baud rate
of data transfer and the maximum number of control units simultaneously connected with
the diagnostic cable.

Communication is started by means of a trigger address, and is followed by a synchro-

nization byte of the control unit(s), which is necessary for the automatic setting of the
Band rate. The trigger address calls either a particular control unit or a function, that may
also address several control units.

After transmission of the synchronization byte, the control unit waits for the tester to
set the Baud rate, then sends two key—bytes that inform the tester about the suitable data
transfer protocol. The tester responds with the last inverted key—byte, in order to confirm
the correct receipt. The connection between tester and control unit is now established.
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ISO 9141
ISO/DIS 9141-2

_ rso/ms 115191
1’ = . ISO/DIS 11519-2
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  

  
  

ISO/DIS 11519-3

ISO/DIS 11519-4

ISO/DIS 11898

ISO/WD 14229
ISO/WD 14230

‘ SAE J 1213/1
SAE J 1583
SAE J 1587

SAE J 1699
SAE J 1708

SAE J 1724
SAE J 1850
SAE J 1930
SAE 11939/xx

‘ SAE J 1962
SAE J 1978
SAE I 1979
SAE I 2008
SAE I 2012
SAE J 2037
SAE I 2054
SAE J Z056/1

SAE J 2057/1

SAE J 2106

SA_E J 2112
SAE I 2178

SAE J 2186
SAE J 2190
SAE J 2201
SAE J 2205
SAE J 2216

EEEEEQBBE3§539E?‘§’§§?‘5fifi$533555
RP = Recommended Practice, IR = Information Report
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TABLE 22.2 ISO and SAE Documents

Road Vehicles—-—Diagnostic System~Requirements for Interchange of Digital Information
Road Vehicles—Diagnostic System——Part 2: CARB Requirements for Interchange of Digital

2 Information

Road Vehicles——LoW—Sp,eed Serial Data Communication—-Part 1: General Definitions
Road Vehicles~Low—Speed Serial Data Communication-—Part 2: Low Speed Controller

Area Network (CAN)
Road Vehicles——Low-Speed Serial Data Communication——Part 3: Vehicle Area Network

(VAN)
Road Vehic1es——Low-Speed Serial Data Communication—Part 4: Class B Data Communica-

tion Network Interface (J1850)
Road Vehic1es—-Interchange of Digital Information—Controller Area Network (CAN) for

High-Speed Communication
Diagnostic Systems~—Diagnostic Services Specification ,
Diagnostic Systerns-~Keyword Protocol 2000 (3 parts: 1: Physical Layer, 2: Data Link Layer,

3: Implementation)
Glossary of Vehicle Networks for Multiplexing and Data Communications
Controller Area Network (CAN), An In-Vehicle Serial Communication Protocol
Joint SAE/TMC Electronic Data Interchange Between Microcomputer Systems in Heavy-

Duty Vehicle Applications
I 1850 Verification Test Procedures .

Serial Data Communications Between Microcomputer Systems in Heavy-Duty Vehicle
Application

Vehicle Electronic Identification (New Task Force)
Class B Data Communication Network Interface

Electrical/Electronic Systems Diagnostic Terms, Definitions, Abreviations and Acronyms
Truck + Bus, Details next page
Diagnostic Connector
OBD II Scan Tool

E/E Diagnostic Test Modes
Electronic Access/Service Information

Diagnostic Trouble Code Definitions
Off—Board Diagnostic Message Formats
E/E Diagnostic Data Communications
Class C Application Requirement Considerations (Part 2: IR: Survey of Known Protocols,

Part 3: IR: Selection of Transmission Media) .
Class A Application/Definition (Part 3: IR: Class A Multiplexing Sensors, Part 4: IR: Class A 3'

Multiplexing Architecture Strategies) '
Token Slot Network for Automotive Control

Diagnostic Technician Questionnaire Summary

Class B Data Communication Network Messages (Part 1: Detailed Header Formats and ._
Physical Address Assignments, Part2: Data Parameter Definitions, Part 3: Frame Ids for .
Single Byte Forms of Headers, Part 4: Message Definition for Three Byte Headers)

E/E Data Link Security
Enhanced E/E Diagnostic Test Modes
Universal Interface for OBD II Scan Tool

Diagnostic Specific Functionality Protocol '
Application of the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990 (Section 207, Paragraph M5)
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TABLE 22.3 SAE Truck and Bus Documents

SAE J 1939
SAE J 1939/01
SAE J 1939/02

SAE J 1939/1x
SAE J 1939/11
SAE J 1939/12
SAE J 1939/13
SAE J 1939/14
SAE J 1939/15
SAE J 1939/21
SAE J 1939/3x

SAE J 1939/31
SAE J 1939/4x
SAE I 1939/5x

SAE J 1939/6x
SAE J 1939/7x
SAE J 1939/71
SAE J 1939/72
SAE J 1939/73
SAE J 1939/81

.. SAE J 1939/?‘?

RP Serial Control and Communication Vehicle Network (Class C)
Truck and Bus Control and Communication Vehicle Network (Class C)
Agricultural Equipment Control and Communication Network
Physical Layer, X refers to a specific version
Physical Layer, 250 kBaud,'Iwisted Shielded Pair
Physical Layer, 125 kBaud, Twisted Pair
Physical Layer, 250 kBaud, Twisted Pair with Ground
Physical Layer, 1 MBaud, Fiber Optic
Physical Layer, 50 kBaud, German Agricultural
CAN 29 Bit Identifier Data Link Layer
Network Layer, x refers to a specific version
Truck + Bus Network Layer
Transport Layer, X refers to a specific version
Session Layer, X refers to a specific version
Presentation Layer, X refers to a specific version
Application Layer, X refers to a specific version

Truck, Bus,Agricultural and Construction Equipment Application Layer
Virtual Terminal

Application Layer-Diagnostics
Network Management
'Iractor—Trailer-Interface 

  

  

  
 

fl

Nate: Assignment of pins 1, a, s, a, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 14
p is left to the discretion of the vehicle manufacturer

FIGURE 22.10 SAE J1962 diagnostic connector.
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2. Interface according to the SAE J1850 (Class B Data Communication Network Interface):
The SAE J185O defines means and methods for serial data exchange for automotive appli-

cation at the physical and data link layer of the OSI model. It is used for networked sys-
tems and for diagnostic purposes.

Two implementations are characterized: pulse—width modulation (PWM) at 41.6 kbps
transmitted on twisted pair wires, and variable pulse~width modulation (VPM) at 10.4
kbps, transmitted on a single wire.“

_« A generic scan tool, as mentioned, therefore, has to handle the three different interfaces.

. 1 - A new protocol, Keyword 2000, is prepared by the ISO committees. It is supposed to com-
" bine the protocols that have been used up to now. .

With the introduction of more and more diagnostic functions and networked systems in
the vehicle, the functional structure will be modified (Fig. 22.11). 

 
.........

FIGURE 22.11 Logical structure for future diagnosis.

A diagnostic processor on top of a hierarchical structure of functions has access to eve
system via the network. It can request status information of the functions of the levels below
or of the sensors and actuators, andreceives warning messages if problems are detected by th
self-diagnosis of the different subsystems. The diagnostic processor serves as a man—mach1n
interface to the driver and as a gate to the outside. It is the only secure access to the entire sys
tem of the vehicle. 0

GLOSSARY

CAN Controller Area Network (standardized protocol developed by Bosch for network
systems).

CARB California Air Resources Board.
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CD-ROM Compact disk read only memory, a data storage medium.
DIS Draft International Standard. ‘

ECU Electronic control unit.

EGR Exhaustegas recirculation.

EPA Environmental Protection Agency.

Freeze frame Faults stored together with various related parameters.

HC Hydrocarbon.

ISO International Standardization Organization.

ISO 9141-2 Standardized protocol for data exchange between ECUS and testers.

Lambda controller Electronic system for controlling the air/fuel ratio. A

Lambda sensor A sensor for air/fuel ratio (oxygen sensor).

MIL Malfunction indicator lamp (indicates emission-related faults to the driver).

OBDII On Board Diagnostics II.

Off-board diagnosis Diagnosis performed by means outside a vehicle.

On-board diagnosis Diagnosis performed by means within a vehicle.

OSI Open System Interconnection.

I’C Personal computer.
PWM Pulse~width modulation.

RS 232 Standardized data link (hardware).

Scan tool Small tester that can be connected to the diagnostic connector to interrogate
emission—related fault codes.

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers.

TDC Top dead center.

Terminal 1 Connection to a signal related to ignition timing.

VAN Vehicle Area Network (French proposal for network protocol).

VPM' Variable pulse-width modulation.
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[57] ABSTRACT

A motor vehicle has a manual transmission and means for

indicating to the operator a point in operation for upshifting
to the next higher gear from the present gear. A method of
determining the shift point is provided based upon actual
operating parameters of the motor vehicle eifecting current
wheel torque and predicted wheel torque in the next higher
gear. Calibration to a single value representing the ratio of
predicted wheel torque to current wheel torque allows
simple balancing between fuel economy and performance.

7 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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UPSI-IIFT INDICATOR FOR MANUAL
TRANSMISSION

This invention relates to a shift indicator for a manual

transmission automobile designed to induce the operator to
shift at predetermined points.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Shift indicators are commonly used on manual transmis-
sion vehicles to assist non-expert drivers in determining
when it is appropriate to shift the transmission to a higher
gear in order to maximize driving fuel economy. A system
calibrated such that absolute maximum fuel economy would
be obtained if a shift occurs at the point indicated by a shift
indicator may exhibit a noticeable sag in axle torque at the
shift and therefore resultin an unpleasant shift feel to the
operator. In such situations, operators quickly learn to ignore
the shift indicator thus rendering it ineffective for its
intended purpose of maximizing fuel economy. Fuel
economy figures required to be displayed on new vehicles
for sale in the United States are arrived at through a
customer usage weighting of the fuel economy obtained on
vehicles tested using the upshift indicator light and fuel
economy obtained without using the upshift indicator light.
It is therefore desirable to balance the pleasability of the shift
at the point indicated by the shift indicator with the fuel
economy benefits at that shift point since this will tend to
result in higher customer usage, higher actual fuel economy
and higher fuel efficiency ratings for a particular vehicle.

Conventional shift indicator calibration typically involves
setting manifold absolute pressure (MAP) thresholds at a
variety of speeds. Such a method can be time consuming and
result in non—optimal shift points. Additionally, as actual
engine torque changes due to spark retardation for control of
engine knock as may be practiced in the engine control, the
calibrated shift points based on MAP thresholds may no
longer be appropriate, thereby exacerbating the aforemen-
tioned axle torque sag thus leading to operator disregard of
the shift indicator and reduced fuel economy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An objective of the present invention is therefore directed
toward an improved method of determining shift points and
indicating the same to a vehicle operator in order to maxi-
mize real driving fuel economy by balancing fuel economy
with maximum shift pleasability.

Another object of the invention is to adapt shift indication
for actual engine torque conditions.

A further object is to simplify the calibration of shift
indicator systems and allow for flexible indexing of the
system according to desired fuel economy versus perfor-
mance profiles.

The control of the present invention calculates a term
referred to as Upshift Torque Ratio (UTR) which represents
the ratio of predicted wheel torque in the next highest gear
to present wheel torque in the current gear. The UTR is
compared to a predetermined calibration threshold value to
determine if upshift indication is appropriate. The calibra-
tion threshold determines the characteristics and balance of

the shift in terms of fuel economy and performance. A
threshold value close to unity provides a shift point which
will achieve maximum fuel economy, while a threshold
value higher than unity will provide for increased perfor-
mance shifting.
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2
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a motor vehicle manual transmission driv-

etrain, spark ignition internal combustion engine and com-
puter based engine control unit.

FIGS. 2-4, SA and 5B are flow diagrams representative of
computer program instructions executed by the computer
based engine control unit of FIG. 1 in carrying out the
control of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Referring to FIG. 1, the reference numeral 10 generally
designates a motor vehicle drivetrain comprising a spark
ignition internal combustion engine (engine) 12, engine
output shaft 18 and the combination of conventional manual
clutch, gearbox and final drive assembly (manual drivetrain)
16. Output shaft 22 drives the vehicle wheels (not shown)
for propelling the vehicle at a speed directly proportional to
its rotation.

A throttle 24 controls the ingestion of combustion air
through the engine intake manifold designated by the
numeral 26. Throttle 24 is positioned in a conventional
manner by an operator-manipulated accelerator pedal 28, as
indicated. An exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) actuator 30
additionally returns a controlled amount of exhaust gases to
the manifold 26 in accordance with an EGR control signal
on line 32. Engine fueling is controlled by a conventional
fuel injection apparatus generally designated by the refer-
ence numeral 34 in accordance with a fuel pulse width signal
on line 36.

The engine ignition function is carried out with a con-
ventional spark ignition system (not shown) which cooper-
ates with a conventional electronic spark timing (EST) unit
38 to initiate combustion in the various engine cylinders in
accordance with a spark timing signal on line 40. Spark
timing signals are generated by computer based engine
control unit 42 in a predetermined manner in xcordance
with various operating parameters (including sensed engine
knock) of the drivetrain 10 in a manner well known to those

skilled in the art. Control unit 42 receives inputs required by
the present embodiment including manifold absolute pres-
sure (MAP) on line 46, engine speed (Ne) on line 50 and
output speed (No) on line 54. Knock sensing means Kn are
also shown providing signal input via line 56 to control unit
42. Control unit 42 indicates via line 60 the state of an

upshift indicator light or equivalent visual display such as is
found in conventional instrumentation in a motor vehicle.

Line 60 may provide a logic signal to a instrument cluster for
further processing or may drive a lamp directly via a power
driver in control unit 42. Control unit 42 may be mechanized
with a conventional state of the art microcomputer controller
including a central processing unit, memory and input-
output devices.

FIGS. 2-4, SA ad SB depict flow diagrams representative
of computer program instructions executed by the computer
based engine control unit 42 of FIG. 1 in carrying out the
upshift indication function of this invention. The flow dia-
gram of FIG. 2 represents an executive or main loop
program which initiates the operation of a number of sub-
routines for performing various engine control related tasks.
The flow diagrams of FIGS. 3-5 represent the subroutines
which are pertinent to the upshift indication function of this
invention.

Referring now more particularly to the main loop flow
diagram of FIG. 2, reference numeral 210 generally desig-
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nates a set of program instructions executed at the beginning
of each period of vehicle operation. The instructions initial-
ize various registers, timers, flags and variables stored in
control unit 42. After initialization at 210, the routine

proceeds to instruction block 220 and enables all software
timer and hardware interrupts for executing subroutines to
carry out various engine control functions. Step 230 is next
encountered and represents an interrupt wait loop together
with return line 231 wherein the control performs various
conventional background functions such as engine diagnos-
tic routines and reading and conditioning oxygen sensor
inputs while awaiting a timer or hardware interrupt to call
subroutines for performing various specific engine control
functions according to predetermined schedules or trigger-
ing events.

In the present preferred embodiment, a timer interrupt
(6.25 INT) occurs at 6.25 millisecond intervals and causes
the execution of the program steps shown in FIG. 3. Instruc-
tion block 310 is first executed for performing various
predetermined engine control functions appropriate for the
frequency of the 6.25 ms interval. Decision block 320 is next
executed to determine if a set of less frequently executed
instructions generally designated by numeral 321 is to be
executed. This may be caused to occur, for example, by well
known and practiced techniques such as the expiration of a
timer, requisite multiple passes through the 6.25 ms INT
routine or separate timer interrupt having priority to execute
and return control to the current 6.25 ms INT routine.

Decision block 320 indicates an exemplary frequency for
execution of instruction set 321 of every 12.5 ms which in
the present embodiment is caused to occur every second
pass through the 6.25 ms interrupt. If it is not time for
execution of instruction set 321, control passes to decision
block 330. Assuming it is time for execution of instruction
set 321, control unit 42 at instruction block 325 reads and

conditions the various input signals applied to lines 46-56,
and calculates various terms used in subsequent steps,
including spark retard, barometric pressure (BARO) and
percent exhaust gas recirculation (%EGR). Instruction block
327 next performs various predetermined engine control
functions appropriate for the frequency of the 12.5 ms
interval. Block 329 refers to the computation of the Upshift
Torque Ratio (UTR) which is set forth in detail in the flow
diagram of FIG. 4 as shown.

Decision block 330 is next executed to determine if a set

of even less frequently executed instructions generally des-
ignated by numeral 331 is to be executed. This may be
caused to occur in any appropriate manner similar to those
discussed for decision block 320 as are well known and

practiced in the art. Decision block 330 indicates a fre-
quency for execution of instruction set 331 of every 100 ms.
If it is not time for execution of instruction set 331, the 6.25
ms interrupt routine is complete and control returns to the
background routine of FIG. 2. Assuming it is time for
execution of instruction set 331, control unit 42 at instruc-

tion block 335 perform various predetermined engine con-
trol functions appropriate for the frequency of the 100 ms
interval. Block 337 refers to the execution of the shift light
logic routine which is set forth in detail in the flow diagrams
of FIGS. 5A and 5B as indicated. Finally, control unit 42
outputs a signal online 60 shown in FIG. 1 for indicating the
state of the upshift indicator light as well as various other
output signals for instrument cluster displays such as vehicle
speedometer, oil pressure and coolant temperature for
example.

Referring now to FIG. 4, a preferred routine for calculat-
ing the Upshift Torque Ratio (UTR CALCULATION) for
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use in upshift indication according to the present invention
is illustrated. The parenthetical designations (g) and (g+l)
where appended to variables as used herein designate cur-
rent gear and next highest gear values, respectively. Where
no parenthetical designations are used, current values are
referenced. A set of steps generally designated by numeral
410 is first executed to determine a current value of engine
torque. Upon entry of UTR CALCULATION, Block 411
calculates the current gear ratio “GR(g)” from current
engine speed “Ne(g)” and output speed “No” according to
the following expression:

GR(g)=Ne(g)INo

A check is made at decision block 412 to determine if the

calculated gear ratio matches a known gear ratio and, if no
match is recognized, passes processing to block 421 which
sets upshift torque ratio (UTR) to a default value of two in
the present embodiment and then exits the U'I‘R CALCU-
LATION routine. THE DEFAULT VALUE IS essentially a
“don’t care” value that won’t be used for further processing
as will be seen in later discussion of FIG. 5A, decision block

522. GR(g) will match a given gear provided the manual
clutch is engaged and slip thereacross is minimal. Where the
clutch is disengaged, as may be the case where the operator
has initiated a shift, a gear match may not occur. If the gear
ratio matches a known gear, block 413 calculates the percent
torque loss “%TQLOSS” in the current gear due to the
current amount spark retard. The present embodiment
assumes spark retard is a controlled engine parameter used,
for example, to control engine knock in a manner known in
the art. Spark retard is preferably accounted for in this ‘
embodiment since it may have a significant effect on engine
torque, especially at low and moderate engine speeds where
both the incidence of engine knock is most prevalent and
more fuel eflicient upshifting will typically occur. The
percent torque loss is determined through application of the
expression:

%TQLOSS(g)=SPKRET(g)/SPKRET( 1 00% tqloss)

where SPKRET(g) is the current amount of spark retard and
SPKRET(100% tqloss)is the amount of spark retard needed
for 100% torque loss. Spark retard may be determined from
empirically determined calibration tables. Spark retard may
be a value adaptively derived as shown, for example, in U.S.
Pat. No. 5,090,382 issued Feb. 25, 1992 and assigned to
Saturn Corporation."

Engine volumetric efliciency “VE(g)” is next referenced
from a calibration table a function of engine speed Ne(g) and
MAP at block 415. Current engine torque “TQ(g)” is then
determined at block 417 according to the expression:

TQ(g)=l(MAP(g)*VE(g)*K)*(EGR(g))—Tfl*(TQL0S-5')

where K is a calibration constant predetermined during fuel
metering and related to actual engine displacement, operat-
ing temperature, combustion efliciency, fuel/air energy con-
tent and the universal gas constant; EGR(g) is a gain
substantially corresponding to the complement of current
percent exhaust gas recirculation (l~%EGR); Tf is a torque
offset related to engine mechanical friction at current engine
speed and the tenn TQLOSS represents a gain substantially
corresponding to the complement of the percent torque loss
attributed to the current spark retard (1—%TQLOSS(g)).

A set of steps generally designated by the numeral 430 is
next executed for the purpose of calculating a predicted
value of engine torque available in the next higher gear at the
current output speed. Preferably, the predicted torque value
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corresponds to a maximum available torque (wide open
throttle) in the next higher gear which simplifies the asso-
ciated predicted torque calculation. The present embodiment
exemplifies calculation of a predicted maximum engine
torque.

Block 431 first calculates a predicted engine speed in the
next higher gear Ne(g+l) based on current engine speed
Ne(g), the current gear ratio GR(g) and the gear ratio in the
next higher gear GR(g+l). It is an assumption at this step
that output speeds at current and next higher gears No(g),
No(g+l) would be substantially equivalent and therefore
predicted engine speed is a simple function of the current
engine speed, current gear ratio and next higher gear ratio in
accordance with the following relationship:

Ne(g+l)=Ne(g)*GR(g+l)/GR(g)

Predicted spark retard in the next higher gear SPKRET(g+
1) is calculated at block 433 from predicted engine speed
Ne(g+l), BARO and any amount of adaptive spark retard
(ASR) such as may be appropriately applied according to,
for example, previously reference U.S. Pat. No. 5,090,382.
Since the maximum engine torque available in the next
higher gear is being determined, BARO is preferably used in
lieu of a predicted value of MAP since BARO substantially
represents a maximum torque condition. Alternatively, a
predicted value for MAP could be used.

Predicted percent torque loss in the next higher gear
“%TQLOSS(g+1)” due to predicted spark retard is calcu-
lated at block 435 according to the following relationship in
a manner similar to that provided at step 413:

%TQLOSS(g+l)=SPKRET(g+l)/SPKRET(l00% tqloss)

where SPKRET(g+l) is the predicted amount of spark retard
(including any amount of adaptive spark retard) as calcu-
lated at block 433 and SPKRET(l00% tqloss) is the amount
of spark retard needed for 100% torque loss.

Block 437 next references predicted volumetric efliciency
“VE(g+l)” in the next higher gear as a function of predicted
engine speed Ne(g+l) and BARO. Again, BARO is utilized
in lieu of a predicted MAP value since maximum engine
torque conditions are assumed. The final step in the set
designated 430 for calculating predicted engine torque in the
next higher gear is designated 439 and calculates predicted
engine torque “TQ(g+l)” according to the expression:

TQ(g+l )=[BARO *VE(g+l) *K)—Tf]*(TQLOSS)

where K is the calibration constant previously disclosed with
regard to block 417; Tf is the torque olfset related to engine
mechanical friction at the predicted engine speed Ne(g+l)
and the term TQLOSS represents a gain substantially cor-
responding to the complement of the percent torque loss
attributed to the predicted spark retard (1—%TQLOSS(g+
1)). It is here noted that BARO again is used in lieu of MAP
in the preceding expression. Consistent with the assumption
of maximum engine torque (wide open throttle), the percent
exhaust gas recirculation becomes zero in the present
embodiment. The gain attributed zero %EGR is therefore
unity in the present embodiment thereby accounting for the
absence of an explicit EGR gain term in the expression of
the predicted engine torque.

Finally, block 450 establishes the current and predicted
wheel torques as the product of respective engine torques
and corresponding gear ratios, and establishes the ratio of
predicted wheel torque to current wheel torque to establish
the UTR in accordance with the expression:

UTR=(TQ(g+1)*GR(g+1))/C1"Q(g)*GR(g))
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In the present embodiment, of course, the UTR represents
the ratio of maximum predicted wheel torque to current
wheel torque. Thereafter, program control returns to deci-
sion block 330 illustrated in FIG. 3.

The UTR calculated provides a single dynamic parameter
derived from continually updated inputs having measurable
impact upon the wheel torque available in the current gear
and from predicted wheel torque available in the next higher
gear. Preferably, as illustrated in the present embodiment,
dynamic torque reducing influences such as exhaust gas
recirculation control and spark retard for engine knock
control are factored into the torque calculations to provide
for finely tuned torque estimations responsive to dynamic
driving conditions. It is contemplated that other factors
influencing engine torque, for example fuel composition in
variable fuel vehicles, may likewise be factored into the
expressions where appropriate.

A measure of the ratio of predicted wheel torque in the
next higher gear to current wheel torque in the present gear
(UTR) provides information for control of an upshift indi-
cator in a manner less complicated and more accurately
representative of dynamic driving conditions than conven-
tional MAP threshold techniques. Additionally, the present
invention utilizing UTR is suitable for customizing shift
point indications according to any desired fuel economy/
performance profile. When the UTR is less than one, the
vehicle will decelerate and possibly exhibit undesirable
driveline disturbance if an upshift is completed. With a UTR
substantially equal to one, the operator may need to increase
the throttle position in the next higher gear to maintain
speed. Moreover, a UTR near one indicates an upshift point
which will yield maximum fuel economy. As the UTR
increases beyond one, more performance oriented shifts to
the next higher gear are possible. Therefore, a calibration
threshold against which the UTR is compared will determine
the operation of an upshift indicator and corresponding shift
feel and economy at that indicated shift point. The calibra-
tion threshold can readily be chosen to match the desired
fiiel economy/perforrnance profile of the vehicle. The cali-
bration may be so chosen to maximize actual fuel economy
by indicating that an upshift is appropriate at a point where
the pleasability of the shift yields high operator usage at
relatively high levels of fuel economy.

Turning to FIG. 5, and exemplary flow chart is illustrated
for utilizing the UTR previously calculated for upshift
indication according to the invention. The SHIF1“ LIGHT
LOGIC routine of FIGS. 5A and 5B is executed at step 337
of the 6.25 ms interrupt routine set forth in FIG. 3 and
comprises a set of entry condition steps (blocks 511 through
525) designated generally by numeral 510 and a set of shift
threshold steps (531 through 533) designated generally by
numeral 530. The purpose of the SHIFT LIGHT LOGIC
routine is to establish the state of the shift light flag “SL
FLAG” which in turn controls the state of the shift light.
First, engine speed Ne is checked at block 511 to determine
if it exceeds a predetermined maximum allowable engine
speed threshold K1. If the threshold is exceeded then an
upshift is required regardless of the value of UTR and
control is therefore passed via line 560 to block 542 where
the shift light flag is set to one (SL FLAG=l). If the
threshold at block 511 is not exceeded, decision block 512
is encountered.

Decision block 512 performs a check of coolant tempera-
ture against a predetermined threshold K2. Where the
threshold is not exceeded, the engine has not attained a
predetermined operating temperature and control passes to
line 550 to bypass shift threshold steps 530. Where the
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coolant temperature threshold is satisfied, decision block
513 is next executed.

Decision block 513 determines if the output speed sensor
is operational. If the speed sensor is not operational, control
passes to line 550 to bypass shift threshold steps 530. An
operational output speed.sensor allows control to pass to
decision block 514 where a check is performed to determine
if the vehicle is at a standstill (No=0). Where the vehicle is
at rest, block 516 sets GEAR and OLDGEAR to the lowest

gear value of 1 representing first or starting gear; thereafter,
bypass of shift threshold steps 530 occurs via line 550. If the
vehicle is not at rest, decision block 515 is next encountered.

Throttle position “%T” is checked at block 515 against a
closed position threshold K3. Closed throttle is indicative of
vehicle coast, a state of operation wherein the engine is not
imparting torque to the drive wheels and thus does not
necessitate an upshift. Closed throttle may also be indicative
of the operator purposefully using the drivetrain to deceler-
ate the vehicle. Therefore, where a closed throttle is

detected, control bypasses the upshift threshold steps 530
and proceeds with execution of block 552. A non-closed-
throttle position is indicative of the engine imparting torque
to the drive wheels——operation which may benefit from a
gear upshift—and therefore control remains in the entry
condition steps 510 by executing block 522.

A check is performed at block 522 to determine if the
current calculated gear ratio GR(g) matches a known gear
ratio associated with a GEAR value (i.e. 1-5). As mentioned
in connection with step 412 in FIG. 4, an already initiated
shift may account for a no gear match condition. If no match
occurs control passes to decision block 526 thereby bypass-
ing the remaining entry condition steps 510 and any shift
threshold steps 530. Block 526 decides if the shift light is
active by checking SL FLAG and if so passes control to line
560 to maintain the current SL FLAG state as one. Where

block 526 decides that the shift light is inactive, control
passes to line 550 to likewise maintain the current SL FLAG
state as zero. Therefore, a no gear match condition maintains
the current state of SL FLAG and bypasses processing of
shift threshold steps 530. A gear match at block 522 passes
control to decision block 523.

The current matched gear is checked at block 523 to
determine if it is the highest gear available in which case no
upshift is possible. If GEAR is equal to the highest gear
available then upshift threshold steps 530 are bypassed via
line 550. If higher gears are available then processing
continues at step 524 with a check if the engine speed Ne
exceeds a predetermined threshold speed K4(GEAR) which
is a function of the current gear and represents a minimum
engine speed appropriate for upshift to the next gear. Where
the threshold engine speed is not exceeded, upshift threshold
steps 530 are bypassed via line 550. Where the threshold
engine speed has been satisfied, a final entry condition step
is performed at block 525 to determine if the current gear
status is steady state. If the current gear does not equal the
last gear (GEAR¢OLDGEAR), then a steady state condition
is not present and line 550 is once again used to bypass
execution of the upshift threshold steps 530. A steady state
wherein the last known gear equals the current gear allows
processing to pass into the upshift threshold steps 530.

With the exception of throttle entry condition at block
515, any failed decision block in the entry condition steps
510 routes processing to block 551 which initializes a shift
light on counter “SLONTIM”. Block 552 is thereby next
encountered and initializes a shift light delay counter
“SLDLY” to a predetermined threshold value K7. Block 552
is alternatively encountered as a first step after failed throttle
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entry condition at block 515 thereby bypassing block 551
and corresponding reset on SLONTIM thereat. This is done
for the purpose of preventing continual resetting the timer
and cycling of the shift light during closed throttle engine
braking on a downhill grade and also for preventing reset-
ting of the timer if closed throttle is momentarily encoun-
tered. The exact purpose and usage of SLONTIM and
SLDLY will be explained at a later point. Finally, it follows
that since an entry condition was not satisfied in steps 510,
the shift light flag is set to zero (SL FLAG=0) to thus
establish the shift light state as OFF.

Upshift threshold steps 530 are accessed at decision block
531 whereat a determination as to the shift light state is made
according to the status of SL FLAG. If the shift light is off
(SL FLAG=0) then the routine branches to the left and
executes block 533. Block 533 compares UTR to a first
predetermined torque ratio threshold K5 which if not
exceeded causes execution of block 553 thereby maintaining
the shift light flag at a value of zero. If the result of decision
block 533 is that UTR exceeds the threshold K5, then

processing passes to block 541. Returning to block 531, if
the shift light is on (SL FLAG=l) then block 532 is executed
to compare UTR to a second predetermined torque ratio
threshold K6. In the case where UTR is less than the

threshold K6, then block 553 is executed and sets the shift

light flag to zero. Alternatively, where UTR equals or
exceeds the threshold K6, decision block 541 is executed.

The preceding steps of upshift threshold steps 530 comprise
separate checks of UTR against one of two torque ratio
thresholds K5 or K6 wherein K5>K6, the threshold check

being determined according to the state of the SL FLAG. A
degree of hysteresis is thereby introduced to stabilize the
state of the SL FLAG and corresponding shift light state.

Decision block 541 is executed from either block 533 or

532 when it is appropriate according to the predetermined
torque thresholds for the SL FLAG to be set to one (SL
FLAG=1). Block 541 checks shift light delay counter
SLDLY for expiration, thereby introducing a delay into the
routine prior to setting the SL FLAG at block 542 according
to a predetermined number of passes through upshift thresh-
old steps 530 and on to block 541 without intervening failure
at any preceding entry condition step 511 though 525 to
minimize shift light busyness. Where the shift light delay
counter has not expired, it is decremented at block 543 and
passes control to block 553 thus setting the shift light flag to
zero (SL FLAG-0). An expired shift light delay counter as
determined at block 541 causes processing to proceed to
block 542 where the shift light flag is set to one (SL FLAG:
1). Thereafter execution of block 542, decision block 544 is
encountered and checks if the shift light on counter SLON-
TIlVI exceeds a predetermined threshold K8. Where the
threshold K8 is exceeded, the shift light flag is set to zero at
block 553 thereby limiting the indicator light on time to
prevent any annoyance continual illumination may cause to
operators who choose to ignore it. Where the threshold K8
has not been exceeded, the shift light on counter SLONTIM
is incremented at block 545. -

When SHIFT LIGHT LOGIC routine shown in FIG. 5

returns control to block 339 in FIG. 3, the state of SL FLAG

is used to establish an output signal on line 60 of control unit
42 to cause illumination of a shift indicator light as previ-
ously described.

While the invention has been exemplified with respect to
a preferred embodiment as disclosed herein, it is contem-
plated that various modifications and alterations will be
apparent to one having ordinary skill in the art and therefore
the embodiment is intended to be taken by way of example
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and not limitation. Accordingly, the invention is intended to
embrace all alternatives, modifications and variations which

are within the scope of the appended claims.
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive

property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:
1. In a motor vehicle having an engine and a manual

transmission for imparting torque to at least one wheel and
an upshift indication means for indicating a shift point by
prompting a vehicle operator to shift from a current gear to
a next higher gear, a method of shift point indication
comprising the steps of:

calculating a torque ratio of a predicted wheel torque in
accordance with the next higher gear to a present wheel
torque in accordance with the current gear;

comparing the torque ratio to a predetermined threshold;
and

outputting a signal when said torque ratio exceeds said
predetermined threshold to thereby indicate said shift
point.

2. A method of shift point indication according to claim 1
wherein said predicted wheel torque substantially corre-
sponds to a maximum wheel torque.

3. A method of shift point indication according to claim 1
wherein said predetermined threshold corresponds to a
torque ratio whereat a shift to the next higher gear will
maximize fuel economy.

4. In a motor vehicle having an engine and a manual
transmission for imparting torque to at least one wheel and
an upshift indication means for indicating a shift point by
prompting a vehicle operator to shift from a current gear to
a next high gear, a method of shift point indication com-
prising the steps of:

10
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calculating a current engine torque value in the current
gear in accordance with predetermined engine param-

.eters;

calculating a predicted engine torque value in the next

higher gear in accordance with said predetermined
engine parameters;

establishing a current wheel torque value from said cur-
rent engine torque value in the present gear and a gear
ratio corresponding thereto;

establishing a predicted wheel torque value from said
predicted engine torque value in the next higher gear
and the gear ratio corresponding thereto;

calculating a torque ratio of said predicted wheel torque to
said current wheel torque;

comparing said torque ratio to a predetermined threshold;
and

outputting a signal when said torque ratio exceeds said
predetermined threshold to thereby indicate said shift
point.

5. A method of shift point indication according to claim 4
wherein said predetermined engine parameters comprise
spark retard.

6. A method of shift point indication according to claim 4
wherein said predetermined engine parameters comprise
exhaust gas recirculation. ‘

7. A method of shift point indication according to claim
whereinsaid predetermined engine parameters comprise
fuel composition.
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[57] ABSTRACT

A shift indication apparatus having an engine rotation
sensor, a throttle valve sensor, and a shift position sen-
sor, a microcomputer having a ROM and RAM for
storing data corresponding to the engine speed, throttle
valve openings, and the shift positions therein, and an
indicator for indicating preferable shift positions to be
performed by a driver in which a torque data map and
a fuel consumption rate data map have stored in the
ROM for calculating various torque and fuel consump-
tion rates so as to obtain preferable shift positions relat-
ing to optimum fuel consumption rate in accordance
with said data detected. With this construction, it be-

comes possible for a driver to run his car in accordance
with the indications of the shift operation on the indica-
tor so as to enable the economical running of the car to
be realized.

12 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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OPTIMUM SHIFT POSITION INDICATION
USING SUCCESSIVE TWO-DIMENSIONAL DATA

MAPS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a shift indication unit
which can be used for an automotive vehicle having a
manual transmission and for indicating to a driver
change-speed operations to be performed relating to
preferable shift position with respect to optimum fuel
consumption, and a method of performing the optimum
speed change operation so as to reduce fuel cost.

2. Description of the Prior Art
Recently, the situation and circumstances surround-

ing supply of oils have deteriorated, and various re-
search and development activities have been made in

10

15

response in an attempt to improve efficient utilization of 20
energy in each technical field in industry. The situation
is the same in the autombile industry, where various
research and development for improving engines to
have better thermal efficiencies and for pursuing better
methods for performing effective combustion of fuel for
vehicles with less fuel consumption rate have been un-
dertaken. However, there is a problem that unless oper-
ations including acceleration operation and shift opera-
tion are included, it is not possible for driving operation
to sufficiently demonstrate the improved fuel consump-
tion performance thus reached.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore a main object of the present invention
to provide a shift indication apparatus which is capable
of performing optimum running with a good fuel con-
sumption rate by indicating to a driver preferable shift
positions for the optimum fuel consumption during the
running of the automotive vehicle.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-
vide a shift indication apparatus having a microcom-
puter including a speed change instruction indicator and
a ROM in which predetermined torque and fuel con-
sumption maps are stored so as to calculate and indicate
on the indicator preferable shift positions corresponding
to the optimum fuel consumption rate.

It is still another object of the present invention to
provide a speed change operation and indication unit
having a microcomputer comprising a ROM and a
RAM into which data corresponding to the‘current
engine speed and current shift position as well as throt-
tle valve opening are stored and expected torque and
fuel consumption rates are calculated from the data read
from the RAM together with the predetermined maps.

According to one feature of the present invention, the
shift indication apparatus is characterized in that the
unit comprises sensors for detecting the engine speed
and the opening of a throttle valve, means for calculat-
ing an expected or assumed fuel consumption rate in
order to generate the same driving horsepower as that
in the current car running conditions at a certain shift
position adjacent to the particular shift position of the
transmission at that time, means for comparing the cur-
rent fuel consumption rate with the assumed fuel con-
sumption rate so as to select a preferable shift position
with the optimum fuel consumption rate, and means for
indicating to the driver shift operation instructions to
the preferable shift position.
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These and other objects and advantages of the pres-

ent invention will become more apparent from the fol-

lowing detailed description with reference to the ac-‘
companying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an overall construction of one embodiment

of the shift indication apparatus according to the pres-
ent invention,

FIG. 2 is one example of the characteristic curves of
a torque data map stored in the ROM in the microcom-
puter in FIG. 1 and

FIG. 3 is one example of the characteristics of a fuel
consumption data map stored in the ROM in the mi-
crocomputer in FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a programmed flow chart of the speed
change operation indicating unit of FIG. 1 for the pur-
pose ofexplaining the operation of the unit according to
the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
' EMBODIMENT

Referring to FIG. 1, the shift indication apparatus
with a manual transmission according to the present
invention comprises an engine speed sensor 1 for detect-
ing the engine speed and for producing pulse signals of
a frequency proportional to the engine speed, a shift
position sensor 2 for detecting the shift positions of the
transmission, a throttle sensor 3 for detecting the open-
ing degree of the throttle valve by means of, for in-
stance, a potentiometer, an A/D converter 4 for con-
verting analog signals from the throttle valve sensor 3
into digital signals, a microcomputer 5 for performing
various calculations in accordance with the different

signals from the sensors, and an indicator 10 for indicat-
ing the result of the calculations.

The microcomputer 5 further comprises an input-
/output port (I/O port) 6, a central processing unit
(CPU) 7, a read only memory (ROM) 8, and a random
access memory (RAM) 9. In the microcomputer 5,
there is provided a bus BUS which communicates the
I/O port 6 and the CPU 7, ROM 8, and RAM 9.

The engine speed sensor 1 is mounted in a distributor
(not shown) and the output of the sensor is connected to
the input of the I/O port 6 so as to transmit the output
pulses to the microcomputer 5 through the I/O port 6
and to store the data corresponding to the engine speed
into the RAM 9. The output of the shift sensor 2 is
connected to the input of the I/O port 6 so as to trans-
mit the output signals thereof to the microcomputer 5
through the I/O port 6 and to store the data from the
shift sensor 2 into the RAM 9. Similarly, the output of
the throttle sensor 3 is connected through the A/D
converter 4 to the input of the I/O port 6 so as to trans-
mit the output signals thereof to the microcomputer 5
through the A/D converter 4 and to store the data
corresponding to the throttle value opening into the
RAM 9 after converting from the analog signals into the
digital signals. The input of the indicator 10 is con-
nected to the output of the I/O port 6 so as to indicate
each preferable shift position corresponding to the opti-
mum fuel consumption rate in accordance with various
parameters calculated. _

The indicator 10 includes a shift-up indicating lamp
10a and a shift-down indicating lamp 101:.

The indicator 10 may be assembled by light emiting
diodes (LED) so as to perform shift-up and shift-down
indications by up and down directed arrow marks. A1-
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tematively, the indicator 10 may also be replaced with
other voice combining circuit so as to announce the
shift operations by voice instead of the indications.

Before explaining the operation of the apparatus ac-
cording to the present invention, reference must be
made to the torque data mapshown in FIG. 2 and the
fuel consumption rate data map shown in FIG. 3. The
torque data map indicative of torque curves T as shown
in FIG. 2 has been stored in the ROM 8 in advance. The

fuel consumption rate data map indicative of equal fuel
consumption rate curves B as shown in FIG. 3 has been
also stored in the ROM 8 in advance. In FIG. 2, each

equal torque curve T was prepared by plotting and
connecting equal torque points on the graph with re-
spect to the engine speed vs. throttle valve opening. In
FIG. 3, each fuel consumption rate curve B was pre-
pared by plotting and connecting equal fuel consump-
tion rate points on a graph obtained in advance by ex-
periment data with respect to the engine speed and the
torques thus calculated.

In operation, the microcomputer 5 functions in such a
manner that it determines current torque from the
torque data map stored in the ROM 8 and other.data
corresponding to the engine speed detected by the sen-
sor 1 and throttle valve opening detected by the throttle
sensor 3, determines expected fuel consumption rate
from the fuel consumption rate data map also stored in
the ROM 8 and the torque thus determined as well as
the engine speed, and compares the fuel consumption
rate thus determined with an assumed fuel consumption
rate when speed change operation is performed from
the current shift position to the adjacent shift position in
accordance with a control program, whereby an in-
struction signal for changing suitable shift position re-
lating to optimum fuel consumption rate is generated
from the microcomputer and it is indicated on the indi-
cator 10.

The operation of the shift indication apparatus will
now be made with reference to the control program
flow chart shown in FIG. 4.

First of all, the engine speed sensor 1 produces pulse
signals proportional to the engine speed during running
of the automotive vehicle and transmits these signals to
the microcomputer 5. In this case, as shown in FIG. 4,
the operation of a main routine is started at a predeter-
mined timing, e.g. periodical timing pulses from a timer
(not shown) and the detection of the engine speed Ne
from the sensor 1 is carried out and it is stored into the

RAM 9 at the step 20. Then, the engine speed Ne is read
from the RAM 9 and it is compared with a predeter-
mined number N (= 1000 rpm) to determine whether or
not the Ne exceeds the value 1000 at the step 21. If the
result of the decision is YES, the next step 22 is exe-
cuted. That is, in the step 22, the reading in of the open-
ing of the throttle valve is performed through the throt-
tle sensor 3 and the A/D converter 4. In the above case,
if the result of the decision in step 21 is NO, the main
routine is terminated by determining that the shift oper-
ation is not necessary and the engine speed Ne is read
again at the predetermined timing and now the opera-
tion returns to the step 20.

In the step 22, the throttle valve opening 0 is detected
by the throttle sensor 3 and is then stored in the RAM
9 after conversion from the analog signals into the digi-
tal signals through A/D converter 4. The next step 23,
i.e. the torque search step is executed. In this step, the
torque Te is determined from the torque curves T on the
torque data map as shown in FIG. 2 and which has been
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stored in the ROM 8 in the microcomputer 5, in accor-
dance with the detected data corresponding to the en-
gine speed Ne and the throttle valve opening 0. In this
case, assuming that the engine speed Ne is 3600 rpm and
the throttle valve opening 0 is 30 degrees, the torque
value Te: 11 kg-m is determined from the cross point
on the torque curve T in the torque data map.

Then in the next step 24, i.e. the torque determination
step is executed. In this step 24, a decision is made as to
whether or not the value of the torque Te thus calcu-
lated in the step 23 is larger than 0.05 kg-m, i.e. the
vehicle speed is in the middle of speed reduction or it is
close to the speed reduction. If the result of the decision
is YES, the next step, fuel consumption search step 25,
is executed, if the result’ of the the decision is NO, the '
operation of the main routine terminates. In the step 25,
the fuel consumption data is read from the equal fuel
consumption rate curves B on the fuel data map shown
in FIG. 3 which has been stored in the ROM 8 and fuel

consumption rate is searched from the calculated torque
Te and the engine speed Ne.

‘ Namely, if the shift position is in the fourth speed, as
the torque T9 is 11 kg-m and the engine speed is 3600
rpm, the point F4 is obtained on the fuel consumption
rate curves B in the fuel consumption rate data map.
Since the point F4 is in the area of the fuel consumption
rate Be=300 g/psh to 350 g/psh, the fuel consumption
rate of the fourth speed is determined as 300 g/psh to
350 g/psh in this case.

Then the next horsepower calculation step 26 is exe-
cuted. In this step 26, the horsepower P is calculated in
accordance with the following equation.

P=Ne)<Te/716.2

P=driving power in ps
where

Ne=the engine speed in rpm
Te=torque in kg-m
In the step 27, the detected data from the shift posi-

tion sensor 2 is stored in the RAM 9 in the microcom-

puter 5 through the I/O port 6.
In the step 28, a neutral position decision is per-

formed. That is, the decision is made whether or not the
shift position stored in the step 27 is in the neutral posi-
tion, i.e. whether or not SP=0 is determined. If it is not

the neutral in this case, the step 29 for deciding the fifth
speed is executed. On the other hand, if the result of the
decision is neutral, the main routine operation is termi-
nated as it is not necessary to indicate the speed change
operation.

In the step 29, since the shift position SP is deter-
mined as the fifth speed or the upmost shift position, the
assumed processing for shifting up operations shown in
the steps 30 through 36 is skipped and now the opera-
tion moves to the calculating step for the number of
engine rotations at the time of the shifting down in the
step 37.

On the other hand, if the result of the decision in the
step 29 is such that the shift position SP is not at the fifth
speed, the next step 30 is executed. In this step 30, the
engine speed Ne+1 is calculated in the case of one shift-
up. In this case, the equation for calculating the engine
speed Ne...1 is as follows;

N,-+1=N,,><gear ratio of shift position SP+1/gear
ratio of shift position SP
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where, each unit indicates: Ne =rpm, Ne+1= rpm, and
the gear ratio is a physical quantity which one of ordi-
nary skill understands is dictated by the physical em-
bodiment of the gears used (and which ratios are stored
as data for use with a particular embodiment). 5

After executing this step, the operation now moves to
the step 31 for deciding the engine speed Ne+1. In this
step 31, a decision is made as to whether or not the
engine speed Ne+1 at the one step shifting up position
SP +1 is larger than 1000 rpm. In this case, if the result 10
of the decision is NO, the processing for the main rou-
tine is terminated as the shift operation is not necessary.
However, if the result of the decision is such that the
engine speed N._.+1 is larger than 1000 rpm, the opera-
tion now moves to the next step 32. In this step 32, the 15
calculation of the torque Te+ 1 at the one step shifting up
position SP +1 is performed.

The calculation of the torque is performed in accor-
dance with the following equation.

0
Tg+1=PX7l6.2/Ng+1 2

where, each unit indicated
Te+ 1 '=
P=ps, and
Ne+1=rpm.
And now the operation moves to the next step 33. In

this step 33, the assumed fuel consumption rate is
searched from the data map stored in the ROM 8 in the
microcomputer 5. Namely, one cross point is sought
from the engine speed N.,.+1 which was calculated in the
step 30 and the torque Te+1 calculated in the step 32 on
the data map shown in FIG. 4. From the fuel consump-
tion rate indicated in the equal fuel consumption rate
curves B surrounding this point in the coordinate posi-
tions, the assumed fuel consumption rate be+1 can be 35
found. For instance, assuming that the engine speed
Ne+1=2800 rpm and the torque Te+1= 12.1 kg-m, the
cross point F5 can be obtained from the data map and
this point F5 belongs to the area of the fuel consumption
rate of 200 g/psh to 250 g/psh in the equal fuel con- 40
sumption rate curves B. Accordingly, since the one step
shifting up position SP +1, i.e. the current shift is the
fourth speed, the assumed fuel consumption rate be+1
when shifting up to the fifth speed, becomes 200 g/psh
to 250 g/psh. 45

The assumed fuel consumption rate be+1 thus
searched (i.e., derived) in step 33 is compared with a
predetemined value in the next decision step 34. That is,
the fuel consumption rate be+1 is determined whether
or not it is larger than 5000 g/psh. In this case, a large 50
number such as 60000 g/psh is inputted in the area
above the full opened torque in FIG. 4. Accordingly, if
the result of the decision is NO, the assumed fuel con-

sumption rate be+1 is compared and is determined in the
next step 35 as to whether or not it is smaller than the 55
current fuel consumption rate be which was searched
(i.e.,‘derived) in the step 25.

If the result of the decision is YES, that is, the as-

sumed fuel consumption rate be+1 is smaller than the
current fuel consumption rate be, the operation now 60
moves to the step 43 and the operation for indicating the
shift-up condition is performed in the step 44 after some
delay time. Namely, in this step, the speed change oper-
ation indicating signal is applied to the indicator or ,
display 10 from the microcomputer 5 through the I/O 55
port 6. As a result, a particular lamp in this case, a shift-
up indicating lamp in the indicator 10, is illuminated,
thus indicating to the driver that the speed change from

25
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current shift position to the one step shifting up position
SP +1 is preferable. In this case, it is preferable to pro-
vide some delay time as shown in the step 43 so as to
prevent the driver from confusion due to intermittent .
illuminations of the lamp of the indicator 10 within a
short time when the fuel consumption rate is on the
critical border lines.

On the other hand, if the result of the decision in the

step 35 is NO, that is, the assumed fuel consumption rate
be+1 is larger than the current fuel consumption rate be,
the operation now moves to the step 36. In this step 36,
the decision is made whether or not the current shift

position SP is the first speed. If the result of the decision
is YES indicating that the current shift position is the
first speed, the processing for the main routine is termi-
nated as no shift-down operation is required, while if
the result of the decision is NO, the operation now
moves to the next step 37 for calculating the engine
speed Ne+1 at the one step shifting down position SP
_1. In this step, the engine speed Ne+1 at the time of
shifting down from the current shift position SP to the
one step shifting down position SP -1 is calculated by
the following equation;

N,._1=N¢.)< gear ratio of shift position SP_1/gear
ratio of shift position SP

where, each unit of each parameter indicates
Ne_1=rpm

e=rpm.

From the engine speed Ne_1 calculated here and" the
driving power which was calculated in the step 26, the
torque Te_1 is calculated by the following relationship
in step 38; ‘

Te_1=PX7l6.2/Ne_1

where, each unit of each parameter indicated
T,_,_1=kg-m,
P=ps,
Ne— I =rpm-
The torque thus calculated is compared with a prede-

termined value such as 0.05 kg-m in the step 45. If the
result of the decision in step 45 is YES, the operation
now moves to the fuel consumption rate search step 39,
where the assumed fuel consumption rate be..1 in the
one step shifting down position SP..1 is searched from
the data map in FIG. 3 as in the step 33. Namely, if the
engine speed Ne_.1 is 4600 rpm and the torque Te_1 is 12 ‘
kg-m which were calculated in the steps 37 and 38, the
cross point F3 is determined on the data map in FIG. 4.
Accordingly, in step 39, from the area of the equal fuel
consumption rate curve B of 350 g/psh to 400 g/psh on
which the cross point F 3 is situated, the assumed fuel
consumption rate be- 1 is searched to be found in the one
step shifting down position SP -1.

With the one step shifting down position SP _1 thus
obtained, i.e. the current shift position SP being as the
fourth speed, the assumed fuel consumption rate when
shifting down to the third speed which is in the shift
position SP _1 thereunder, becomes 350 g/psh to 400
g/psh, and then the next step 40 is executed. In this step
40, the fuel consumption rate be in the current shift
position SP which was searched in the step 25 is com-
pared with the assumed fuel consumption rate be..1 .
Namely, the decision making is performed whether or
not the assumed fuel consumption rate be_1 is smaller
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than the current fuel consumption rate be. If the result
of the decision is NO which means that the be_1 is
larger than the be, the processing for the main routine is
terminated. On the other hand, if the result of the deci-
sion is YES, meaning that the assumed fuel consump-
tion rate be_1 is smaller than the current fuel consump-
tion rate be, the operation moves to the next step 41,
where some time delay processing is performed, and
then the operation now moves to the step 42.

In this step 42, shift-down display is performed.

Namely in this case, the shift down display instruction
signal from the microcomputer 5 is applied to the indi-
cator 10 through the I/O port 6 and the shift-down
indication lamp in the indicator 10 is illuminated, thus
indicating to the driver that speed change operation

' from the current shift position to the one step shifting
down position SP -1 is preferable.

In this manner, the operations as indicated in each
step are repeatedly performed and the assumed fuel
consumption rate be+1 in the one step shifting up posi-
tion and the assumed fuel consumption rate be..1 in the
one step shifting down position from the current shift
position are calculated respectively, and each assumed
fuel consumption rate is compared with the current fuel
consumption rate be, respectively. In this case, if the
current fuel consumption rate be is better than the as-
sumed fuel consumption rate be+1 or the assumed fuel
consumption rate b3_1, the indicator 10 is not ener-
gized. However, only when either one of the assumed
fuel consumption rates above. is better than the current
fuel consumption rate be, the corresponding shift-up
lamp or shift-down lamp in the indicator 10 is illumi-
nated, thus indicating the necessity of the speed change
operation. As a result, the driver can actually perform
the speed change operations in accordance with the
indications so that the optimum speed running of the car
can be carried out with a preferable shift position in the

{*1 optimum fuel consumption rate.
In the preferred embodiment according to the present

9'9 " invention described in the foregoing, the range of each
1 area, indicative of the equal fuel consumption rate

curves B has been indicated as 50 g/psh. However, if
the range of each area is defined more narrow or the
distances between the points is interpolated by calcula-
tion, it is possible to indicate more accurate speed
change operations.

As stated in the foregoing, in the speed change opera-
tion and indication system according to the present
invention, the optimum fuel consumption rate is calcu-
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lated from the data corresponding to the number of 50
engine rotation and the throttle valve opening, an as-
sumed fuel consumption rate is calculated for generat-
ing the same driving power as that in the current run-
ning conditions in the shift position adjacent to a partic-
ular shift position at that time, and the current fuel
consumption rate is compared with the assumed fuel
consumption rate, whereby the optimum shift operation
indications are displayed to the driver.

With this construction, it is possible for a driver to
run his car in accordance with the indication of the

speed change operation on an indicator so as to maintain
the optimum fuel consumption of the automotive vehi-
cle, thus enabling the economical running of the car to
be realized. _

While the invention has been described in its pre-
ferred embodiments, it is to be understood that various
changes and modifications may be made within the
purview of the appended claims without departing from

55
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the true scope and spirit of the invention in its broader
aspects. .

What is claimed is:

1. An electronically controlled system in an internal
combustion engine for indicating shift position for a
manual transmission thereof so as to maintain optimum
fuel consumption by the engine, comprising:

first detecting means for detecting current engine
speed;

second detecting means for detecting current throttle

position;

third detecting means for detecting current shift posi-
tion;

first determining means for determining current en-
"gine torque based on said current,engine speed and
current throttle position in accordance with a first
two-dimensional map of engine speed and throttle
position;

second determining means for determining current
fuel consumption rate based on said current engine
speed and determined current engine torque in
accordance with a second two-dimensional map of
engine speed and engine torque, said second map
including isometric curves representing curves of
equal fuel consumption rates;

calculating means for calculating driving force of the
engine in accordance with current engine speed
and current engine torque, said calculating means
further including:
first comparing means for comparing said current

fuel consumption rate obtained by said second
determining means with an assumed one-step-
transmission upshifted fuel consumption rate
determined by one-step-transmission upshifted
engine speed and one-step-transmission upshifted
engine torque defined by said second map,

second comparing means for comparing said cur-
‘ rent fuel consumption rate obtained by said sec-

ond determining means with an assumed one-
step-transrnission downshifted fuel consumption
rate determined by one-step-transmission down-
shifted engine speed and one-step-transmission
downshifted engine torque defined by said sec-
ond map,

outputting means for outputting a first signal indic-
ative of one-step upshifting, a second signal in-
dicative of one-shift downshifting, or a third
signal indicative of stopping both one-step up-
shifting and downshifting, respectively, when-
ever said first comparing means determines said
assumed fuel consumption rate of one-step up-
shifting is less than the currently detected fuel
consumption rate, said second comparing means
determines said assumed fuel consumption rate
of one-step downshifting is less than the cur-
rently detected fuel consumption rate, or both
values of fuel consumption rate calculated in said
first and second comparing means are deteniined
greater than the currently detected fuel con-
sumption rate; and

‘ representing means for alternatively representing
whichever of said three signals are output by said
outputting means. _

2. A system in claim 1 wherein
said first comparing means comprises first determina-

tion means for determining whether the current
gear position is highest gear or neutral position,
and for enabling said comparison of said fuel con-
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sumption rate if the current shift position is not
determined to be said highest gear or said neutral
‘position; and

said second comparing means comprises second de-
termination means for determining whether said 5
current shift position is first gear, and for enabling
said comparison of said fuel consumption rate if it is
determined the current shift position is not said first
gear.

3. A system in claim 1 wherein 10
said first comparing means comprises first calculating ‘

means for calculating one-step upshifted assumed
engine speed obtained from the value of the current
engine speed, multiplied by a known gear ratio for
one-step-transmission upshifted, divided by the 15
known value for the gear ratio corresponding to
the current shift position, and for calculating as-
sumed engine torque obtained from the value of
current driving force divided by said assumed en-
gine speed multiplied by a constant; 20

said second comparing means comprises second cal-
culating means for calculating one-step down-
shifted assumed engine speed obtained from the
value of the current engine speed, multiplied by a
known gear ratio for one-step-transmission down- 25
shifted, divided by the known value for the gear
ratio corresponding to the current shift position,
and for calculating the assumed engine torque ob-
tained from the value_ of current driving force di-
vided by said assumed engine speed multiplied by a 30
constant.

4. A system as in claim 1, wherein said representing
means makes an indication to keep the shift position
unchanged whenever said engine speed detected by said
first detecting means is greater than a predetermined 35
value.

5. A system as in claim 1, further comprising:
first permitting means for permitting said second

determining means to determine said fuel consump-
tion rate whenever the value of said engine torque 40
determined by said first determining means is
greater than a predetermined value; and

second permitting for permitting said second deter-
mining means to determine said assumed fuel con-
sumption rate whenever the value of said assumed 45
engine torque calculated by said second comparing
means is greater than said predetermined value.

6. A system as in claim 1, wherein said representing
means represents changes in said first, second and third
signals, indicative of upshifting, downshifting and keep- 50
ing shift position unchanged, respectively, after a prede-
termined time delay.

7. A method for indicating shift position for a manual
transmission associated with an internal combustion

engine so as to maintain optimum fuel consumption by 55
the engine, comprising the steps of:

detecting the current engine speed;
detecting the current throttle position;
detecting the current shift position;
determining current engine torque based on said cur- 60

rent engine speed and current throttle in accor-
dance with a first two-dimensional map of engine
speed and throttle position;

determining current fuel consumption rate based on
said current engine speed and determined current 65

10

ofengine speed and engine torque, said second map
including isometric curves representing curves of
equal fuel consumption rates;

calculating driving force of the engine in accordance
with current engine speed and current engine
torque; -

comparing said current fuel consumption rate with an
assumed one-step upshifted fuel consumption rate
determined by one-step upshifted engine speed and
one-step upshifted engine torque defined by said
second map;

comparing said current fuel consumption rate with an
assumed one-step downshifted fuel consumption
rate determined by one-step downshifted engine
speed and one-step downshifted engine torque de-
fined by said second map;

outputting a first signal indicative of one-step upshift-
ing, a second signal indicative of one-step down-
shifting, or a third signal indicative of stopping
both one-step upshifting and downshifting, respec-
tively, if the assumed fuel consumption rate of
one-step upshifting is less than the current detected
fuel consumption rate, the assumed fuel consump-
tion rate of one-step downshifting is less than the
current detected fuel consumption rate, or both
values of fuel consumption rate are determined
greater than the current detected fuel consumption
rate;

representing to an operator of said engine the respec-
tive three signals for executing upshifting, down-
shifting and keeping the shift position unchanged.

8. A method as in claim 7, wherein

the first comparing step includes determining
whether the current gear position is the highest
gear or neutral position, and for enabling said com-
parison of said fuel consumption rate if the current
shift position is not determined to be said highest
gear or said neutral position; and

the second comparing step includes determining
whether said current shift position is the first gear,
and for enabling said comparison of said fuel con-
sumption rate if it is determined the current shift
position is not the first gear.

9. A method as in claim 7, wherein
the first comparing step includes calculating one-step

upshifted assumed engine speed obtained from the
value of the current engine speed, multiplied by a
known gear ratio for one-step upshifted, divided by
the known value for the gear ratio corresponding
to the current shift position, and calculating as-
sumed engine torque obtained from the value of
current driving force divided by said assumed en-
gine speed multiplied by a constant; and

the second comparing step includes calculating one-
step downshifted assumed engine speed obtained
from the value of the current engine speed, multi-
plied by a known gear ratiofor one-step down-
shifted, divided by the known value for the gear
ratio corresponding to the current shift position,
and calculating the assumed engine torque ob-
tained from the value of current driving force di-
vided by said assumed engine speed multiplied by a
constant.

10. A method as in claim 7, wherein the representing

step includes the step of indicating to keep the shift
position unchanged when the engine speed is greater
than a predetermined value.

engine torque in accordance with a second two-di-
mensional map of engine speed and engine torque
in accordance with a second two-dimensional map
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11. A method as in claim 7, further including the steps
of:

permitting the determining of the fuel consumption
rate whenever the value of engine torque deter-
mined in the first determining step is greater than a
predetermined value; and

permitting the determining of assumed fuel consump-
tion rate whenever the value of assumed engine
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torque determined in the second comparing step is
greater than the predetermined value.

12. A method as in claim 7 wherein the representing
step includes the step of representing the first, second
and third signals indicative of upshifting, downshifting
and keeping shift position unchanged, respectively,
after a predetermined time delay.* * * II: *
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ANsPRficH 

./N
/

1. ;Einrichtung zur Erzielung eines verbrauchsgfinstigen Betriefis einer
K’,/ mit einem Schaltgetriebe ausgerfisfieten Brennkraftmaschine, insbe-

sondere der Antriebsmaschine eines Fahrzeugs, dadurch gekennzeich-

net, daB als UND—Schaltung im Ansteuerkreis (2) eines Signalgebers

(4) ein drehzah1- und ein lastabhangiger Schalter (6,8) liegen{ die‘
nur beim Auftreten von‘Befiriebspunkfen der Maschine in einem vor~

gegebenen vo11astfernen'Betriebsbereich (I) im Leistungs—Dmehzahl—

Diagramm den Ansteuerkreis (2) sohliefien. I

2. Einrichtung nach Ansprfich 1, dadurch.gekennzeichnet, daB die UND-

Schaltung ferner einen nur bei eingelegtem hfichsten Getriebegang

den Ansteuerkreis (2) unterbrechenden gangabhfingigen Schalter (10)
enthélt.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der

vollastferne Betriebsbereich (I) im Diagramm oberhalb einer vorge-

gebenen Drehzahl (n1) Von etwa 20 bis 50 % der maximalen Drehzahl
liegt.

4. Einrichtung nach einem der-Ansprfiche 1 his 3, dadurch gekennzeich-

net, daB der vollastferne Betriebsbereich (I) im Diagramm unter-

halb der Linie (b) ffir etwa 50 bis 70 % der Maximalstellung des Lei-
stungssteuerglieds liegt. '

Vorsilzender Vorsland;_ ?cr.- 51:»-::.:yr_—', '0-'OI3I12E'?2dEr ~ Pr:-I. Dr. leczn. Ems: Fate - Dr. ,ur.Fe:er F:erk - Gunter Hanwéca
des Aulsichlsrats: 1-isrst :J:;:r.zr.-er - 0:. rer.p:,I.werne: P. 5':.:r.'::5'. ~ ‘Gm:-.2: 3.‘. $:rc:. » Prat. Dr. nar. pol. Friedridz Tnomée
-:5.-; arrraau.-rr Sit: der Gesellschau: wousburg Arnisgerid-mt Wollsburg HRB 215
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Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprfiche 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeich—

net, daB der Signalgeber (4) eine Leuchte mit der Darstellung ei-

nea nach oben weisenden Pfeils ist.

Einrichtung zur Erzielung eines verhrauchsgfinstigen Betriebs einer

_ mit einem Schaltgetriebe ausgerfisteten Brennkraftmaschine, insbe-

sondere der Antriebsmaschine eines Fahrzeugs, insbesondere nach

einefi der Ansprfiche 1 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB als UND-

Schaltung im Ansteuerkreis (3) eines Signalgebers (5) ein drehzah1-

und ein lastabhangiger Schalter (6,9) liegen, die nur beim Auftre-

ten von Betriebspunkten der Maschine in einem vorgegebenen vollast—

nahen Betriebsbereich (II) im Leistungs-Drehzahl-Diagramm zwischen

dem ansteigenden Ast der'Vol1astlinie (a) und einer benachbarten

Linié (c) ffir eine konstante Stellung des Leistungssteuerglieds den
Ansteuerkreis (5) schliefien.

Einrichtung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB die UND-

Schaltung ferner einen nur bei eingelegtem ersten Getriebegang den

Ansteuerkreis (3) unterbrechenden gangabhangigen Schalter (11) ent-
hilt.

Einrichtung nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der

vollastnahe Betriebsbereich (II) im Diagramm unterhalb einer vorge-

gebenen Drehzahl (n2) von etwa 40 bis 70 % der maximalen Drehzahl
liegt.

Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprfiohe 6 bis 8, dadurch gekennzeich-

net, daB der dem vollastnahen Betriebsbereioh (II) zugeordnete last-

abhingige Schalter (9) ein Kickdown—Scha1ter ist.

Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprfiche 5 bis 9, dadurch gekennzeich—

net, daB der dem vollastnahen Betriebsbereich (II) zugeordnete Si-

gnalgeber (5) eine Leuchte mit der Darstellung eines nach unten wei-

senden Pfeils ist.

030063/0283
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11.

12.

_13.

2926373

Einrichtung nach einem der Ansprfiche 1 bis 5 und einem der‘Ansyrfi-

che 6 bis 10, dadu;ch gekennzeichnet, daB beide Ansteuerkreise (2,5)
eine gemeinsame Sfianpnngsquelle (1) enthalten und die drehzah1ab-

héngigen Scha1ter'durch einen Umschalter (6) gebildet sind.

Einrichtung nach Anspruch 11, da&urch gekennzeichnet, daB der Um-

schalter (6) arei Schaltstellungen besitzt, von denen er die mitt-

lere, zu keinem de; Ansteuerkreise (2,5) ffihrende Schaltste}1ung

bei Drehzahlwerten einnimmt, die zwis9hen'den_die beiden Betriebs—

bereiche (I,II) im Diagramm begrenzenfien Drehzahlen (n1, n2) lie-
gen.

Einrichtung nach Afispruch 5_und/oder 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB
der bzw. die Signalgeber (33) integriert ist bzw. sind in eine Kraft-

stoffverbrauchsanzeige (31). '

030063/U283
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Vonitzan der
des Aufsidxtsrals :
Hans Bimbaum

  

2‘9280'?0

'VOLKSWAGENWERK
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

3180 Wolfsburg

K 2766/1702-pt-hu-Ba.

Einrichtung; zur Erzielung eines verbrauchs-
gag‘stigen Betriebs einer Bremmraftmaschine

Die Erfindung betrifft eine Einrichtung gemé'.B dem Oberbegriff der Pa.-

tentansprfiche 1 ma 6. In erster Linie ist dabei an den Einsatz bei

einer Antriebsmaschine eines Kraftfahrzeugs gedacht, jedoch ist die

Erfindung grundséitzlich auch bei stationéiren Brennkraftmaschinen mit

Vorteil anwendbar, die mii: unterschiedlichen Leistuugen und lDrehzah—

len betrieben werden .

Der Kraftstoffverbrauch einer 19:21; einem Schaltgetriebe ausgez-iisteten

Brennkraftmaachine héingi: wesentlich von der Lage ihres Betriebspunkts

im Last-Drehzahl-Diagramm der Maschine ab. Dabei lassen sich g:cunds§.tz—

lich zwei Féille unterscheiden: Die Lage des Betriebsptmktes der Ma.-

schine in einem vollastfernen Betriebsbereich unter Einschaltung eines

der unteren oder mittleren Getriebegélnge ffihrt zwar zur Sicherstellung

den: gewiinschten Leistung, jedoch mit einem sehr hohen Kra.f’cstoffver-

branch. Es ist daher zwec1cmé’.Big, in den néichsthfiheren bzw. den hiichsten

Getriebegang hochzuschalten und so einen vollasisnéiheren Beizriebspunkt

einzustellen. Im zweiten Fall liegt zwar ein vollaatnaher Betriebspunkt

vor, aber tfotz Vollgaastellung (fiaximalstellung) des Leis‘hungss1;euer—

glieds, worimter im Bahmen der E1-findung ‘bei Vergasermaschinen die Dres-

030083/D283Vursland: Tan. Smmfiazet, Vorszzzender - Prat. D'.taa:::. Ems: Fuel:
Horst Mimzney Dr. renpoi. Werner P. Scfzzned: Gatii-at .‘.'., S:c:::
Sit: der Gasenschaft: Wollsburg

- Dr. gm. P-_>:er Frerk - Gimler Hsrxwxca
Pr:‘. Dr. rer. pol. Fnedrim Yhornée
Amtsgerichl wolfsburg I-{RB 215
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selklappe und bei Einspritzmaschinen der Einspr§tzregler zu verstehen
ist, 1§Bt sich die gewfinschte Leistung bei eingelegtem haheren oder

hfichsten Gang nicht erreichen; auBerdem ist diese Betriebswéise der

Maschine ebenfalls nicht verbrauchsgfinstig.

Gemeinsam ist diesen beiden Fallen, dafi der Nachteil eines hohen Kraft-

stoffverbrauchs durch Ebch— bzw. Herunterschalten des Getriebes ohne

Verringerung der Leistung der Maschine vermieden werden.kann. Wie

sich aber in der Praxis beispielsweise bei Autofahrern immer wieder

zeigt, herrscht insbesondere bei ungefibtén Fahrern, beispielsweise sol-

‘Chen, die vorher ein Fahrzeug mit automatischem Getriebe gefahren haben,
Uhklarheit fiber den Einflus der Lage des Betriebspunktes der Maschine

auf den Kraftstoffverbrauch sowie Uhsicherheit darfiber, wann ein Gang-
wechsel sinnvoll ist.

Der Erfindung iiggt die Aufgabe zugrunde, eine Einrichtung'zu schaffen,
die die Bedienufigsperson der mit einem Schaltgetriebe ausgerfisteten
Brennkraftmaschine, also beispielsweise den Fahrer eines Kraftfahrzeugs,

bei der Einstellung eines verbrauchsgfinstigen Betriebspunktes der Ma-

schine durch Schaltvorgéngg unterstfitzt. Die erfindungsgemase Lfisung

dieser Anfgabe ist gekennzeichnet durch die Merkmale der selbsténdigen
Patentansprfiche.

Ein weséntlicher Vorteil der Erfindung ist darin zu sehen, daB die Ein-
richtung ein zum Umsqhalten aufforderndes Signal liefert, das aus dem
der Maschine zugehfirigen Leistungs-Dméhzahl—Diagramm gewonnen ist, so

daB subjektive Gesichtspunkte, etwa das - haufig falsohe - "Geffihl" des

Fahrers eines Kraftfahrzeugs, ausgeschlossen sifid.

Die Erfindung wird im.fo1genden anhand der Zeichnuhg erléutert. Es»
stellen dar:

Fig. 1 das Leisfiungs-Drehzahl-Diagramm einer mit

einem Schaltgetgiebe afisgerfisteten Brenn-

030083/0283
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kraftmaschine mit zwei hinsichtlich des

Kraftstoffverbrauchs ungfinstigen Betriebs—

bereichen,

Fig. 2 das Schaltbild eines Ausffihrungsbeispiels

der erfindungsgem5Ben Einrichtung und

Fig. 3 eine vorteilhafte Ansgestaltung des Si-

gnalgebers.

Betrachtet man zunéchst Figur 1, so ist fiber der Maschinendrehzahl n

die Leistung N der Maschine aufgetragen. a ist die Kurve der Vol1ast-

leistung, b eine Linie konstanter Stellung des Leistungssteuerglieds,

also beispielsweise eine Linie konstanten Drosselklappenwinkels bei ei-

ner Vérgasermaschine. Als Mas hierffir kann auBer dem Drosse1k1appenwin-

kel selbst auch der Saugrohrunterdruck dienen. In der Regel wird die

Linie b, die einen ersten unerwfinschten Betriebsbereich I begrenzt, et-

wa zwischen 50 und 70 % der Maximalstellung des Leistungssteuerglieds

liegen. c ist ebenfalls eine Linie konstanter Stellung des Leistungs-’

steuerglieds bzw. konstanten Saugrohrunterdrucks, die jedoch - im Gegen-

satz zum Bereich I — einen.vo1lastnahen, ebenfalls unerwfinschten Be-

triebsbereich II begrenzt. Dabei kann die Linie c der Kickdown—Stel1ung

eines Gaspedals entsprechen. Die Betriebsbereiche I und II werden fer-

ner abgegrenzt durch Drehzahlwerte n1 bzw. n2, von denen der erste in
der Regel zwischen etwa 20 bis 50 % der maximalen Drehzahl und der zwei—

te zwischen etwa 40 und 70 % der maximalen Drehzahl liegt.

Die Zahlenwerte ffir die Grenzen der beiden Betriebsbereiche I und II

Sind verstfindlicherweise vom Einzelfall abhangig. Generell kann man sa-

gen, daB diese beiden Betriebsbereiche so liegen, dafi durch Schaltvor—

gauge Betriebspunkte im Leistungs—Drehzahl-Diagramm gewonnen warden

kfinnen, die hinsichtlich des Kraftstoffverbrauchs gfinstiger liegen.

Betrachtet man zunéchst den vollastfernen Betriebsbereich I, so l§Bt sich

die erwfinschte Leistung mit geringerem spezifischen Kraftstoffverbrauch

030063/0283
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nach Hpchsohalten in den nichsthfiheren Gang bei einem Betriebspunkfi
erzielen, der in dem Diagiamm nach Figur 1 links von 'dem ZBe'l:rie'bsbe- >

reich I liegt .’ Die erfingiungsgeméi-Be Einrichtung erzeugt demgeméifl ein

die Bedienungsperson, also in der Regal den Fa.h:r:er,~ zum Hochschalten

aufforderndes Signal, (15.3 in Figur 1 durch den nach oben weisenden

Pfeil innerhalb des Betriebsbereichs I angedeutet ist.

Die Lage des iBetrie'bsp1m_‘{ctes der Maschine in d.em.vol1as‘bnahen Be-

triebsbezceich II, also in Figur 1 links von_c1ér Drehzahinz, hat zu-
néchst den grundsatzlichen Nachteil, da.B die gevdihschte hiihere Lei-

stung trotz Vollgasstellung desflaspedals bzw. des Leistu.ngssteue:r-

glieds nicht erreicht wird. Erst nach Zuriickschalten auf den néichst

niedrigen Gang wird bei hiiheren Drehzahlen die 'gew1'insch'be hiihere Lei-

stung er:-eicht. Ein weiterer Nachteil dezr: Lage des Betriebspunktes im

Betriebsbereich II ist. dew: relativ hohe Kraftstoffverbrauch. Bei Lage

des Betriebspunktes im Betriehébereich II erzeugt die eri‘indungsge-

m.’a'.Be Einrichtung ein dem Fahrer zum Zuriickschalten aufforclerndes Si-

gnal, was in Figur 1 durch den nach unten weisenden Pfeil am ZBe*l:riebs-

bereich II angedeutet ist. An dieser Stelle sei eingefiigt, da.B es zweck-

mEa'.Big sein karm, .d.em Gasyedal in cier Kickdown—Ste111mg (Linie c) einen

Druckpunkt zuzuordnen. '

Figur 2 zeigt nun eine Ausfiihrungsform der erfindungsgeméifien Einrich-I

‘bung, die mii; besonders gel-ingem Auffland untersehiedliche Sig-n»a.le er-

zeugt je nachdem, ob der jeweilige Betriebspuzxkt tier Maschine’ in Be-

triebsbereich I oder In Befriebsbereich II liegt.

Die Sfiannungsquelle T ist den beiden in jeweils einem-Ans‘beue:r:k:ceis.2

ham. 3 liegenden Signalgebern 4 ma 5 geme:i.nsa.in.- Beide 'Signé.1geber ‘simi

Leuchten mit» der Darstellung eines nach oben bzw. uzrhen weisenden

Pfeils, der die Bedienuhgsperson bei Befaitigung 5.98 jeweiligen Signal-

gehers zum Hochschalten ‘b-zw. Herunterschalten .aufi‘o:_cdert.

Die bgiden Ansteuerlcceise 2 und 5 werflen selektiv geschlossen‘durch den
drehzahlabhélngigen Umschalter 6, item ein def jeweiligen Ma.sc1fi.nend.reh-

osoueazozsa
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zahl n entsprechendes Signal zugefiihrt wird und der so ausgelegt ist,

da.B sein Schaltarm 7 bei Drehzahlen, die gr<'5Ber' sind als die vorgege-

bene Drehzahl n1 (siehe Figur ‘l),in Figur 2 nach oben, dagegen bei

Drehzahlen, die kleiner sind als die vorgegebene Drehzahl 112, nach un-
ten schwenkt aus einer neutralen Mittelstellung, die er also einnimmt,

wenn Drehzahlwerte zwischen n1 und 112 vorliegen.

Die Gewinnung des Drehzahlsignals erfolgt mit bekannten Sensoranord—

nungen, die daher hier im einzelnen nicht beschrieben zu werden ‘Drau-

chen. So 1’a1B'b sich die Drehzahl digital auf induktivem Wege fiber magne-

tische Unsymmetrien an der Schwungscheibe der Maschine oder aus der

Frequenz der Zfindsignale bei einer fremdgeziindeten Maschine bestimmen.

Bekazmt ist ferner die Gewinnung von Drehzahlsignalen aus der von ei-

ner Wechselstrum-Lichtmaschine des mit der Maschine ausgerfisteten Fahr-

zeugs abgegebenen Spannung.

Zur Definition der beiden Betriebsbereiche I und II sind in den An-

steuerkreisen 2 und. 3 in Figur 2 ferner lastabhfingige Schaltez: 8 und 9

vorgesehen, von denen den: erste nur unterhalb der in Figur 1 mil: b ‘be-

zeichneten Linie und. der Schalter 9 nur oberhalb der Linie c in Fi-

gur 1 geschlossen ist. Der’ Schalter 9 kann demgem'a1B ein Kickdown-Scha.1-

ter sein.

Die Schalter 6 und 8 bzw. 6 11116. 9 liegen in Reihe und bilden somit eine

UND—Scha.l'bung im jeweiligen Ansteuerstromkreis ffir einen der Signalge-

'be:r: 4 und 5. Da. ein Eochschalten nur miiglich ist beim Betrieb in einem

vom hiichsten Gang abweichenden Gang, w'aZre es unzweckmifiig, durch den

Signalgeber 4 ein zum Hochschalten aufforderndes Signal 21; erzeugen,
wenn bereits der hiichste Gang eingelegt ist. Entsprechend ist ein Zu-

rfickschalten nur miiglich, wenn nicht der unterste Gang eingelegt ist.

Auch hier wire es u.nzweclcm'a'.B:1g, durch den Signalgebezc 5 ein Signal zu er-

zeugen, werm infolge der getroffenen Gangwahl den: dmrch die Signalgabe

verlangte Schaltvorgang nicht mfiglich ist. Daher enthalten die beschrie-

benen UND-Schaltungen jeweils einen ggpgabhfingigen Schalter 10 bzw. 11 .
0 3 O 0 6 3 / D 2 3 3
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Die Kopplung mit dem Schaltgetriebe bzw. dem Schalthebel ist so ge-

troffen, dafi der Schalter 10 nur bei eingelegteh hachsten Getriebe-

gang, dagegen der Schalter 11 nur bei eingelegtem ersten Gang ge6ff—

net ist; bei den jeweils anderen Géngen sind diese Schalter gesch1os-

sen und bereiten daher einen geschlossenen.Ansteuerkreis ffir den ihnen
jeweils zugeordneten Signalgeber 4 bzw. 5 var.

Wie ohne weiteres ans Figur 2 ersichtlich, erfolgt bei einem innerhalb

des Betriebsbereichs I (siehe Figur 1) 1iegenden.3etriebspdnkx der Ma-

Schine eine Signalgabe nu: durch den Signalgeber 4, dagegen bei einem

Betriebspunkt innerhalb des Betriebsbereichs II eine Signalgabe nur

durch den Signalgeber 5.

Es ist zweckm§Big, zusatzlich zu dieser Einrichtung bei einem Fahrzeug

eine Anzeige des wegbezogenen Kraftstoffverbrauchs vorzusehen. Deranti-

ge Anzeigevorrichtungen sind an sich bekannt; sie arbeiten in_der Regel

mit Ausnutzung des Saugrohrunterdrupks als MaB ffir den Kraftstoffver~

branch. Eine entsprechende EInrichtnng zeigt beispielsweise die DE-OS,

27 31 065. In diesem Falle ist es_zweckm§Big, die in Figur 2 mit 4 una 5

bezeichneten Signalgeber zu integrieren in das Instrument der Ver-

hrauchsanzeige, wie dies in Figur 5 angedengefw ist. Der Zeiger 50 der

Kraftstoffverbrauchsanzeige fiberstreicht im normalen Fahrbetrieb die

Skala 31, steht dagegen im_Leerlaufbetrieb und bei Vo11astbeséhleuni—

gungen hinter flex Abdeckung 52. In die Skala eingelassen ist der Pfeil

33, der einen Bestandteil eines zum Hochschalten auffordernden Signal-

gebers darstellt, der also dem Signalgeber 4 in Figur 2 entsyricht.

Bei der bisherigen Beschreibung der Erfindung war ihre Anwendung bei

einem Schaltgetriebe in den Vbrdergrund gestellt Worden, bei den alle

Génge von Hand eingelegt werden. Die Erfindung ist sinngemfifl jedoch auch

bei antomatischen Schaltgetrieben mit Vbrteil verwendban, die beispiels-

weise mit "1" und "2" bezeichnete Stellungen ihres Wéhlhebels aufweisen,

in denen hfihere Génge gesperrt sind. Auch bei einem derartigen Getriebe

kann es zweckmfiflig sein, durch.Einsatz-der Erfindung den Fahrereaufzu-

fordern, den Wahlhebel in eine andere Stellung zu.bringen.

030063/0233
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C L A I M S 

A device for obtaining an operation of an internal combustion engine

equipped with a conventional transmission, which operation is

advantageous in terms of fuel consumption, especially the drive

machine of a vehicle,

wherein an engine—speed—dependent and a load—dependent switch (6, 8)

are situated as AND—circuit in the control circuit (2) of a signal

transmitter (4), which close the control circuit (2) only in the

presence of operating points of the engine in a predefined operating

‘range remote from"ful1 load (I) in the output/engine speed diagram.

The device as recited in Claim 1, V

wherein the AND—circuit furthermore includes a gear—dependent switch

(10) which interrupts the control circuit (2) only if the highest

gear is engaged.

The device as recited in Claim 1 or 2,

wherein the operating range remote from full load (I) lies above a

predefined engine speed (n1) of approximately 20 to 50% of the

maximum engine speed in the diagram.

The device as recited in one of Claims 1 through 3,

wherein the operating range remote from full load (I) lies below the

line (b) for approximately 50 to 70 % of the maximum setting of the

output control element in the diagram.

030053/0233
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The device as recited in one of Claims 1 through 4,

wherein the signal transmitter (4) is a light that displays an arrow

pointing up.

The device for obtaining an operation of an internal combustion

engine equipped with a conventional transmission, which operation is

advantageous in terms of fuel consumption, especially the drive

machine of a vehicle, in particular as recited in one of Claims 1

‘through 5, wherein an engine—speed—dependent switch and a load-

dependent switch (6, 9) are situated as AND—circuit in the control

circuit (3) of a signal transmitter (5), which close the control

circuit (3) only in the presence of operating points of the machine

in a predefined operating range close to full load (II) in the

output/engine speed diagram, between the rising branch of the full-

load line (a) and an adjacent line (C) for a constant position of the

output control element.

The device as recited in Claim 6,

wherein the AND—circuit furthermore includes a gear—dependent switch

(11), which interrupts the control circuit*(3) only if the first gear

is engaged.

The device as recited in Claim 6 or 7,

wherein the operating range close to full load (II) lies below a

predefined engine speed (ng) of approximately 40 to 70 % of the

maximum engine speed in the diagram.

The device as recited in one of Claims 6 through 8}

wherein the load—dependent switch (9) assigned to the operating range

close to full load (II) is a kickdown switch.

The device as recited in one of Claims 5 through 9,

wherein the signal transmitter (5) assigned to the operating range

close to full load (II) is a light which displays an arrow pointing
down.

030033/0283
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12.

13.

The device as recited in one of Claims 1 through 5 and in one of

Claims 6 through 10,

wherein both control circuits (2, 3) include a shared voltage source

(1), and the engine~speededependent switches are embodied as change~
over switch (6).

The device as recited in Claim 11,

wherein the change-over switch (6) has three switch positions, the

switch assuming the middle position, which does not lead to any of
the control circuits (2, 3), at engine speed values that lie between

the engine speeds (nl, ng) delimiting the two operating ranges (I,

II) in the diagram.

The device as recited in Claim 5}and/or 10,

wherein the signal transmitter(s) (33) are/is integrated into a fuel

consumption display (3i).

030053/0233
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Device for Achieving an Operation of an Internal Combustion Engine that is
Advantageous in Terms of Consumption

The invention relates to a method according to the definition of the

species in Claims 1 and 6. In the first place, the use in a drive machine

of a motor vehicle is envisioned, but in principle, the invention may also

be used to advantage in stationary internal combustion engines that are

operated at different outputs and different engine speeds.

The fuel consumption of an internal combustion engine equipped with a

standard transmission essentially depends on the position of its operating

point in the load/engine speed diagram of the engine. Basically, two

scenarios can be distinguished in this context: The position of the

operating point of the engine in an operating range remote from full load

with an engagement of one of the lower or middle gears may actually ensure

the desired output, but it is accompanied by very high fuel consumption.

Therefore, it is useful to switch to the next higher or to the highest gear

and to thereby adjust an operating point closer to full load. In the second

case, an operating point close to full load may be present, but despite the

full throttle setting (maximum setting) of the output control element,

Vonitunder Vmsiand: Tan. Smmiizitev, V:!r5:£ze'1dEr - PruI.'D-. 3-::z=.-L Ems: Fan: - Dr. gur. Pexer Hark - Gimler Hartwrdr
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Hans Bimbaum SH: der Gnsellschxih Wolfsburg _ - Arnlsgeridrl Wolfsburg HEB 215
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which means the throttle valve in carburetor engines,and the injection

controller in injection engines in the framework of the invention, the

desired output is unable to be achieved with an engagement of a higher or

the highest gear; apart from that, this operating mode of the engine is

likewise not advantageous from the aspect of consumption.

Both cases have in common that the disadvantage of high fuel consumption

due to upshifting and downshifting of the gears can be avoided without

reducing the output of the engine. However, in practice it has become

abundantly clear, for instance in the case of drivers of cars, especially

unpracticed drivers such as drivers who previously have driven cars with

automatic transmission, that there is frequently confusion about the

influence that the position of the operating point of the engine can have

on the fuel consumption, and also confusion as to when a change in gear may
be useful.

The present invention is based on the objective of providing a device that

assists the operator of the internal combustion engine equipped with a

conventional transmission, i.e., the driver of a motor vehicle, for

example, in setting an operating point of the engine that is advantageous

in terms of consumption, by way of gear shift operations. The means for

attaining the object according to the invention is characterized by the

vfeatures of the independent claims.

An essential advantage of the invention is that the device supplies a

signal that requests a switchover and is obtained from an output/engine

speed diagram associated with the engine, so that subjective aspects, such

as the frequently incorrect Ufeel" of the vehicle driver, are excluded.

The present invention is explained in detail below, using the drawing. The

figures show:

Figure 1 the output/engine speed diagram of an internal combustion

engine equipped with a conventional transmission,

030063/.0283
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showing two operating ranges that are disadvantageous

from the aspect of consumption;

Figure 2 the circuit diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the

device according to the invention; and

Figure 3 an advantageous development of the signal transmitter.

As can be seen when Viewing Figure 1 to begin with, output N of the engine

has been plotted across engine speed n. a is the curve of the output at

full load, b is a line that represents a constant setting of the output

control element, i.e., a line that represents a constant throttle valve

angle in a carburetor engine. As a measure thereof, in addition to the

throttle valve angle itself, it is also possible to use the induction

manifold vacuum. Line b which delimits a first undesired operating range I

will generally lie between roughly 50 and 70% of the maximum setting of the

output control element. c is likewise a line of a constant setting of the

output control element or a constant induction manifold vacuum; however, in

contrast to range I, it delimits an operating range II close to full load

that is likewise undesirable. Line c could correspond to the kickdown
setting of an accelerator pedal. The operating ranges I and II are further

delimited by engine speed values n1 or ng, the first of which usually lies

between approximately 20 to 50% of the maximum engine speed, and the second

usually lies between approximately 40 and 70% of the maximum engine speed.

The numerical values of the limits of the two operating ranges I and.II are

of course dependent on the individual situation. In general, it can be said

that these two operating ranges lie in such a way that by shift operations,

it is possible to achieve operating points in the output/engine speed

diagram that are more favorable in terms of fuel consumption.

Looking initially at operating range I remote from full load, the desired

output at a lower specific fuel consumption is able to be achieved after,

osuos3zo2s§
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upshifting into the next higher gear, at an operating point that lies to

the left of operating range I in the diagram of Figure 1. Accordingly, the

device of the present invention generates a signal that asks the operator,

i.e., normally the driver, to shift to a higher gear, which is indicated in

Figure 1 by the upward pointing arrow within operating range I.

The position of the operating point of the engine in operating range II

close to full load, i.e., to the left of engine speed n2 in Figure 1, first

of all has the basic disadvantage that the desired higher output is not

obtained despite the fact that the accelerator pedal or the output control

element is in the full throttle position. Only after shifting to the next

lower gear will the desired higher output be achieved at higher engine

speeds. Another disadvantage of the position of the operating point in

operating range II is the relatively high fuel consumption. When the

operating point lies in operating range II, the device according to the

present invention generates a signal that asks the driver to downshift,

which is indicated by the downward pointing arrow at operating range II in

Figure 1. It should be added at this point that it may be useful to assign

a pressure point to the accelerator pedal in the kickdown position (line

c).

Figure 2 shows a specific development of the device according to the

invention, which generates different signals at an especially low outlay,

depending on whether the particular operating point of the engine lies in

operating range I or in operating range II.

Voltage source 1 is shared by both signal transmitters 4 and 5 situated in

a control circuit 2 and 3, respectively. Both signal transmitters are

lights displaying an arrow that points up or down, which asks the operator

to shift up or down upon actuation of the respective signal transmitter.

The two control circuits 2 and 3 are selectively closed by engine—speed

dependent change—over switch 6, to which a signal that corresponds to the

038063f8283
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individual engine speed n is forwarded and which is developed in such a way

that at engine speeds that are greater than predefined engine speed ni (see

Figure 1), its shift lever 7 pivots upwardly in Figure 2, but at engine

speeds that are smaller than predefined engine speed n2, it pivots in the
downward direction from a neutral center position, which it therefore
assumes when engine speed values between n1 and n2 are present.

The engine speed signal is obtained with the aid of known sensor systems,

which therefore need not be described in further detail here. For example,

the engine speed is able to be ascertained digitally in inductive manner

via magnetic asymmetries at the flywheel of the engine, or from the

frequency of the ignition signals in an engine having externally supplied
ignition. It is furthermore known to obtain engine speed signals from the
voltage that is output by an AC alternator of the vehicle equipped with the

engine.

Furthermore, to define the two operating ranges I and II, load—dependent

switches 8 and 9 are provided in control circuits 2 and 3 in Figure 2, the

first of which is closed only below the line denoted by b in Figure 1, and

switch 9 is closed only above the line denoted by c in Figure 1. Switch 9

thus may be a kickdown switch.

Switches 6 and 8 or 6 and 9 are set up in series and consequently form an

AND—circuit in the control current circuit of one of signal transmitters 4

and 5. Since upshifting is possible only in an operation using a gear that

differs from the highest gear, it would not be useful for signal

transmitter 4 to generate a signal requesting upshifting in a case where

the highest gear is already engaged. Conversely, downshifting is possible

only if the lowest gear is not engaged. Here, too, it would be impractical
for signal transmitter 5 to generate a signal if the shift operation

requested by the signal output would be impossible due to the gear

selection made. For this reason, each of the described AND—circuits

includes a gear—dependent switch 10 and 11, respectively.
O30U63ID283
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The coupling with the conventional transmission or the gear lever is  
‘implemented in such a way that switch 10 is open only when the highest gear

is engaged, while switch 11 is open only when first gear is engaged; the

switches are closed for the respective other gears, and thus prepare a

closed control circuit for the individual signal transmitter 4 or 5 that is

assigned to them.

As is readily apparent from Figure 2, in an operating point of the engine V;  
that lies within operating range I (see Figure 1), a signal is given only

 by signal transmitter 4, whereas in an operating point within operating

range II, a signal is given only by signal transmitter 5.

 
It is useful if in addition to this device, a display of the route—specific

fuel consumption is provided in a vehicle. Such display devices are known

per se; they generally utilize the induction manifold vacuum as a measure

of the fuel consumption. A corresponding device is shown in DE-OS 27 31
 

 
065, for example. In this case, it is useful to integrate the signal

transmitters denoted by 4 and 5 in Figure 2 into the instrument of the fuel
 

consumption display, as sketched in Figure 3. During standard driving

operation, pointer 30 of the fuel consumption display sweeps scale 31,

while it is hidden behind cover 32 during an idling operation or at full-  
load accelerations. Incorporated in the scale is arrow 33, which E‘

constitutes part of a signal transmitter requesting upshifting, which

therefore corresponds to signal transmitter 4 in Figure 2.

Up to this point, the use in a conventional transmission, in which all . ‘a §

gears are shifted manually, has been the focus in the description of the

present invention. By analogy, however, the present invention is able to be

used to advantage in automatic transmissions as well, which, for example,

feature positions denoted by "1" and "2" on their selection lever, in which

higher gears are blocked. In transmissions of this type as well, it may be 3 ;

useful to employ the present invention in order to ask the driver to switch J
the selector lever to a different position.

O300Bi3/0233
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[57] ABSTRACT‘

An anti-collision system for vehicles includes a speed

sensor for sensing the speed of the vehicle, a space
sensor for measuring the distance of the vehicle from an
object, a computer for computing a danger-of-collision
distance to the object, an alarm actuated by the com-
puter when the sensed distance of the object is equal to
or less than the danger-of-collision distance compared

by the computer, and a brake light actuated upon the
actuation of said alarm. The system also includes a con-

trol panel having parameter presetting means for preset-
ting preselected parameters concerning the vehicle, the
vehicle driver, and the environment, which are utilized
by the computer for computing the danger-of-collision
distance to the object.
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ANTI-COLLISION SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE
INVENTION

The present invention relates to an anti-collision sys-
tem for vehicles. The invention is especially useful for
passenger cars, taxis, trucks and buses, and is therefore
described below particularly with respect to such vehi-
cles, but the invention, or some aspects of the invention,
could also advantageously be used for other types of
vehicles, e.g., trains and aircraft.

One of the most frequent causes of vehicle accidents
is the failure of a vehicle to maintain an assured safe

distance behind another vehicle to prevent a rear end
collision should the front vehicle suddenly stop. The
assured safe distance required to prevent such a rear-
end collision depends on the reaction time of the vehicle
driver before the brake pedal is actually depressed, and
the braking distance traversed by the vehicle before it
comes to a complete stop after the braking pedal has
been depressed. Both of these factors vary according to
the surrounding circumstances at the time of driving.

In order to prevent collisions, many parameters,
which are constantly changing during the year or even
during a trip, may affect the stopping distance of the
vehicle and therefore should be taken into account.

These parameters include: the condition of the driver,
such as the driver’s reaction time; the condition of the
vehicle, such as the vehicle load, the tires pressure; and
environmental conditions, such as road type, visibility,
skidding condition.

It is very important that the computer determines the
danger-of-collision distance according to the specific
conditions existing at the time the vehicle is being oper-
ated. Thus, if the determined danger-of-collision dis-
tance is too high for the specific operating conditions,
there will be a high rate of “false alarms”; this will
reduce the credibility of the system to the driver, which
can result in a true collision condition being ignored. 0n
the other hand, if the determined danger-of-collision
distance is too low for the specific operating conditions,
this could result in failure to actuate the alarm in time

when there was truly a collision condition.
Many anti-collision systems have been proposed, but

insofar as I am aware, none has yet gained any wide-
spread use, probably because the proposed systems
have not taken into consideration the variable nature of

the many parameters which influence the reaction time
and/or the braking distance involved at any particular
time for determining the assured safe distance required
to be maintained.

An object of the present invention is to provide an
anti-collision system which is more closely responsive
to the actual driving conditions for actuating an alarm.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the present invention, there is provided
an anti-collision system for vehicles, comprising: means
for determining the speed of the vehicle; means for
measuring the distance of the vehicle from an object; a
computer for receiving a number of parameters, includ-
ing the speed of the vehicle, and for computing from the
parameters a danger-of-collision distance to the object;
and a Collision alarm actuated by the computer when
the measured distance of the object is equal to or less
than the danger-of-collision distance computed by the
computer; characterized in that the system also includes
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a control panel having parameter presetting means for
presetting preselected parameters which are utilized by
the computer for computing the danger-of-collision
distance to the object.

According to further features in the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention described below, the system
also includes a Safety alarm actuated by the computer,
before actuating the Collision alarm, when the mea-
sured distance is equal to or less than the danger-of-col-
lision distance multiplied by a predetermined safety
factor.

According to further features in the described pre-
ferred embodiment, below, the control panel also in-
cludes distance presetting means for presetting a se-
lected fixed distance from an object, the computer being
effective to actuate the Collision alarm also when the

sensed distance to the object is equal to or less than the
fixed distance.

According to still further features in the described
preferred embodiment, the preselected parameters in-
clude: at least one vehicle parameter concerning a pre-
selected condition of the vehicle; at least one driver
parameter concerning a preselected condition of the
vehicle driver; and at least one environmental parame-
ter concerning a preselected condition of the environ-
ment. In the described preferred embodiment, the pre-
setting is effected by a plurality of depressible keys on
the control panel.

The system described below also includes a plurality
of condition sensors for sensing any one of a plurality of
selected conditions, and for automatically feeding to the

computer information with respect to the sensed condi-
tions, which information is also utilized by the com-

puter for computing the danger-of-collision distance to
the object. One of the described condition sensors in-
cludes a condition-of-driver sensor comprising a plural-
ity of depressible keys, means for displaying a random
sequence in which the latter keys are to be depressed,
and means for comparing the actual sequence in which
the keys are depressed with the displayed random se-
quence to provide a condition-of-driver parameter,
which parameter is also utilized by the computer for
enabling or disabling vehicle operation and/or for com-
puting the danger-of-collision distance to the object.

According to another feature in the described pre-
ferred embodiment, the system further includes a sealed
recording device which records all incidents in which
the computer actuates the alarms.

As will be described more particularly below, an
anti-collision system constructed in accordance with
some or all of the foregoing features enables the system
to be more closely responsive to the actual conditions at
the time of driving the vehicle, including the condition
of the vehicle, the driver, and the environment, in deter-

mining the danger-of-collision distance to avoid a rear-
end collision. Such a system is useful not only for pas-
senger vehicles, but also for other types of vehicles,
such as trucks and buses. The condition-of-driver sensor

referred to above, and also the sealed recording device,
are particularly useful in buses, trucks, trains and air-
craft, to test the condition of the driver, to assure that

the driver is in proper condition for driving the vehicle,
and/or to maintain a record which can be later checked
as to all incidents in which an alarm was actuated by the
computer.

According to a further feature, the system includes an
actuator for actuating a mechanical system of the vehi-
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cle, e.g., the brakes of a train, or steering of an aircraft,
at the time the collision alarm is actuated.

Further features and advantages of the invention will
be apparent from the description below.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is herein described, by way of example

only, with reference to the accompanying drawings,
wherein:

FIG. 1 diagrammatically illustrates one form of vehi— 10
cle equipped with an anti-collision system in accor-
dance with the present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of the system control
panel to be mounted in the driver’s compartment to
enable presetting various parameters and also to display 15
various information;

FIG. 3 illustrates another type of control panel that
may be used in the anti-collision system;

FIG. 4 illustrates examples of menu-type displays
which may be included in the control panel of FIG. 3; 20

FIG. 5 illustrates a driving ability test device used as
a condition-of-driver sensor for sensing the condition of
the driver and/or for enabling or disabling operation of
the vehicle;

FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrates the microcomputer in the 25
anti-collision system of FIG. 1 mid all the inputs into
and the outputs therefrom;

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram illustrating one form of
electrical circuit which may be used;

FIG. 8 illustrates one example of a pattern of pulses 30
that may be used by the vehicle in determining its dis-
tance from an object;

FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the overall opera-
tion of the system;

FIGS. 10A—10B, together, constitute flow charts 35
illustrating the overall operation of the Calculation
module in the microcomputer of FIGS. 6A and 6B;

FIG. 1lA—11H, together, constitute flow charts illus-
trating the operation of the deceleration alarm module

in the microcomputer of FIGS. 6A and 6B; 40
FIGS. 12A—12B, together, constitute flow charts

illustrating the operation of the output data module in
the microcomputer of FIGS. 6A and 6B;

FIGS. 13A—l3B, together, constitute flow charts

illustrating the operation of the black box module in the 45
microcomputer of FIGS. 6A and 7B;

FIGS. l4A—14D, together, constitute flow charts
illustrating the operation of the driving ability test mod-
ule in the microcomputer of FIGS. 6A and 6B;

FIG. 15 illustrates another control panel which may 50
be used to include additional presettable parameters;
and

FIG. 16 illustrates a control panel particularly useful
with trains.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 55
EMBODIMENTS

Overall System

The anti-collision system illustrated in FIGS. 1-14 is
particularly useful for motor vehicles (passengers cars, 60
buses, trucks) in order to actuate an alarm when the
vehicle is travelling at a distance behind another vehicle
or in front of another, which is equal to or less than a
danger-of-collision distance computed by a computer
such that if the front vehicle stops suddenly there is a 65
danger of a rear-end collision. For this purpose, the
system includes means for continuously determining the
speed of the vehicle; means for measuring the distance

4

and computing the relative speed between it and the
other vehicle or object; presettable means for presetting
various conditions of the vehicle, vehicle driver and/or

environment; and sensors for automatically sensing
other conditions. All of these are taken into consider-

ation by the computer for determining the danger-of-
collision distance. By thus talcing into consideration all
the foregoing parameters, which may vary widely
under varying driving conditions, the system is more
closely responsive to the actual conditions existing at
the time the vehicle is operated, and therefore provides
a more creditable alarm.

In the system described below, there are two alarms:
a Collision alarm, which is actuated when the vehicle is
determined to be within the danger-of-collision dis-
tance; and a Safety alarm, which is actuated before the
Collision alarm, at a distance greater than the danger-of-
collision distance by a predetermined safety factor, e.g.,
1.25. For example, if the danger-of-collision distance is
determined to be 100 feet for particular driving condi-
tions, the Safety alarm will be actuated when the vehi-
cle is within 125 feet, and if this distance continues to
decrease, the Collision alarm will be actuated when the
vehicle reaches 100 feet from the object. The Safety
alarm alerts the driver and is preferably both an inter-

rupted beep and a continuous visual indicator on the
panel; whereas the Collision alarm is preferably a con-
tinuous, higher-intensity beep and a flashing visual indi-
cator on the control panel.

The control panel also includes a distance presetting
means for presetting a selected fixed distance from an
object, so that when a constant distance alarm is made
effective the driver can maintain a fixed distance behind

another vehicle if he so desires. The computer is effec-
tive to actuate one of the alarms, e.g., the Safety alarm,
when the distance to the object is equal to or less than
the fixed distance.

Automatic sensors

FIG. 1 diagrammatically illustrates, for purposes of
example, a plurality of automatic sensors and other
electrical devices included in a vehicle equipped with
an anti-collision system constructed in accordance with
the present invention.

Thus, the vehicle, generally designated 2, is equipped
with a microcomputer 4 having a control panel 6 in-
stalled in the passenger compartment of the vehicle at a
location conveniently accessible to the driver. FIGS. 2
and 3, to be described below, illustrate two types of
control panels that may be used for this purpose.

Vehicle 2 further includes a front space sensor 8 for
sensing the space in front of the vehicle, such as the
presence of another vehicle, a corresponding rear space
sensor 10, and a pair of side sensors 11. All the space
sensors are in the form of pulse (e.g., ultrasonic) trans-
mitters and receivers, for determining the distance of
the vehicle from an object, e.g., another vehicle, at front
or rear. Space sensors may also be provided at the sides
of the vehicle. Vehicle 2 is further equipped with a
speed sensor 12 which may sense the speed of the vehi-
cle in any known manner, for example using the speed
measuring system of the vehicle itself, or a speed mea-
suring system independent of the vehicle, e.g., an accel-
eration sensor, or by calculations based on the Doppler
effect, etc.

The automatic sensors on vehicle 2 further include a

daylight sensor 14, a rain sensor 16, a vehicle load sen-
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sor 18, a trailer-hitch sensor 20, and a reverse-gear sen-
sor 22.

In addition to the foregoing sensors, the vehicle 2
illustrated in FIG. 1 includes a brake light 24 at the rear
of the vehicle controlled by a brake light actuator 26. It
also includes a start-up enable device 27 for starting the
engine of the vehicle.

The illustrated vehicle further includes a black box

shown at 28. In this black box are reported every inci-
dent in which an alarm condition was experienced by
the vehicle, including pertinent parameters with respect
to the incident, particularly time, speed of the vehicle,
and the distance from the object when the alarm was
triggered. This information may be periodically read
out of the black box and is particularly useful with
respect to taxicabs, trucks, buses, trains, vehicles trans-
porting dangerous cargo (e.g., explosives), ambulances,
fire department vehicles, etc.

Further, the vehicle includes an automatic actuator

29, e.g. for actuating the brakes in case of a train, or the
steering in case of an aircraft.

Control Panel

FIG. 2 illustrates one form of control panel 6 for
presetting various parameters into the system, for dis-
playing the status of the presettable parameters, and for
providing the alarms. The parameters are preset by
depressing selected keys in the control panel, each key
being illuminated by a light source when it is depressed
to indicate its depressed condition. Control panel 6
illustrated in FIG. 2 also includes a number of displays,
and also a driving ability testing device which will be
described more particularly below.

With respect to the presettable parameters, control
panel 6 illustrated in FIG. 2 includes a group of keys 30
for presetting the Reaction Time of the driver. Thus,
key 30a would be depressed to indicate a regular reac-
tion time, key 30b would be depressed to indicate a long
reaction time, and key 30c would be depressed to indi-
cate a very long reaction time. The reaction time would
be influenced primarily by the age of the driver, but
could also be influenced by other factors, e.g., the alert-
ness condition of the driver, etc.

Control panel 6 includes another group of presettable
keys 32 to indicate the load condition of the vehicle.
Thus, depressing key 32a indicates a partial load, key
32b indicates a full load, and key 32c indicates a trailer
is hitched to the vehicle. The foregoing presettable
parameters concerning the load condition of the vehicle
may be used in the absence of the sensors 18 and 20 for
automatically sensing the load of the vehicle and the
hitching of a trailer, respectively, as described earlier
with respect to FIG. 1.

Control panel 6 includes two keys 34 indicating the
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condition of the road with respect to the danger of S5
skidding thereon by the vehicle. Thus, key 34a would
be depressed to indicate a slippery condition of the road
and therefore a high danger of skidding, whereas key
34b would be depressed to indicate an unslippery condi-
tion of the road (e.g., dry) and therefore a low danger of 60
skidding.

Two keys 36 on the control panel 6 indicate the visi-
bility condition of the road. Thus, key 36a would be
depressed where the visibility condition is high,
whereas key 36b would be depressed where it is low,
e.g., because of fog, sandstorm, snow, etc.

Three keys 38 indicate the type of road over which
the vehicle is travelling. Thus, the depression ofkey 38a

65

6

indicates an asphalt road, key 38b a concrete road, and
38c a dirt or gravel road.

Keys 40 indicate the daylight condition while driv-
ing. Thus, if it is daytime key 400 would be depressed,
and if it is nighttime key 40b would be depressed.

The control panel 6 includes two keys 42 to select the
mode of operation of the system. Thus, key 42a selects
the Collision Danger mode of operation, wherein the
alarm would be actuated whenever a collision danger is
present as will be described below. However, at times
the driver would like to know whether or not his vehi-

cle is within a predetermined fixed distance behind
another vehicle. In such case, the fixed distance would
be selected by keys 44, and key 42b would be depressed
to select the Constant Distance mode, whereupon the
system would actuate an alarm whenever the sensed
distance is equal to or less than the selected constant
distance. In the example illustrated in FIG. 2, keys 44
enable the selection of any one of three distances,
namely 50, 100 and 150 meters, by keys 44a, 44b and
44c, respectively. It will be appreciated, however, that
other parameters and distances, and other means of
selecting such parameters and distances, could be pro-
vided in the control panel 4.

Control panel 6 further includes a front distance dis-
play 46, in which are displayed the distance to the front
vehicle (in region 46a), in which direction (by arrow
46b), and whether or not there is a collision danger
(region 46c). A similar display, shown at 48 and having
regions 48a, 48b and 48c, is provided with respect to the
rear of the vehicle equipped with the system, whether a
rear collision danger exists, and the status of the rear
brake light.

The actual speed of the vehicle is shown in the speed
display 50. As indicated earlier, this speed may be taken
from the conventional speed measuring system of the
vehicle, or may be independently measured or calcu-
lated using the front space sensor, e.g., by the Doppler
effect. Control panel 6 further includes a real time clock
having a time display 52.

Control panel 6 further includes a speaker 54 for
producing an audio alarm in the event of a collision
danger, in addition to the visually-indicated alarms of
sections 46c and 48c of the displays 46 and 48. A key 56
on the control panel enables presetting the volume of
the audible alarm.

Control panel 4 further includes a driving ability test
device, generally designated 60, which enables the
alertness condition of the driver to be tested. This de-

vice includes a line of depressible keys 61 and a display
62 controlled by the microcomputer 4 for randomly
displaying sequences in which keys 61 are-to be de-
pressed. In the example illustrated in FIG. 4, display 62
indicates that keys 61 are to be depressed in a forward
sequence (left to right) eight times, then depressed in the
reverse sequence (right to left) another eight times, and
then to be depressed in the forward sequence a further
eight times. When the driving ability test is to be con-
ducted, a Start/Stop key 63 is depressed whereupon a
timer is started. When the driver completes the test, he
again depresses key 63. The time is measured between
the two depressions of key 63 thereby providing an
indication of the time required by the driver to depress
the keys according to the required sequences.

This time is a measure of the “alertness” of the driver.

It may thereby be used to provide a parameter of the
driver condition and inputted into the microcomputer 4.
In the illustrated system, however, depressing the dis-
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played sequences of the keys in the right order within a
predetermined time period is a condition required to be
met before the vehicle can be started, as will be de-

scribed more particularly below with respect to the
flow chart of FIG. 14. Failure to meet the condition is 5

indicated by display 65, and passing the condition is
indicated by display 64. If one attempt fails, another
attempt may be made by depressing Reset key 66. Such
a driving ability test device is particularly useful with
respect to trucks, buses, vehicles carrying dangerous 10
cargoes, aircraft, and trains, to make sure that the driver
is fit to operate the vehicle before enabling the vehicle
for operation.

FIG. 3 illustrates an alternative type of control panel,
therein designated 70, which may be used instead of the 15
control panel 6 illustrated in FIG. 2. Control panel 70 is
of the “menu ” type, in which a menu display 71 dis-
plays the various categories of information or options
that may be selected or preset into the computer or
displayed in the control panel. The menu display 71 is 20
controlled by a Select key 72 which advances the dis-
play each time the key is depressed (or continuously
until the key is permitted to return), and an Enter key 73
which enters the selection shown in the display 71 at the
time that key is depressed. In this panel, the status of the 25
driving conditions is displayed whenever selections or
other displays are not made or shown.

FIG. 4 illustrates the examples of various types of
menus which may be shown in the menu display 71.
Thus, one display is the Main Menu as shown at 75, 30
which lists the various modes of display that may be
selected, namely the following: a Status display, as
shown at 71 in FIG. 3; an Alarm Mode Selection dis-

play, as shown at 76a (FIG. 4), which enables the selec-
tion of the desired Alarm mode, namely Collision Dan- 35

ger, or Constant Distance; and if Constant Distance is
selected, display 76b enables the selection of the dis-
tance; a Parameters Input mode 77a, which enables
selection of the parameters input, each category of
which includes a further display and enables the selec- 40
tion of one item within the respective category, as
shown by the Reaction Time display 77b; and a Black
Box alarm display 78, which displays the printed data
stored within the black box 28.

By thus utilizing a menu display as shown in FIGS. 3 45
and 4, it will be appreciated that a large number of
operational modes may be provided, a large number of
parameters may be preset with each parameter divided
into a large number of classifications, and a large num-
ber of displays may be made, in a relatively compact 50
control panel, as compared to the control panel 6 illus-
trated in FIG. 2.

The control panel 70 illustrated in FIG. 3 includes the
other displays and devices shown in FIG. 2, and there-
fore have been identified by the same reference numbers 55
to facilitate understanding.

FIG. 5 illustrates a more complicated driving ability
test device that may be included in the control panel, or
in a separate control panel.

Thus, the driving ability testing device 80 illustrated 60
in FIG. 5 includes, instead of a single line of keys (keys
61 in FIGS. 2 and 3), a matrix of keys 81 arranged in a

plurality of horizontal rows and vertical columns. De-
vice 80 further includes a horizontal display 82 and a
vertical display 83. The horizontal display 82 displays, 65
for each vertical column, the random sequences and
directions in which the keys are to be depressed and the
random number of times such keys are to be sequen-

8

tially depressed. The vertical display 83 also displays
the random sequence, and a number of times, the keys in
each of the three horizontal rows are to be depressed. A
further display 84 indicates whether the sequencing of
the vertical columns or the horizontal rows is to be

effected first (F) or last (L).
Thus, in the example illustrated in FIG. 5, display 84

indicates that the random display 820 is to be first exe-
cuted, and then the random display 83 is to be executed.
Random display 82 indicates that the first vertical col-
umn of keys are to be depressed consecutively in two
sequences starting from the bottom, the middle column
of keys are to be depressed in one sequence, starting
from the top; and the rightmost column of keys are to be
depressed consecutively in three sequences starting
from the bottom. Display 83 indicates that the first
horizontal line of keys are to be depressed once from
right to left, the second horizontal line of keys are to be
depressed three times, from left to right, and the third
horizontal line of keys are to be depressed twice, from
right to left.

The driving ability testing device 80 illustrated in
FIG. 5 includes the other keys of device 60 shown in
FIG. 2, namely keys 85, 86, 87 and 88, corresponding to
keys 63, 64, 65 and 66, respectively, in the device of
FIG. 2.

The Microcomputer

FIGS. 6a, 6b, are a block diagram illustrating the
microcomputer 4 and its inputs and outputs described
earlier which enable it to continuously monitor the

operation of the vehicle and to actuate first a Safety
alarm, and then a Collision alarm whenever the vehicle
may enter a danger-of-collision situation according to
the various preset parameters and automatic parameters
introduced into the computer.

The microcomputer 4 as illustrated in FIGS. 6a, 6b is
divided into various functional modules, as follows: a
calculation module 90, which receives data concerning
the various parameters briefly described above and as
will be described more particularly below to enable it to
make the necessary computations for actuating the
Safety alarm and the Collision alarm; a real time clock
91 which keeps track of time in a real time marmerg a
switches/sensors output data module 92 which controls
the various displays on the control panel; a deceleration
alarm module 93, which controls the Safety alarm and
Collision alarm on the control panel, the brake light
actuator 26 and (e.g., in the case of a train) the vehicle
brakes automatically; a black box module 94, which
controls the information recorded into and read out of

the black box 28; and a driving ability test module 95,
involved in the driving ability test 60 in the control
panel of FIG. 2, or 80 in the control panel of FIG. 5.
The operation of each of these modules (except the
clock 91) is described more particularly below with
reference to the flow charts of FIGS. 9-14.

Thus, module 90 receives inputs from the front space
sensor 8, the rear space sensor 10, and the vehicle speed
sensor 12. Module 90 also receives inputs from the sen-
sors in case there is no depressible key, e.g., the daylight
sensor 14, the trailer sensor 20, the reverse gear sensor
22, the rain sensor 16, and the vehicle load sensor 18.

With respect to the preset parameters, the module 90
receives as inputs the reaction time as preselected by
keys 30, the vehicle load condition as preset by keys 32,
the skidding danger condition of the road as preset by
keys 34, the visibility condition as preset by keys 36, the
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road-type condition as preset by keys 38, the daylight
condition as preset by keys 40, as preset by key 32c.

Computer module 90 also receives an input from the
mode selector 42 and the constant distance selector 44,

to indicate whether the system is to operate according

to the Collision Danger mode as preselected by key 42a
to actuate the Safety alarm or Collision alarm whenever
the vehicle approaches or is within the computed dan-
ger-of-collision distance, or the Constant Distance
mode as selected by depression of key 42b. In the latter
case, the alarm would be actuated whenever the vehicle

is within a fixed distance as preset by depressing keys
44.

Computer module 90 also receives an input from the
driving ability testing device 60 ofFIG. 2 (or 80 of FIG.
5), which introduces the driver alertness condition as a
parameter in the computation to be made by the com-
puter, and/or as a condition to enable the vehicle for
operation.

Computer module 90 also includes information about
the vehicle braking distances as a function of speed.
This is preferably in the form of a look-up table, for
example, provided by the manufacturer for predeter-
mined defined conditions concerning road type, skid-
ding danger, vehicle load and tires pressure, and is
stored in a ROM (read-only memory) of the microcom-

puter so that it can be changed periodically if necessary.
Computer module 90 also includes information con-

cerning specific days during the year, or specific hours
during the day, which are defined as dangerous driving
days or hours. Examples of the latter include Saturday
nights, Christmas Eve, New Year’s Eve, dusk hours,
etc., statistically known as dangerous driving times.
This information could be introduced into the calcula-

tions by the computer in one of the safety factors or
coefficients used by the computer in its calculations.

Computer module 92 controls the various displays,
including the clock display 52, the distance display 46,
48, the speed display 50 and other displays such as the
key displays, namely the indicator lights which illumi-
nate each of the keys (30, etc.) on the control panel
whenever the key is depressed, as described earlier.

The deceleration alarm module 93 controls the Safety
and Collision alarms. As indicated earlier, the Safety
alarm is first actuated to alert the driver that the vehicle

is approaching the danger-of-collision distance from an
object, or another rear vehicle is approaching the dan-
ger-of-collision distance. This alarm may be in the form
of an Interrupted Audio alarm from speaker 54 and a
Continuous Visual alarm from the collision danger dis-

play 46c or 48c. The Collision alarm, which is actuated
when the vehicle is within the danger-of-collision dis-
tance, may be in the form of an Continuous, Higher-
Intensity Audio alarm from speaker 54, and a Flashing
Visual alarm from display region 46c or 48c.

The deceleration alarm module 93 further controls

the brake light actuator 26 to alert drivers that may be
trailing the vehicle involved, and also a brake light
actuator display, shown at 26a in FIG. 6, to indicate this
to the driver of the vehicle equipped with the safety
system.

In some vehicles, such as a train or aircraft, the de-
scribed system may also be provided with an actuator
for automatically effecting a control of the vehicle, e.g.,
for automatically actuating the brakes in a train, or a
steering control in an aircraft, in response to a danger-
of-collision condition. This is schematically indicated
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by block 96 in FIG. 6 as controlled by the deceleration
alarm module 93.

The black box module 94 controls various displays,
generally indicated by block 97 in FIG. 6b, carried by
the black box itself to read out the information recorded

in the black box concerning alarm incidents which oc-
curred, including the time, speed of the vehicle, and
distance from he object, for each alarm incident.

The driving ability test module 95 controls a start—up
enable device, generally designed 98, which enables the
vehicle to be operated only when the test has been
satisfactorily passed, and a display, such as display 64 in
FIG. 2, indicating that the driver has satisfactorily
passed the test and therefore the vehicle is enabled for
operation.

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of the microcomputer 4
and the other components of the electrical system. The
microprocessor is indicated by block 100, its power
supply by block 102, and its watchdog circuit by block
104. It includes a transmitter 106 and a receiver 108 for

transmitting and receiving the pulses (e.g., RF, ultra-
sound, laser, IR, etc.) in the front space sensor 8 and the
rear space sensor 10 for measuring the distance of the
vehicle from objects in front of, and to the rear, of the
vehicle, respectively. The microprocessor 100 includes

inputs from all the automatic sensors, and from the
presettable keys on the control panel, as described
above. For purposes of example, only one of the sen-
sors, indicated schematically at 110, and only one of the
presettable keys indicated schematically at 111, are
shown as inputs into the microprocessor. Since the
circuit illustrated in FIG. 7 is well known and commer-

cially available, further details of its structure and mode
of operation are not set forth herein.

Distance Determination

As indicated earlier, the distance of the vehicle from

an object is determined by the front space sensor 8 with
respect to objects in front of the vehicle, and by the rear
space sensor 10 with respect to objects at the rear of the
vehicle. Each of these space sensors may be of known
construction, including a transmitter as indicated at 106
in FIG. 7, and a receiver as indicated at 108. Thus,

pulses are continuously transmitted by each transmitter,
and the echoes from the objects in front of or to the rear
of the vehicle are received by the respective receiver.

The computer then measures the round-trip time from
the pulse transmission to the echo reception in order to
determine the distance of the vehicle from the object.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example of the pattern of pulses
transmitted by the transmitters. Each pulse is identified
by a twelve-bit code. As shown in FIG. 8, the first eight
bits do not change and identify the vehicle transmitting
the pulses, whereas the next four hits change with each
transmission and thereby identify the pulse then being
transmitted, such that the computer can compare the
return pulse with the transmitted pulse and thereby
determine the round-trip time of the respective pulse.
The receiver is “opened” to receive echoes for a prede-
termined “window time” so as to eliminate echoes from

distances which are defined as too long.

OPERATION

General

The operation of the described anti-collision system is
illustrated in the flow charts of FIGS. 9-14. The abbre-
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viations included in the flow chart are identified by the
following table:
 TABLE

AS Approach speed
A Maximum permissible time for performing driving

ability test
AL Alarm
ALSF Alarm stopping front counter
ALSR Alarm stopping rear counter
ALCF Alarm collision front counter
ALCR Alarm collision rear counter
ALFA Alarm stopping front accumulator
ALRA Alarm stopping rear accumulator
AM Alarm mode

BD(AS) Braking distance as a function of approaching speed
BF Braking factor
CL Carload or vehicle load
CD Collision distance
CDM “Constant Distance” mode distance
CSF Collision safety factor
DL Daylight/darkness
DD Driving duration
DDI-IF Dangerous driving hours factor
FADR Front alarms to driving duration ratio
I Counter
ICD Constant Distance Alarm Counter
M Maximum permissible time for checking collision

danger existance in front when at rear there was no
danger last time checked.

MD Measured distance
RMD Rear MD (measured distance)
RADR Rear alarms to driving duration ratio
RV Reverse gear (RV = ‘l’ when reverse)
RT Reaction time
RF Reaction factor
RP Road type
RRT Rear RT (e.g., RRT=RT+3 Standard deviations)
RRF Rear RF (RRF E 1)
RED Rear BD
RCL Rear CL
RBF Rear BF (RBF :1)
RST Rear ST (RST E 1)
RSF Rear SF (RSF 5 l)
Rx Receiving echo
RSD Rear stopping distance
RCSF Rear CSF
SD Stopping distance
SO Sensors output
SK Skidding danger
ST Stopping factor
SF Safety factor
T Time
TFA Total front stopping alarms
TRA Total rear stopping alarms
TO Time over (for the receiver “window-time")
Tx Transmission command
'l'Rx Time of Rx
'ITx Time of Tx
V Vehicle speed
VC Visibility conditions
X Trip number 

As shown in the foregoing table, many factors are to
be included in making the various computations. These
factors may be determined for each case in order to
make the appropriate computation for actuating the
collision alarm, and before it the safety alarm, as close as

possible to the actual conditions at the time of driving,
including the driver conditions, vehicle conditions, and
the environmental conditions as described above. The

ALSF and ALSR counters, the ALCF and ALCR
counters, and the ALFA and ALRA accumulators in
the above table, and referred to in the flow charts be-

low, would be provided in the black box 28 which
records all the incidents in which the safety alarm and
collision alarm were actuated, including the time, vehi-
cle speed and vehicle distance for each alarm incident.
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Overall Operation

The overall operation is illustrated in the flow chart
of FIG. 9. Thus, after the system is reset (block 120), all
the parameters are initialized (block 122), and the pulse
transmitters in the front and rear space sensors 8 and 10
are incremented one pulse count (block 124), by incre-
menting the last four bits of the twelve-bit pulse, as
described above with respect to FIG. 8. The pulse is
then transmitted (block 12,5), and the time is measured
until its echo is received within a limited duration

(blocks 128, 130). This time is used for calculating the
approach speed of the vehicle with respect to an object
(block 132). The vehicle speed is then determined, e.g.,
as read from a speed sensor on the Vehicle,, or as deter-
mined independently, e.g., by the Doppler effect (block
134). All the parameters as preset by the presettable
keys on the control panel 6, as well as the outputs from
the various sensors as illustrated in FIG. 1, are then read

(block 136), and the computer then determines whether
there is a collision danger, i.e., whether the measured
distance is within the collision-of-danger distance
(block 138). If so, it actuates the alarms; and if not, it
returns to increment and transmit the next pulse (blocks
140 and 142).

Operation of the Calculation Module 90

As indicated earlier, the illustrated system includes
two alarms, namely a Collision alarm which is actuated
whenever the measured distance of the vehicle from an

object is within the danger-of-collision distance as com-
puted by the computer; but before that alarm is actu-
ated, a Safety alarm is first actuated to alert the driver
that the vehicle is approaching the above collision
alarm distance. For example, the safety alarm may be
actuated when the vehicle is determined to be within a

distance which is increased by 25% as compared to the
collision distance, in which case the collision distance is
multiplied by a safety factor of 1.25 to determine the
distance for energizing the safety alarm.

The foregoing is more clearly illustrated in the flow
chart of FIGS. 10a, 10b which illustrates the operation
of the calculation module 90.

Thus, the system is first initialized as shown by block
150, and then the various factors concerning the reac-
tion, braking and stopping distances, and other parame-
ters (representing the rear vehicle and driver parame-
ters), that are not presettable from the keyboard, and are
read into the computer as indicated by block 152. The
driving date and hour are then read (block 154), and a
determination is made whether that time is a dangerous
time (e.g., a high-accident rate time, block 156). If so,
safety factors (SF and RSF) are introduced to compen-
sate for this danger time (block 158), before the reaction
time (RT), as well as the other presettable parameters,
including approach speed, braking distance as a func-
tion of approach speed, etc., as shown in box 160, are
introduced.

The system then makes the computations illustrated
(as an example) in block 162 to determine the stopping
distance SD, which is equal to the reaction distance plus
the braking distance multiplied by a stopping factor ST
and a safety factor SF. In the illustrated example, the
stopping distance is the sum of the reaction distance and
the braking distance. The reaction distance is the prod-
uct of the reaction time, visibility condition, daylight
condition, reaction factor and speed; and the braking
distance is the product of the braking distance (as sup-
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plied by the manufacturer), road type, skidding danger,
vehicle load and braking factor. The stopping distance
(SD) includes further safety factors, and determines
when the safety alarm will be actuated to first alert the
driver of an approaching collision danger.

A determination is also made of the collision distance

CD which is equal to the stopping distance SD divided
by the collision safety factor CSF, e.g., 1.25 in the exam-
ple illustrated above, such that should the distance be-
tween the vehicle and the object come within the colli-
sion distance CD, the collision alarm is then actuated.

The foregoing calculations of stopping distance SD
and collision distance CD with respect to objects at the
front of the vehicle are also made with respect to ob-
jects at the rear of the vehicle, these calculations being
RSD and RCD, respectively, also shown in block 162.

Whenever the distance between the vehicle and an

object to the front of the vehicle or to the rear of the
vehicle comes within the stopping distance SD and the
collision distance CD, the system operates according to
the deceleration alarm module 93, as indicated by block
164.

Operation of Deceleration Alarm Module 93

The function of this module is to actuate the safety
alarm or collision alarm, and also the brake light, at the

proper time, and also to record the events within the
black box 128. The operation of this module is more
particularly illustrated in FIG.11a—11h.

After the system initializes (block 200), it checks to
see whether the Alarm mode or the Constant Distance

mode has been preset (block 202). If the Constant Dis-
tance mode has been preset, it continuously checks to
determine whether the measured distance is less than

the preset constant distance, and if so, it actuates the
alarm (blocks 203-207); at the same time, it also incre-
ments the constant distance alarm counter (block 206) in
the black box 28.

If the system is in the Collision Danger mode, it con-
tinuously compares the measured distance with the
computed stopping distance, and whenever the mea-
sured distance is equal to or less than the computed
stopping distance, it actuates the alarm; at the same
time, it increments an alarm counter (ALSF) and also
records the time, distance and speed in the black box
(blocks 208-211).

The above operations are repeated with respect to the
rear measured distance (blocks 212-217). During these
operations, the system also checks to determine
whether the vehicle is driving in reverse, and if so, the
reverse stopping distance (RSD) is considered to be the
stopping distance (SD), as shown by blocks 213, 214.

This information is also recorded in the black box

(block 217). During this operation, the system also
checks to see whether there was a problem with the
front (block 218); if not, it repeats the foregoing opera-
tions (starting with block 208). If, however, there was a
problem at the front, the system compares the measured
distance with the collision distance (blocks 219, 220). If
there is a collision danger, the Collision alarm is actu-
ated (block 221); at the same time, the Collision alarm
counter in the black box is incremented (block 222), and
the time, distance and speed of the vehicle are recorded
in the black box (block 223). If the system is included in
an anti-collision system for trains, then the actuation of
the collision alarm would also be accompanied by the
actuation of the braking system of the train (block 221).
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Where the measured distance was greater than the
collision distance, the system monitors the measured
distance now with the stopping distance and if it is
greater than the stopping distance, the value in counter
ALSF is accumulated in accumulator ALFA, and then

the counter is reset to zero (blocks 224-227). The sys-
tem then returns to the beginning of the loop, point C.

Whenever the measured distance is equal to or less
than the stopping distance (block 225), the system incre-
ments the alarm stopping front counter (block 228),
records the time, distance and speed in the black box,
and also actuates the safety alarm (block 229).

The system also checks to see whether there had been
a problem with the rear the last time this had been
checked; if so (i.e., ALSR not equal to zero), the system
proceeds to point E. As will be described more particu-
larly below, point E checks to determine whether there
is a rear collision danger.

If there had not been a problem with the rear the last
time it was checked, and the last time it was checked is

less than a predetermined maximum time (blocks
231,232), the system again checks to determine whether
there is a collision danger in the front (point D); but if
the maximum time was exceeded, it then returns to the

beginning of the loop (point C).
When it was determined that there is a problem with

the stopping distance which actuated the Safety alarm
(block 215) or that there was a problem with the stop-
ping distance at the rear (block 230), the system checks
whether there is a Collision danger at the rear (block
233). If the vehicle is being driven in reverse (block 234)
it considers the computed rear collision distance to be
the same as the front collision distance (block 235), and
then checks to determine whether the measured rear

distance is equal to or less than the computed rear colli-
sion distance (block 236). If there is a danger of collision
(block 237), the Collision alarm is actuated, etc. (as
described above with respect to point F).

If there is no danger of a rear collision, a check is
again made to determine whether the vehicle is in re-
verse, and if so, the computed Rear stopping distance is
considered to be the same as the front stopping distance
(blocks 239, 240). The system then checks to determine
whether the rear measured distance is equal to or less
than the computed rear stopping distance (block 241). If
the rear measured distance is greater than the computed
rear stopping distance (block 241), the value in counter
ALSR is introduced into accumulator ALRA, counter

ALSR is reset to zero, and the system then returns to
the beginning of the loop, point C.

If, however, the rear measured distance is equal to or
less than the computed stopping distance, the Safety
alarm and the brake light are actuated, and the same
operations are repeated with respect to the information
stored in the black box as described above (blocks
242-244). The system then checks to determine whether
there had not been a previous problem with the front
stopping distance, and whether the last check had been
within a previous time interval. If so, it returns to check
the collision danger from the rear; but if not, it returns
to the beginning of the loop at point C, or continues to
check the front collision danger (point D) if there was a
problem at the front (i.e., ALSF is not equal to “0”).

Operation of the Switches/Sensors Module 92

FIGS. 12a, 12b, are a flow chart illustrating the oper-
ation of the switches/sensors output data module 92.
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During this operation, the system first reads the pre-
settable parameters according to the settings of the
reaction time key 30 (block 300), the carload-trailer key
32 (block 302), the skidding danger key 324 (block 304),
the visibility condition key 36 (block 306), the road type
key 38 (block 308), the daylight key 40 (block 310), the
Alarm mode key 42 (block 312), and the constant dis-
tance key 44 (block 314). The system also reads the
position of the reverse gear sensor output schematically
shown at 22 in FIG. 1 (block 316), reads or calculates
the car speed (block 318), reads the front and rear car
distances (block 320), and reads the clock time (block
322). The foregoing parameters are displayed by actuat-
ing the clock display 52, the distance displays 46, 48, the
speed display 50, and the key display 30, etc. (block
324). If no change is made in these settings, the system
continues to read or calculate the car speed, etc., until a
change occurs, at which time the system begins the loop
at point A.

Operation of the Black Box Module 94

As indicated earlier, the black box (28, FIG. 1) main-
tains a record of all incidents during which the safety
alarm and collision alarm were actuated, recording the

time, speed and relative distance between the vehicle
and object for each such occurrence. This record is
accumulated within the black box and may be read out
at any desired time, e.g., by operators of taxicabs, buses,
trucks, trains or aircraft, to provide a record of what
occurred during the vehicle trip. This information can
be recorded for a predetermined number of trips.

The flow chart of FIGS. 13a, 13b more particularly
illustrates the operation of the black box module 94,
wherein it will be seen that a record is made with the

driving duration at all times in which the vehicle is
moving during the current trip (block 350), during
which the various accumulators (ALFA and ALRA),
and counters (ALSF and ALSR) are recorded (block
352) and accumulated (block 354). These are used to
calculate the total number of front stopping alarms and
the ratio thereof to the driving duration, and may be
displayed at any time when requested (e.g., by using the
blackbox alarm data menu 78 illustrated in FIG. 4,

blocks 356, 358 and 360). In the same way, the total
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collision alarms may be calculated and the ratio thereof 45
to the driving duration.

In the case of trains or aircraft where the vehicle itself

was automatically controlled, e.g., automatic actuation
of the brakes in a train, this is also displayed (block 362
).

Operation of Driving Ability Test Module 95

FIG. 2 illustrates one form of driving ability test, at
60, and FIG. 5 illustrates a more complicated driving

50

ability test that may be used to determine the fitness of 55
the driver to operate the vehicle. The result of this test
may be used as one of the parameters indicating the
condition of a driver to be used in calculating the colli-
sion distance before either the collision alarm or the

safety alarm is actuated. The results of this test may also
be used to disable the operation of the vehicle unless
and until the driver has successfully passed the test. The
latter operation is more particularly illustrated in the
flow chart of FIGS. 14a—14d.

Thus, as shown in FIG. 14a, a counter I, which accu-
mulates the number ofattempts by the driver to pass the
test, is first initialized (block 370), and then a predeter-
mined number A, representing the maximum permissi-
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ble time to perform the test, is read (block 371). With
respect to the more complicated device illustrated in
FIG. 5, the random values in the horizontal display 82,
vertical display 83, and first/last (F/L) display 84, are
then read into the system (block 373); these set forth the
sequences and directions in which keys 81 are to be
depressed and the number of times in each sequence
they are to be depressed.

The driver then depresses the Start/Stop key 85, and
then executes the test depressing the keys 81 according
to the random displays 82, 83 and 84, and as soon as this
has been completed, the Start/Stop key 85 is again
depressed. These operations are indicated by blocks
374-381 in FIG. 14. Following this, a determination is
made whether the keys were depressed in the right
order and in the correct number of times as displayed
(block 382), and within the maximum permissible time
allowed (blocks 383, 384). If so, the test was satisfacto-
rily passed, and the operation of the vehicle is enabled
(blocks 385 and 386).

On the other hand, if the test was not satisfactorily
passed, either because the keys were not properly de-
pressed or the specified time limit was exceeded, the
FAIL display 88 is energized. The system permits the
operator to make another attempt by depressing the
reset key 86 provided the maximum number of attempts
had not been exceeded, e.g., ten attempts (blocks
388-393). If the driver failed the test a prescribed num-
ber of times, the vehicle is disabled for a prescribed
period (e.g., thirty minutes) before the driver can again
attempt to pass the test.

Some Variations

FIGS. 15 and 16 illustrate two further variations that

may be made in the control panel.
FIG. 15 illustrates a control panel which is the same

as in FIG. 2, except for the following changes.
One change is that three further parameters may be

preset into the system, to be taken into consideration in
computing the collision distance and safety distance.
Thus, in addition to the other presettable parameters as
illustrated in FIG. 2, the control panel shown in FIG. 15
includes an additional group of keys 400 for presetting
the tire pressure (which parameter could also be auto-
matically sensed by a sensor), keys 402 for presetting
the road condition, and keys 404 for presetting whether
the vehicle is being driven in an urban area or on a high
speed highway (e.g., a freeway or toll road).

Another change included in the control panel illus-
trated in FIG. 15 is that it includes a depressible key 405
marked DTAD, standing for Dense Traffic Alarm Dis-
able. Thus, this key may be depressed by the driver
when driving in a dense area and, if depressed, would be
effective to disable the alarm whenever the distance to

another object is less than a predetermined minimum
distance, or whenever the speed of the vehicle is less
than a predetermined minimum speed, or whenever the
product of the above two factors is less than a predeter-
mined minimum value.

The control panel illustrated in FIG. 16 is particu-
larly useful for trains, since it also includes a set of keys
410 indicating many different load levels, e.g., corre-
sponding to the number of cars in the train.

In all other respects, the control panels illustrated in
FIGS. 15 and 16 may be substantially the same as de-
scribed above.

While the invention has been described with respect
to several preferred embodiments, it will be appreciated
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that these are set forth merely for purposes of example,
and that the invention, or various aspects of the inven-
tion, may be advantageously used with other modifica-
tions or in other applications.

What is claimed is:

1. An anti-collision system for moving vehicles, com-
pnsmg:

means for determining the speed of a moving vehicle;
means for measuring the distance of the moving vehi-

cle from an object;
a computer for receiving a number of parameters,

including the speed of the vehicle, and for comput-
ing from said parameters a danger-of-collision dis-
tance to said object;

and a collision alarm actuated by said computer when
the measured distance of said object is equal to or
less than said danger-of-collision distance com-
puted by the computer;

characterized in that said system also includes a con-
trol panel having parameter presetting means for
presetting preselected parameters which are uti-
lized by said computer for computing said danger-
of-collision distance to said object;

said preselected parameters including at least one
vehicle parameter concerning a preselected condi-
tion of the vehicle, and at least one environmental

parameter concerning a preselected condition of
the environment.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the sys-
tem also includes a safety alarm actuated by said com-
puter, before actuating said collision alarm, when said
measured distance is equal to or less than said danger-
of-collision distance multiplied by a predetermined
safety factor.

3. The system according to claim 2, wherein said
control panel also includes distance presetting means
for presetting a selected fixed distance from said object,
said computer being effective to actuate one of said
alarms when the distance to said object is equal to or
less than said fixed distance.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
preselected parameters further include:

at least one driver parameter concerning a prese-
lected condition of the vehicle driver.

5. The system according to claim 4, wherein said
driver parameter includes a selected one of a plurality
of relative reaction times of the vehicle driver.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
vehicle parameter includes a selected one of a plurality
of relative load conditions of the vehicle.

7. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
environmental parameter includes a selected parameter
indicative of the danger of the road to skidding.

8. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
environmental parameter includes a selected parameter
indicative of the visibility condition at the time of driv-
mg.

9. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
environmental parameter includes a selected parameter
indicative of the type of road over which the vehicle is
travelling.

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
environmental parameter includes a selected parameter
indicative of whether or not it is daylight at the time of
driving.

11. The system according to claims 1, wherein said
presetting means includes a plurality of depressible keys
on said control panel.
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12. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
vehicle includes a brake light indicator which is auto-
matically actuated when said collision alarm is actuated.

13. The system according to claim 2, wherein said
vehicle includes a brake light indicator which is auto-
matically actuated when said safety alarm is actuated.

14. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
control panel includes presettable means for disabling
said collision alarm when said measure distance, said
determined speed, or the product of said measured dis-
tance and said determined speed is less than a predeter-
mined minimum.

15. The system according to claim 1, further includ-
ing a plurality of condition sensors for sensing any one
of a plurality of, said selected conditions, and for auto-
matically feeding to said computer information with
respect to said sensed conditions, said information also
being utilized by the computer for computing said dan-
ger-of-collision distance to said object.

16. The system according to claim 15, wherein said
condition sensors include a condition-of-driver sensor,

comprising: 5
a plurality of depressible keys including a start key

and further keys;
means effective upon depressing the start key for

displaying a random sequence in which said further
keys are to be depressed;

and means for comparing the actual sequence in
which said further keys are depressed with said
displayed random sequence to provide a condition-
of-driver parameter, which said condition-of-
driver parameter is also utilized by the computer
for enabling or disabling vehicle operation or for
computing said danger-of-collision distance to said
object.

17. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
system further includes a sealed recording device which
records all incidents in which said computer actuated
said alarm including the time, speed and relative dis-
tance between the vehicle and said object for each inci-
dent.

18. The system according to claim 1, wherein said
system further includes an actuator for automatically
actuating a mechanical system of the vehicle at the time
said collision alarm is actuated.

19. An anti-collision system for moving vehicles,
comprising:

means for determining the speed of a moving vehicle;
means for measuring the distance of the moving vehi-

cle from an object;
a computer for receiving a number of parameters,

including the speed of the vehicle, and for comput-
ing from said parameters a danger-of-collision dis-
tance to said object;

and a collision alarm actuated by said computer when
the measured distance of said object is equal to or
less than said danger-of-collision distance com-
puted by the computer;

characterized in that said system also includes a con-
trol panel having parameter presetting means for
presetting preselected parameters which are uti-
lized by said computer for computing said danger-
of-collision distance to said object;

said preselected parameters including at least one
vehicle parameter concerning the load carried by
the vehicle, and at least one driver parameter con-
cerning a preselected condition of the vehicle
driver.
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20. An anti-collision system for moving vehicles,

comprising:

means for determining the speed of a moving vehicle;

means for measuring the distance of the moving vehi-

cle from an object;

a computer for receiving a number of parameters,

including the speed of the vehicle, and for comput-

ing from said parameters a danger-of-collision dis-
tance to said object;

and a collision alarm actuated by said computer when

the measured distance of said object is equal to or
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less than said danger—of-collision distance com-
puted by the computer;

characterized in that said system also includes a con-
trol panel having parameter presetting means for
presetting preselected parameters which are uti-
lized by said computer for computing said danger-
of-collision distance to said object;

said preselected parameters including at least one
driver parameter concerning a preselected condi-
tion of the vehicle driver, and at least one environ-

mental parameter concerning a preselected condi-
tion of the environment.* * * * *
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[57] ABSTRACI‘

A control system which controls the number of fuel-
injected cylinders is used with an electronic type of
automatic transmission system and includes compensat-
ing means or an engine operating parameter changing
unit for changing a parameter fed to the transmission
system to properly operate the same, thus increasing
fuel economy or reducing fuel consumption.
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FUEL INJECTION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE OF A

VEHICLE

This invention relates in general to a fuel injection
control system for an internal combustion engine of a
vehicle, and particularly to a fuel injection control sys-
tem controlling the number of cylinders to which fuel is
injected, and more particularly to such a fuel injection
control system for use with a conventional electronic
type of automatic transmission system.

Certain electronic types of automatic transmission
systems have been proposed which are disclosed for
example in U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,995,949 and 3,052,134.
However, when these conventional automatic transmis-
sion systems are employed together with a fuel injection
control system for controlling the number of cylinders
to which fuel is injected, the following disadvantage
can be pointed out. That is, when employing such a fuel
injection control system, the number of the cylinders to
which fuel is injected is determined such that manifold
absolute pressure becomes generally within the range
from 100 to 150 mmHg in order to attain fuel economy
or decrease fuel consumption. Therefore, the opening
degree of a throttle is adjusted to maintain the above
described manifold absolute pressure. On the other
hand, the shifting of gear ratios in the automatic trans-
mission system is determined depending upon vehicle
velocity and also a suitable engine operating parameter.
However, when the fuel injection control system is

employed together with the automatic transmission
system, the opening degree of the throttle or the mani-
fold absolute pressure is used as the engine operating
parameter. In this instance, however, the opening de-
gree of the throttle or the manifold absolute pressure is
not preferable because it is no longer a proper parame-
ter for controlling the shifting of gear ratios. This is
because the opening degree of the throttle is always
controlled to maintain the manifold absolute pressure
within the above described range. Therefore, if the
opening degree of the throttle or the manifold absolute
pressure is used as a parameter without any compensa-
tion, a gear ratio change is liable to take a lower position
than intended. For example, even if a second gear ratio
is desirable from a viewpoint of fuel economy, gears are
shifted into the first gear ratio for reducing engine
torque. This contravenes the concept of the aforemen-
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tioned fuel injection control system, reducing the fuel -
conomy.

The present invention therefore contemplates an im-
proved fuel injection control system, which controls
the number of cylinders to which fuel is injected, in
order to remove the above described defect.

In accordance with the present invention, an im-
proved fuel injection control system for use with an
electronic type of automatic transmission system for an
internal combustion engine of a vehicle comprises in
combination: a plurality of injection means respectively
provided at corresponding cylinders of the engine; a
first sensor for sensing the opening degree of a throttle
or a manifold absolute pressure to generate a signal
representative thereof; a second sensor for sensing vehi-
cle velocity to generate a signal representative thereof,
which second sensor is connected to a transmission

_control unit of the automatic transmission system to

supply the same with the signal; a control unit con-
nected to said first and said second sensor receiving the

50
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signals therefrom for determining the number of cylin-
ders to which fuel is injected, and controlling the plural-
ity of injection means connected thereto; and compen-
sating means connected to the first sensor for receiving
the signal therefrom and also connected to the control
unit of the fuel injection control system for receiving a
signal representative of the number of the cylinders to
which fuel is injected, and generating a signal represen-
tative of the opening degree of the throttle under the
condition that fuel is injected to all of the cylinders,

regardless of the cylinders to which fuel is actually
injected, said compensating means being connected to
the transmission control unit for supplying the same
with the signal therefrom, whereby the transmission
control unit determines a proper shifting of gear ratios
based on the signals from both the compensating means
and from the second sensor.

It is therefore an object of the present invention to
remove the above described defect by providing an

improved compensating means in order to properly
control a control unit of an automatic transmission sys-

tem of an electronic type, which transmission system is
used with a fuel injection control system for controlling
the number of cylinders to which fuel is injected.

This and other objects, features and many of the
attendant advantages of this invention will be appreci-
ated more readily as it becomes better understood by
reference to the following detailed description, when
considered in connection with the accompanying draw-
ings, wherein like parts in each of the several figures are
identified by the same reference characters, and
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the present inven-
tion; and

FIG. 2 is a detailed illustration of a unit in FIG. 1 in

conjunction with its pheripheral units for better under-
standing of the present invention.

Reference is now made to the accompanying draw-
ings, first to FIG. 1, which illustrates a schematic block
diagram of a preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention. A fuel injection control unit 5 feeds a control
signal to a control unit 4, which control signal repre-
sents an optimum quantity of fuel to effectively operate
an internal combustion engine (not shown) of a vehicle.
In the followings, detailed description of the fuel injec-
tion control unit 5 will be omitted because the present
invention is not concerned therewith. The control unit

4 determines the number of cylinders to which fuel is
injected, and controls fuel injection through a plurality
of fuel injection valves 3 which_are respectively posi-
tioned on the cylinders. The determination of the num-
ber of the cylinders to which fuel is injected is per-
formed based on signals from a throttle opening sensor
1 and a vehicle velocity sensor 2. The throttle opening
sensor 1 is connected to the control unit 4 and converts

the opening degree of the throttle into a proportional
electrical signal. As to the vehicle velocity sensor 2,
which is also connected to the control unit 4, a conven-

tional speedometer is available. With this arrangement,
when the signal from the vehicle velocity sensor 2 ex-
ceeds a predetermined level and at the same time the
signal from the throttle opening sensor 1 falls below
another predetermined level, the control unit 4 deter-
mines the number of cylinders to which fuel is actually
injected based on the two signals applied and stops’
injection of fuel to specified one or more cylinders.
Under this circumstance, in order to maintain the origi-

nal engine operating condition, the vehicle driver
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should depress the accelerator pedal (not shown) more
to open the throttle more. Therefore, the opening de-
gree of the throttle is changed to a desirable value
where fuel consumption is desirably decreased and the
engine is running efficiently. . <

An engine operating parameter changing unit or
compensating means 6 receives the signal from the
throttle opening sensor 1 and also the signal from the
control unit 4. The signal from the control unit 4 repre-
sents the number of the cylinders to which fuel is not 10
injected. Then, the compensating means 6 feeds an elec-
trical signal to a transmission control unit 7. The signal
from the compensating means 6 represents the opening
degree of the throttle when fuel is injected to all of the
cylinders, regardless of the number of the cylinders to 15
which fuel is actually injected. This means that the
transmission control unit 7 is not affected by the provi-
sion of the control unit 4 which controls the number of

fuel-injected cylinders for maintaining the manifold
absolute pressure within the range from 100 to 150 20
mmHg as previously referred to. Thus, the transmission
control unit 7 can properly cntrol the automatic shifting
of gear ratios in the transmission.

In the above, the signal from the control unit 4 can be
changed to represent the number of the cylinders to 25
which fuel is actually injected, and the throttle opening
sensor 1 can be replaced by a sensor for sensing a mani-
fold absolute pressure. ’

FIG. 2 illustrates a detailed circuit of the engine oper-
ating parameter changing unit or the compensating 30
means 6 together with its peripheral units 1, 4 and 7.
Suitable resistors 15, 16 and 17 are respectively con-
nected in series with suitable electronic switches 18, 19
and 20, and these three series circuits are then con-
nected in parallel with one another as shown. The 35
switches 18, 19 and 20 are connected to the control unit

4 and controlled by the signal therefrom such that one
of the switches is energized or closed in order that the
compensating means 6 generates a signal which repre-
sents the condition where fuel is injected to all of the 40
cylinders. An operational amplifier 22 is connected at its
input terminal to a junction 21 and at its output terminal
to a resistor 24. A feedback resistor 23 is connected

across the operational amplifier 22. A capacitor 25 is '
connected between one terminal of the resistor 24 and 45

the ground forming a smoothing circuit together with
the resistor 24. A junction 26 between the resistor 24
and the capacitor 25 is connected to the transmission
control unit 7.

In operation, when fuel is actually injected to all of 50
the cylinders, a signal is fed to the switch 18 from the
control unit 4 through a conducting line 10 to close the
same with the switches 19 and 20 open, so that the
signal from the throttle opening sensor 1 is applied
through the resistor 15 and the switch 18 to the opera- 55
tional amplifier 22. As is well known, the amplification
degree of the amplifier 22 is determined by the resis-
tance ratio of the resistor 23 to resistor 15. Therefore,
when the resistances of the resistors 15 and 23 are made

equal to each other, the signal from the sensor 1 is tran- 60
ferred unchanged in its magnitude to the transmission
control unit 7.

On the other hand, when fuel is not injected to one of
the cylinders, the signal from the control unit 4 is fed
through line 11 to the switch 19 closing the same with 65
the other switches 18 and 20 open. Therefore, the signal _
from the sensor 1 is fed to the operational amplifier 22
through the resistor 16 and the switch 19. In this case,

5

4
the resistance ratio of the resistor 23 to resistor 16 is

determined such that the magnitude of the signal fed to
the unit 7 represents the condition where fuel is injected
to all of the cylinders. Therefore, the transmission con-
trol unit 7 receives the signal the magnitude of which is
equal to that of the first mentioned signal.

Whilst, when fuel is not injected to two cylinders, the
signal from the control unit 4 is fed through line 12 to
the switch 20 closing the same with the other switches
18 and 19 opened. As a result, the signal from the sensor
1 is fed to the operational amplifier 22 through the resis-
tor 16 and the switch 20. In this case, like in the second
mentioned one, the resistance ratio of the resistor 23 to
resistor 17 is determined such that the magnitude of the
signal fed to the unit 7 represents the condition where
fuel is injected to all of the cylinders. Therefore, the

transmission control unit 7 receives the signal the mag-
nitude of which is equal to that of the first mentioned
signal.

The integration circuit consisting of the resistor 24
and the capacitor 25 serves to smooth an abrupt change
of the output signal from the amplifier 22 when the
number of the fuel-injected cylinders changes. The
provision of the integration circuit is preferable to pre-
cisely determine a proper shifting of gear ratios.

In the above, as aforementioned, the signal fed from
the control unit 4 to the switches 18, 19 and 20 can be

changed to represent the number of the cylinders to
which fuel is actually injected.

It is apparent from the foregoing that, in accordance
with the present invention, the fuel injection control
system, which controls the number of the cylinders to
which fuel is injected, properly operates together with
a conventional electronic control type of automatic
transmission system by merely providing the engine
operating parameter changing unit or the compensating
means 6. Thus, fuel economy can be achieved in com-
parison with the absence of the compensating means 6.

What is claimed is:

1. A fuel injection control system for use with an
electronic type of automatic transmission system for an
internal combustion engine of a vehicle, said electronic
automatic transmission system including a transmission
control unit for generating a signal representative of a
proper shifting of gears,

said fuel injection control system comprising in com-
bination:

a plurality of injection means respectively provided
at corresponding cylinders of the engine;

a first sensor for» sensing the opening degree of a
throttle to generate a signal representative thereof;

a second sensor for sensing vehicle velocity to gener-
ate a signal representative thereof, which second
sensor is connected to said transmission control

unit supplying the same with the signal;
a control unit connected to said first and said second

sensor receiving the signals therefrom for deter-
mining the number of cylinders to which fuel is
injected, and controlling said plurality of injection
means connected thereto; and

compensating means connected to said first sensor for
receiving the signal therefrom and also connected
to said control unit for receiving a signal represen-
tative of the number of the cylinders to which fuel
is injected, and generating a signal representative
of the opening degree of the throttle under the
condition that fuel is injected to all of the cylinders,
regardless of the number of the cylinders to which
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fuel is actually injected, said compensating means
connected to said transmission control unit for

supplying the same with the signal therefrom,
whereby said transmission control unit determines

the proper shifting of gear ratios based on the sig-
nals from said compensating means and said second
sensor.

2. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 1,
in which said compensating means comprises:

an amplifier;
an input circuit connected between the input terminal

of said amplifier and said first sensor and also con-
nected to said control unit of said fuel injection
control system, said input circuit changing the
amplification degree of said amplifier ir1 accor-
dance with the signal from said control unit so that
said amplifier generates the signal representative of
the opening degree of the throttle under the condi-
tion that fuel is injected to all of the cylinders.

3. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 2,
in which said input circuit includes a plurality of series
circuits which are connected in parallel with one an-
other and each ofwhich consists of an electronic switch

and a resistor, the resistance of each of the resistors

being different from one another and determined to
properly change the amplification degree of said ampli-
fier, and each of the electronic switches being con-
trolled by the signal from said control unit to electri-
cally connect one of the series circuits between the
input terminal of said amplifier and said first sensor.

4. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 2,
in which said amplifier is an operational amplifier across
of which a feedback resistor is connected.

5. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 3,
in which said compensating means further comprises a
smoothing circuit including a resistor and a capacitor.

6. A fuel injection control system for use with an
electronic type of automatic transmission system for an
internal combustion engine of a vehicle, said electronic
automatic transmission system including a transmission
control unit for generating a signal repesentative of a
proper shifting of gear ratios,

said fuel injection control system comprising in com-
bination:

a plurality of injection means respectively provided
at corresponding cylinders of the engine;

a first sensor for sensing manifold absolute pressure to
generate a signal representative thereof;

a second sensor for sensing vehicle velocity to gener-
ate a signal representative thereof, which second
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sensor is connected to said transmission control

unit supplying the same with the signal;
a control unit connected to said first and said second

sensor receiving the signals therefrom for deter-
mining the number of cylinders to which fuel is
injected, and controlling said plurality of injection
means connected thereto; and

compensating means connected to said first sensor for
receiving the signal therefrom and also connected
to said control unit for receiving a signal represen-
tative of the number of the cylinders to which fuel
is injected, and generating a signal representative
of manifold absolute pressure under the condition
that fuel is injected to all of the cylinders, regard-
less of the number of the cylinders to which fuel is
actually injected, said compensating means con-
nected to said transmission control unit for supply-
ing the same with the signal therefrom, whereby
said transmission control unit determines the

proper shifting of gear ratios based on the signals
from said compensating means and said second
sensor. 4

7. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 6,
in which said compensating means comprises:

an amplifier; -
an input circuit connected between the input terminal

of said amplifier and said first sensor and also connected
to said control unit of said fuel injection control system,
said input circuit changing the amplification degree of
said amplifier in accordance with the signal from said
control unit so that said amplifier generates the signal
representative of the manifold absolute pressure under
the condition that fuel is injected to all of the cylinders.

8. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 7,
in which said input circuit includes a plurality of series
circuits which are connected in parallel with one an-
other and each of which consists-of an electronic switch

and a resistor, the resistance of each of the resistors
being different from one another and determined to
properly change the amplification degree of said ampli-
fier, and each of the electronic switches being con-
trolled by the signal from said control unit to electri-
cally connect one of the series circuits etween the input
terminal of said amplifier and said first sensor.

9. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 7,
in which said amplifier is an operational amplifier across
of which a feedback resistor is connected.

10. A fuel injection control system claimed in claim 8,
in which said compensating means further comprises a
smoothing circuit including a resistor and a capacitor.t 1 # l 1
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MOTOR VEHICLE MAGAGEMENT AND
CONTROL SYSTEM INCLUDING SOLENOID

AC1‘UATED FUEL INJECTION TIMING
CONTROL

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to control systems
for motor vehicles, and more particularly to integrated
electronic motor vehicle management and control sys-
tems specifically useful in heavy duty vehicles such as
trucks, in which various engine and vehicle functions
such as engine timing and speed control, road speed
control, vehicle safety functions, fuel exhaust emissions
monitoring, fuel economy and diagnostic and mainte-
nance functions are performed and monitored by an
integrated microprocessor based control module sys-
tem.

In the past, most engine and vehicle control functions
in heavy duty vehicles were performed mechanically in
response to very simple parameters such as engine
speed. The execution of such functions was thus limited
and optimization in terms of fuel economy, engine per-
formance and engine emissions quantities was not possi-
ble. In addition, certain diagnostic and maintenance
functions were left to human performance and thus such
functions were not necessarily performed optimally or
performed in a manner interrelated with the perfor-
mance and parameters of other vehicle functions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a management and
control system for a motor vehicle in which engine

speed and timing control and various vehicle functions
such as engine system monitoring, display, diagnostics
and maintenance are controlled by a microprocessor
based electronic control module. The control system is
further provided with programming capability for opti-
mizing control functions with respect to particular vehi-
cle parameters based on the type of vehicle within
which the control system is installed, including such
parameters as engine size and type, tire size and proper-
ties, and carrier ratio.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic vehicle and
engine management and control system according to
one embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed block diagram of the vehicle
management and control module of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a detailed block diagram of the fuel injec-
tion control module of FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 is a graphical illustration of the calculation of
engine timing according to a method of the present
invention;

FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram of a detection circuit for
detecting the occurrence of data transmission on a serial
data communication line as illustration in FIG. 2;

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of a novel fuel injec-

tion timing device used in conjunction with the control
module of FIG. 2;

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a cruise control safety algo-
rithm; and

FIG. 8 is a flow chart of an out-of-gear algorithm for

road speed governing.
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-DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an electronic control
system for a heavy duty vehicle according to one pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention. The system
is based on two control modules, a vehicle management
and control module 100 and a fuel injection module 200,
interconnected by a serial data communication line 10
which conforms to standards set by the Society of Au-
tomotive Engineers (S.A.E.). The control modules 100
and 200 are also connected by a general data bus 20
through which data relating to engine speed and fuel
quantity are transmitted. The serial data communication
line 10 is also connectable to an external computer such
as a personal computer or equivalent data processing
device, which allows external programming and modi-
fication of data used in the performance of the various
algorithms by the control modules.

The vehicle management control module 100 has
inputs connected to a plurality of sensors 101 which will
be further described in conjunction with FIG. 2. In
response to the sensor signal inputs, the vehicle manage- .
ment control module 100 produces a fuel injection tim-
ing signal 103, speedometer and tachometer data signals
105, a signal to alert an operator of the vehicle of a fault
condition by activating an audible or visual driver alarm
107, signals driving various fault lamps 109 to indicate a
problem with data received by the control module 100,
and appropriate data through communication lines 10
and 20 to the fuel injection control module 200 to coor-
dinate proper fuel injection.

The fuel injection control module 200 has inputs
connected to various sensors 201 to be described in

further detail with reference to FIG. 3, and outputs a

fuel quantity signal 203, a DYNATARD ® enable sig-
nal 205, and a fuel shut-off enable signal 207. The
DYNATARD ® system converts the operation of the
engine to an air compressor by opening the exhaust
valves near the end of a compression stroke to increase
engine braking. The DYNATARD® system is acti-
vated by a dashboard toggle switch.

The operation of the vehicle management and control
module 100 will be more clearly understood with refer-
ence to FIG. 2. The vehicle managementand control
module 100 is composed of a microprocessor 1001, a
random access memory 1005, and an EPROM 1003, and
an EEPROM 1004. The inputs to the microprocessor
1001 comprise a number of pulse width modulated
(PWM) inputs 1007, a plurality of digital data inputs
1009, and a plurality of analog inputs 1011. The pulse
inputs include a pulse signal from an mph sensor which
is mounted near the vehicle’s transmission output shaft
so as to provide an electrical pulse each time one of the
teeth of a tone wheel mounted on the transmission out-

put shaft passes the tip of the sensor. The frequency of
the mph sensor output pulses is proportional to the
rotational velocity of the transmission output shaft. The
road speed of the vehicle can thus be calculated by
factoring the number of teeth on the tone wheel, the
gear ratio between the transmission output shaft and the
vehicle axle shaft, and the rolling circumference of the
drive axle tires. These data values can be programmed
into the module memory for each specific type of vehi-
cle in which the system is installed. The timing event
sensor is mounted proximate the fuel injection pump
camshaft of the vehicle engine and generates a pulse
when the fuel injection pump camshaft attains an angu-
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lar position corresponding to port closure or beginning
of fuel injection for a predetermined plunger of the
injection pump. The engine position sensor is mounted
proximate the engine crankshaft and generates a pulse
when the crankshaft attains an angular position related
to top dead center (TDC) of the corresponding piston
of the cylinder to which the plunger is coupled, on its
power stroke. The data line 20 is a pulse width modula-
tion signal line which communicates engine speed and
fuel quantity data to the microprocessor 1001 from the
fuel injection control module 200.

The digital inputs comprise a plurality of switches
including a clutch switch, an engine shutdown override
switch, and speed control switches for cruise control,
engine idle speed, and engine speed control for power
take off (PTO) functions. A coolant level sensor is
mounted within the radiator of the engine and provides
a coolant level signal representing the amount of cool-
ant in the coolant system.

The analog inputs include an oil pressure signal from
an oil pressure sensor mounted within the vehicle
crankcase to measure the oil pressure of the system.

A coolant temperature sensor is also provided in the
coolant system and transmits a serial data signal to the
microprocessor over the SAE data link 10. .

The microprocessor also includes a plurality of PWM
outputs 1013 and dc current outputs 1015. The pulse
outputs 1013 include a fuel request signal which is trans-
mitted to the fuel injection control module 200, and
tachometer and speedometer signals which are trans-
mitted to display devices on the vehicle dashboard. The
tachometer signal is also inputted to the fuel injection
control module 200 through the data line 20 to provide
a redundant signal to the fuel injection control module
which is used in the calculation of the amount of fuel to

be injected by the fuel pump.
The current outputs 1015 include outputs to drive a

fault lamp 109 to indicate the presence of a fault in the
control module, a driver alarm 107 which warns the

driver of a problem with the operation of the engine
which requires immediate attention, and a timing actua-
tor signal 103 which is applied to the fuel injection
pump to control the timing of fuel injection into the
cylinders of the engine.

The fuel injection control module 200 is further de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 3. The fuel injection
control module 200 is a commercially available device
obtainable from Robert Bosch, for example. The con-
trol module is a microprocessor based system and in-
cludes basic functional components including a micro-
processor 2001, and random access and read only mem-
ories 2002 and 2003. The microprocessor is connected
via interfaces to the SAE serial data communication
link 10 and the data line 20 to enable communication

with the vehicle management and control module 100
as well as to other various control devices in the vehi-

cle. The control module 200 reads input signals from an
accelerator pedal position sensor 2004, an engine speed
sensor 2005, a coolant temperature sensor 2006, a fuel
rack position sensor 2007, and a torque limiter switch
2008. The accelerator pedal position sensor includes a
potentiometer connected to the accelerator pedal in the
vehicle cab and provides a voltage signal proportional
to the position of the acceleration pedal relative to the
floor of the vehicle cab. The engine speed sensor is
mounted proximate the engine crankshaft and generates
a pulse signal whose frequency is proportional to the
speed of rotation of the engine crankshaft. The coolant
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temperature sensor 2006 provides a digital signal repre-
sentative of engine coolant temperature. The fuel rack
position sensor 2007 provides a voltage signal propor-
tional to the position of the fuel rack of the fuel injection
pump, which relates to the amount of fuel injected dur-
ing each cycle of engine rotation. The torque limiter
switch 2008 is a transmission mounted toggle switch
which is activated by the vehicle operator. In response
to the five input parameters, and supplemental speed-
and fuel quantity data information from the control
module 100, the injection control module 200 deter-
mines the amount of fuel to be supplied by the fuel

injection pump to the engine and generates a fuel rack
actuator drive signal 2009, which is a pulse width modu-
lated signal that controls the position of the fuel rack by
energizing a proportional solenoid. The module 200
produces a signal 2011 which prevents DYNATARD
operation when fuel is being injected into the engine.
The fuel shut-off signal 2010 provides a safety measure
by energizing a solenoid valve to allow fuel to be sup-
plied to the fuel pump. In the case where power is re-
moved from the fuel injection control module, the fuel
shut-off signal 2010 will go low to deenergize the sole- .
noid and cut off the flow of fuel.

The various functions of the vehicle management and
control module 100 will now be described. FIG. 4 illus-

trates a timing diagram for determining the engine tim-
ing. Control module 100 receives a timing event sensor
pulse at time T] which indicates the beginning of fuel
injection to a specified cylinder of the engine. At time
T2, the engine crankshaft reaches an angular position
equal to top dead center (TDC) of the piston in the
specified cylinder. The engine position sensor is config-
ured to produce a pulse at a crankshaft position related
to the top dead center, which is generally longer than
the interval from port closure to top dead center to
allow a more accurate timing measurement to be taken.
The difference in time AT between the reception of the
timing event sensor pulse and the engine position sensor
pulse represents a measure of angular rotation of the
crankshaft in degrees. Since the time between T2 and
T3 is known in advance, the calculation of timing in
degrees before top dead center (BTDC) can be calcu-
lated.

Desired engine timing is based on experimental crite-
ria related to the amount of fuel being injected and the
engine speed in rpm. Desired engine timings as a func-
tion of rpm and fuel quantity are stored in a look up
table in the module memory. Once the desired engine
timing is determined in accordance with the engine
speed calculated from the engine position sensor signal
and the fuel quantity from the fuel injection control
module, the microprocessor determines a change in
current for the injection timing actuator signal 103.
Signal 103 is provided to a solenoid of a fuel injection
timing device which will be described later with refer-
ence to FIG. 6. The change in timing is designed to
reduce the difference between the desired engine timing
and the measured engine timing to zero. The new tim-
ing information is communicated to the fuel injection
control module via the SAE serial data communication
link 10.

Control module 100 constantly monitors engine oil
pressure, engine coolant level and coolant temperature
to determine whether the engine is operating within
prescribed parameter limits. Ranges of oil pressure,
coolant level and coolant temperature have been deter-
mined empirically to indicate engine malfunction.
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These ranges are stored in the control module memory
as either single values for all engine operating condi-
tions, or as functions of engine speed, temperature,
power output, or other operating parameters. Upon
reaching a first limit beyond normal operating parame-
ters, the control module will activate the driver alarm

107 to alert the operator that the engine should be
stopped. If the operator has not shut off the engine in
response to the alarm, and the signal values have
reached a second level beyond normal operating param-
eters, the control module will transmit a fuel request
signal 111 to the fuel injection control module on the
data line 20 that will set the amount of fuel being in-
jected to bring the engine to idle speed, and further
transmits a command on the SAE serial data link 10

directing the fuel injection control module to stop the
engine. A shutdown override switch can be provided
on the vehicle instrument panel which, when activated,
delays the automatic shutdown of the engine by some
preset period of time, such as 30 seconds, to allow the
vehicle operator to move the vehicle safely off the road
before losing engine power.

The control module 100 monitors vehicle road speed
and engine speed in conjunction with information from
various switches indicating application of brakes,
clutch, and switches mounted on the instrument panel,
to maintain vehicle operation within specified limits.
These limits, such as minimum and maximum engine
speeds and maximum vehicle road speed can be pro-
grammed into the control module memory via the SAE
serial data communication link from an external com-

puter such as a PC, which can be interfaced with the
control module through a serial port connector at-
tached to the data communication link 10. If the control
module determines that any modifications are needed to
maintain vehicle and engine operation within the pre-
scribed limits, the fuel quantity required to maintain the
desired operating parameters is calculated and its value
is transmitted as a fuel request signal 111 to the fuel
injection control module, with a confirming signal
being sent via the SAE data communication link 10.

The control module 100 continuously monitors the
validity of all inputs in order to detect invalid input
states. Upon detection of an input being outside an ac-
ceptable range, the control module starts a timer to
allow the state of the input to settle back to normal. If
the invalid condition has not cleared upon timing out of
the timer, a fault condition will be assumed. Upon de-
tection of a fault, the fault lamp 109 will be turned on to
indicate a presence of a fault, and a fault message will be
sent on the SAE data link 10 to advise other devices of

the failure. The normally utilized data for the fault will
be replaced by a “bad data” signal advising other de-
vices to ignore the sensor data. A default value is then
utilized for calculations requiring data from the faulty
sensor.

The control module 100 also performs a cruise con-
trol function in which an operator can set a predeter-
mined vehicle speed through actuation of a switch on
the instrument panel which will then cause the control
system to adjust fuel injection quantity in order to main-
tain the desired speed.

Since the cruise control function must be disengaged
upon application of the service brakes to maintain safe
operator control of the vehicle, correct operation of the
service brake indication switch is continuously moni-
tored. Referring to FIG. 7, when in the cruise control
mode, the control system monitors the deceleration rate
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of the vehicle by calculating the derivative of the vehi-
cle road speed. If the vehicle decelerates at a rate
greater than or equal to an empirically derived rate
above which it would be impossible to achieve without
the application of service brakes, the cruise control
function will automatically be disabled. However, since
deceleration rates above the derived rate can occur

without application of service brakes in certain condi-
tions, such as application of the engine brake or climb-
ing a grade, the control system of the present invention
monitors the fuel quantity signal to determine whether
fueling of the engine is occurring or not. If, in a cruise
control mode, the engine is fueling to maintain a specific
speed, it would be impossible to experience a decelera-
tion rate greater than the empirically derived rate of 3
mph/sec, unless the service brakes are applied. In this
condition, the cruise control function will be automati-
cally disabled. However, if, in the cruise control mode,
the engine is not being fueled, which would be indica-
tive of climbing a grade, the control system will use a
deceleration rate higher than the derived rate, such as 6
mph/sec without service brake application, to deter-
mine whether the service brake switch has failed.

In the case where the control module detects a vehi- ‘
cle road speed above the preset road speed limit, the
module generates a fuel request signal which causes the
fuel injection control module to stop fueling the engine
to insure that the vehicle operator would not be able to
exceed the stored limit. It is possible, however, for a
loaded vehicle to exceed the stored road speed limit
while going down hill. In such a case, the control mod-
ule would transmit a fuel quantity request signal of zero
to disable any additional increase in vehicle speed. If the
vehicle transmission should jump out of gear and into
neutral at such time, the operator will not be able to fuel
the engine to increase engine speed sufficiently to place
the transmission back into gear. To eliminate such an
occurrence, the control module detects a ratio of engine
speed to vehicle road speed and compares this calcu-
lated ratio with a prestored minimum engine speed to

-road speed ratio. FIG. 8 is a flow chart explaining this
operation. The minimum stored ratio is determined
based on the minimum possible engine rotational speed
at the road speed limit. As long as the actual vehicle
speed is above the stored road speed limit and the trans-
mission is in gear, the engine speed-to-vehicle speed
ratio will be above the stored minimum. However, if the

engine speed-to-vehicle speed ratio is below such mini-
mum, the transmission must be out of gear. Upon the
occurrence of such a condition, the road speed limiting
function will be disabled for a specified period of time to
allow the operator to rev up the engine and place the
transmission back into gear.

The control routines of FIGS. 7 and 8 are executed as

part of a larger overall control loop which is continu-
ously repeated by the control module microprocessor.

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional diagram of a fuel injection
timing device for advancing and retarding the timing of
fuel injection to correspond to the desired engine timing
represented by the timing actuator signal 103 from the
management and control module 100. The fuel injection
timing device consists of a housing 1 enclosing, an annu-
lar outer shaft 2, a cylindrical inner shaft 3, a splined
sleeve 4, and a solenoid valve assembly 27. The housing
1 is mounted on the engine 23. The outer shaft 2 is
driven by a suitable engine gear 21 through a gear 6
which is mounted at the end of the shaft 2 by a screw 7.
The cylindrical inner shaft 3 is coupled to the outer
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shaft 2 by the splined sleeve 4. The sleeve 4 has linear
splines 24 on the inner surface thereof which mesh with
corresponding linear splines on the outer surface of the
inner shaft 3. Splined sleeve 4 also has helical splines 25
on the outer surface thereof which mesh with corre-

sponding helical splines on the inner surface of the outer
shaft 2. The inner shaft is retained within the outer shaft

in the axial direction by means of a thrust washer 8 and
a screw 9 at one end thereof. The opposite end of the
shaft 3 is coupled to a camshaft of fuel pump 18 through
a splined coupling 19 which is mounted on the fuel
injection pump camshaft. All moving parts of the timing
device are lubricated with engine oil from engine oil
supply 31 through ports 12a and 12b in housing 1, port
15 in shaft 2, and ports 16 and 20 in inner shaft 3. Outer
shaft 2 is axially retained within housing 1 by means of
a shoulder on the shaft and a retaining ring 10.

Solenoid valve assembly 27 is mounted on a top

flange of the housing 1 and consists of a solenoid 29, a
spool valve 30, input port 33, output port 35, and drain
port 34 which is connected to drain port 14. The fuel
injection timing actuator signal 103 is coupled to the
solenoid 29 via current signal lines 32. The spool valve
is shown in a null position which corresponds to a par-
tially energized solenoid, the current required to flow
through the partially energized solenoid being null cur-
rent. At null position, port 33 is partial opened allowing
a minimal amount of oil to flow through ports 33 and 35
to compensate for oil leakage out of work space 28.
When engine timing is to be advanced, an increased
electric current is applied to the solenoid 29 which
moves spool valve 30 to the right which enables in-
creased oil flow through supply port 33, output port 35,
and modulated oil pressure port 13. This allows in-
creased oil flow into work space 28 between a shoulder
of splined sleeve 4 and outer shaft 2 which causes sleeve
4 to move to the left to advance fuel injection timing by
advancing the phase angle between the outer shaft 2 and
the inner shaft 3. When it is desired to retard engine
timing, the fuel injection actuator signal current is re-
duced below the null level which causes solenoid 29 to

move spool valve 30 to the left completely closing sup-
ply port 33 and opening drain port 34. As a result, oil in
work space 28 flows out through parts 13, 35, and 34
into drain port 14, by action of a spring 11 mounted
between piston 26 of sleeve 4 and a spring seat 5 which
biases sleeve 4 to the fully retarded position. Any time
that the solenoid valve returns to the null position, the
sleeve 4 remains in the position where it was last moved.
Two piston seal rings 17a and 17b constitute the only
dynamic seals used in the injection timing device for
sealing the modulated oil pressure in port 13 from the
lubricating oil in ports 12a and 12b.

The fuel injection timing device of FIG. 6 allows
engine timing to be controlled by a sophisticated injec-
tion control algorithm implemented by the management
and control module 100 which takes into account nu-

merous operating parameters of the engine and thus
represents a significant improvement over prior art fuel
injection timing devices which were able to control
engine timing as a function of engine speed only.

The invention having been thus described, it will be
obvious to those skilled in the art that the same may be
varied in many ways. Such variations are not to be
considered a departure from the spirit and scope of the
invention, all such modifications are intended to be
included within the scope of the following claims.

What is claimed is:
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g 1. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle, comprising:

electronic vehicle control means for controlling oper-
ations of the vehicle and an engine mounted within
said vehicle, including
means for receiving a timing event signal represent-

ing the injection of fuel into a specific cylinder of
said engine from a fuel injection pump,

means for receiving an engine position signal repre-
senting a predetermined position of a piston of
said specific cylinder relative to Top Dead Cen-
ter (TDC) occurring after the detection of said
timing event signal,

means for calculating engine timing as a function of
the time difference between said engine position
signal and said timing event signal,

means for calculating engine angular velocity as a
function of the frequency of said engine position
signals,

means for receiving a fuel quantity signal repre-
senting the amount of fuel being injected into the
cylinders of said engine,

means for determining a desired engine timing as a '
function of said engine angular velocity and said
received fuel quantity signal,

means for calculating the difference between said
desired engine timing and said calculated engine
timing,

means for developing a timing advance/retard
signal proportional to said calculated difference
for advancing or retarding the engine timing to
reduce the difference between said desired and

calculated engine timings to zero,
means for receiving an oil pressure signal repre-

senting the amount of engine oil pressure in said
engine,

means for receiving a coolant level signal repre-
senting the amount of engine coolant in said
engine,

means for receiving a coolant temperature signal
representing the temperature of said engine cool-
ant,

means for comparing said oil pressure, coolant
level and coolant temperature signals with
stored signal values indicating engine malfunc-
tion, generating an alarm signal warning an oper-
ator of possible engine damage at a first level of
malfunction, and generating an engine shutdown
signal for stopping operation of said engine at a
second level of malfunction,

means for receiving a signal proportional to vehicle
road speed and calculating the road speed of said
vehicle,

means for storing a maximum vehicle road speed,
means for storing minimum and maximum engine

speeds,
means for comparing said calculated road speed

and engine angular velocity with said stored
road and engine speeds,

means for developing a fuel quantity request signal
for controlling the amount of fuel supplied to
said engine to keep said road and engine speeds
within said stored ranges,

means for calculating the deceleration rate of said
vehicle,

means for receiving a service brake signal repre-
senting application of vehicle service brakes,
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means for comparing said deceleration rate with
said fuel quantity signal in the absence of said
service brake signal and disengaging a cruise
control function when the rate of deceleration

exceeds a first value when fueling, and when the
rate of deceleration exceeds a second value

higher than said first value when not fueling,
means for calculating a ratio of engine speed-to-

road speed,
means for storing a minimum engine speed-to road

speed ratio, and
means for comparing said calculated ratio with said

stored ratio, determining that the transmission of
said vehicle has jumped out of gear when said
calculated ratio is less than said stored ratio, and

overriding said fuel quantity request signal,
when said road speed is higher than said stored
maximum road speed;

electronic fuel injection control means for controlling
the injection of fuel into the cylinders of said en-
gine, including
means for receiving an accelerator pedal position

signal representing the position of an accelerator
pedal of said vehicle indicating the road speed
desired by an operator,

means for receiving an engine speed signal repre-
senting the angular velocity of said engine,

means for receiving a fuel rack position signal rep-
resenting the position of a fuel rack on a fuel
injection pump of said engine,

means for receiving said fuel quantity request sig-
nal from said electronic vehicle control means,
and

means for developing a fuel rack actuation signal
for controlling the position of said fuel rack to
adjust the amount of fuel being injected into said
cylinders, in response to the values of said accel-
erator pedal position signal, engine speed signal,
fuel rack position signal, and fuel quantity re-
quest signal;

fuel injection timing means responsive to said timing
advance/retard signal for modifying the timing of
fuel injection into said cylinders relative to piston
position from TDC; and

a serial data communication line interconnecting said
electronic vehicle control means and said elec-

tronic fuel injection control means for transmitting
digital data therebetween.

2. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle according to claim 1, wherein said serial data
communication line conforms to SAE (Society of Auto-

motive Engineers) standards for such communication
lines, said system further comprising:

a detection circuit for detecting the transmission of
data on said serial data communication line, includ-

ing
means for generating a clock pulse signal,
counter means for counting said clock pulse signals

up to a predetermined count,
logic means connected to outputs of said counter

means for providing a transmission enable signal
and disabling clock pulse signal input when said
counter means has reached said predetermined
count, and

means for resetting said counter means when said
serial data communication line is transmitting
data.
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_ 3. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle according to claim 1, further comprising:

a serial data connector coupled to said serial data
communication line for interconnecting said serial
data communication line with an external data

processor to enable imputing of said maximum
road speed, said minimum and maximum engine
speeds, and values of other parameters used in
calculations performed by said electronic vehicle‘
control means.

4. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle according to claim 1, wherein said fuel injection
timing means comprises:

a cylindrical housing;
an annular outer shaft within said housing being

driven by said engine;
a cylindrical inner shaft within said outer shaft being

coupled to a camshaft of said fuel injection pump;
a splined sleeve coupling said outer shaft to said inner

shaft and movable in an axial direction to change

the phase angle of rotation between said outer and
inner shafts; and

sleeve driving means responsive to said timing advan- _
Ce/retard signal for driving said splined sleeve in
said axial direction for modifying the timing of fuel
injection to correspond to said desired engine tim-
ing.

5. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle according to claim 4, wherein said sleeve driv-
ing means comprises a solenoid valve assembly includ-
ing a solenoid for receiving said timing advance/retard
signal, a spool valve selectively movable by said sole-
noid when energized by said timing advance/retard
signal, said spool valve controlling the amount of oil
pressure applied to said splined sleeve which in turn
controls the axial position of said splined sleeve relative
to said outer and inner shafts.

6. A management and control system for a motor
vehicle, comprising:

electronic vehicle control means for controlling oper-
ations of the vehicle and an engine mounted within
said vehicle, including _
means for receiving a signal proportional to vehicle

road speed and calculating the road speed of said
vehicle,

means for calculating the deceleration rate of said
vehicle,

means for receiving a service brake signal repre-
senting application of vehicle service brakes,
with a fuel quantity signal in the absence of said
service brake signal and disengaging a cruise
control function when the rate of deceleration

exceeds a first value when fueling, and when the
rate of deceleration exceeds a second value

higher than said first value when not fueling,
means for calculating a ratio of engine speed-to-

road speed,
means for storing a minimum engine speed-to road

speed ratio, and
means for comparing said calculated ratio with said

stored ratio, determining that the transmission of
said vehicle has jumped out of gear when said
calculated ratio is less than said stored ratio, and

overriding a fuel quantity request signal, when
said road speed is higher than said stored maxi-
mum road speed.

7. A fuel injection timing device for a fuel injection
pump of an internal combustion engine, comprising:
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a cylindrical housing;
an annular outer shaft within said housing being

driven by said engine;
a cylindrical inner shaft within said outer shaft being

coupled to a camshaft of said fuel injection pump;
a splined sleeve coupling said outer shaft to said inner

shaft and movable in an axial direction to change
the phase angle of rotation between said outer and
inner shafts; and

sleeve driving means responsive to a timing advan-
ce/retard signal for driving said splined sleeve in
said axial direction for modifying the timing of fuel
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injection to correspond to a desired engine timing
represented by said timing advance/retard signal.

8. A fuel injection timing device according to claim 7,
wherein said sleeve driving means comprises a solenoid
valve assembly including a solenoid for receiving said
timing advance/retard signal, a spool valve selectively
movable by said solenoid when energized by said timing
advance/retard signal, said spool valve controlling the
amount of oil pressure applied to said splined sleeve
which in turn controls the axial position of said splined
sleeve relative to said outer and inner shafts.# * 3 11 i
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[57] ABSTRACT

A warning system for providing an indication when
the fuel consumption of a throttle controlled vehicle
having an internal combustion engine with an intake
manifold exceeds pre-established levels. A vacuum
transducer generates a signal having a magnitude rep-
resenting the instantaneous intake manifold vacuum
level. A vehicle speed transducer generates a speed
signal having a magnitude varying with vehicle speed
which, in combination with a reference signal, .estab-
lishes a manifold vacuum trigger level which repre-
sents, at each instantaneous vehicle speed, fuel con-
sumption in excess of a pre-established level for that
speed. A comparator compares the manifold vacuum
trigger level with the vacuum signal and energizes an
indicator when the vacuum signal represents an intake
manifold vacuum level below the manifold vacuum

trigger level so as to provide an indication of fuel con-
sumption in excess of the pre-established level for the
instantaneous vehicle speed.

'2 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure
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SPEED COMPENSATED FUEL CONSUMPTION
WARNING DEVICE ’

This invention relates to a fuel consumption warning
device and more particularly to a warning system for a
vehicle having a throttle controlled internal combus-
tion engine with an intake manifold which provides a
warning when the intake manifold pressure decreases
to a pre-established level which is varied as a function
of vehicle speed.

Systems for providing a warning to a vehicle operator
when the vehicle intake manifold pressure decreases to
a pre-established level in order to provide an indication
of uneconomical operation of the vehicle are generally
known. In all of these known systems, an intake mani-
fold vacuum level at which a warning is provided is se-
lected which is applicable at all vehicle operating
speeds. Although the selected level may be truly indica-
tive of excessive fuel consumption at one operational
speed, it may not be indicative of excessive fuel con-
sumption at all other speeds.

In view of the foregoing, it is the general object of this
invention to provide an improved speed compensated
fuel consumption warning device for use with a vehicle
powered by a throttle controlled internal combustion
engine having an intake manifold.

It is another object of this invention to provide a fuel
consumption warning device for a vehicle powered by
an internal combustion engine having an intake mani-
fold which provides a warning when the vehicle intake
manifold pressure decreases below a level which is var-
ied as a function of vehicle speed.

These and other objects of this invention may be best
understood by reference to the following description of
a preferred embodiment and the drawing which is a
schematic diagram illustrating the preferred embodi-
ment of the invention.

Referring to the drawing, there is illustrated a warn-
ing device for providing an indication of excessive fuel
consumption by a vehicle powered by a throttle con-
trolled internal combustion engine having an intake
manifold. A conduit 10 pneumatically couples the in-
take manifold vacuum to a vacuum transducer 12. The

vacuum transducer 12 is effective to generate a voltage

having a magnitude which progressively changes with a
progressively increased intake manifold vacuum level.
In the preferred embodiment, the magnitude of the
voltage generated by the vacuum transducer 12 pro-
gressively decreases with an increasing intake manifold
vacuum level. The voltage generated by the vacuum
transducer 12 is coupled to the positive input of a sum-
ming switch 14 through a resistor 15. The resulting cur-
rent supplied by the vacuum transducer 12, hereinafter ,
referred to as the vacuum signal, progressively de-
creases with increasingjntake manifold vacuum level.

A potentiometer 16 includes a resistive element 18
coupled between a positive voltage source B+ and
ground potential and 5 wiper arm 20. The positive volt-
age source B+ may take the form of the positive termi-
nal of the vehicle battery whose negative terminal is
grounded. The wiper arm 20 is coupled to the negative
input of the summing switch 14. The potentiometer 16
functions to supply a current, hereinafter referred to as
the reference signal, having a magnitude substantially
equal to the magnitude of the vacuum signal at a speci-
fied intake manifold vacuum level which has been de-

termined to represent excessive fuel consumption when
the vehicle speed is zero. The summing switch 14 takes
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2
the form of a high gain differential amplifier 21 with a
feedback resistor 22 as illustrated in the drawing.

The output of the summing switch 14 is coupled to
the anode of a diode 23 whose cathode is coupled to

ground through a resistor 24 and to the base electrode
of an NPN transistor 26 through a resistor 28. The
emitter electrode of the transistor 26 is coupled to
ground and the collector electrode thereof is coupled
to the positive voltage source B+ through a lamp 30.
The lamp 30 may be located at the vehicle instrument
panel or any other location where it is readily observ-
able by the vehicle operator. Alternatively, the lamp 30
may be replaced with a buzzer to provide an audible in-
dication.

When the output of the summing switch 14 is a posi-
tive voltage, the transistor 26 is biased conductive to
energize the lamp 30 and conversely, when the output
is negative, the transistor 26 is biased nonconductive
and the lamp 30 is extinguished.

With only the elements described above, the lamp 30
would be energized to provide a warning whenever the
manifold vacuum level decreased below a level repre-

sented by the reference signal supplied by the potenti-
ometer 16. Although this level may truly be indicative
of excessive fuel consumption at one specific vehicle
speed it may not be indicative of excessive fuel con-
sumption at other vehicle speeds. For example, the
manifold vacuum level representing excessive fuel con-

sumption increases from the level represented by the
reference signal supplied by the potentiometer 16 when
set as indicated above as vehicle speed increases. By
vehicle testing, the magnitude of this increase for each
vehicle speed may be determined.

To provide a manifold vacuum trigger level which in-
creases with increasing vehicle speed, a speed trans-
ducer 32 is provided which generates a series of voltage
pulses having a frequency progressively increasing with
increasing vehicle speed. The speed transducer 32 may
take the form of a slotted disc rotated by a vehicle

wheel adjacent a magnetic pickup whose output is a se-
ries of voltage pulses having the frequency related to
vehicle speed. These voltage pulses are supplied to a
frequency-to-voltage converter 34 whose output is a
voltage having a magnitude progressively increasing
with increasing vehicle speed. The output of the fre-
quency-to.-voltage converter 34 is coupled to the posi-
tive input of the summing switch 14 through a resistor
35. The resulting current supplied by the frequency-to-
voltage converter 34, hereinafter referred to as the
speed signal, has a magnitude progressively increasing
with increasing vehicle speed. .

By conventional circuit design techniques, the mag-
nitude of the speed signal may be made to equal the dif-
ference between the magnitude of the reference signal
and the magnitude of the vacuum signal when the man-
ifold vacuum is at the level determined to represent ex-

cessive fuel consumption at the instantaneous speed
represented by the output of the speed transducer 32.
' By combining the speed signal in proper sense with
the reference signal, the manifold vacuum level at
which the output of the summing switch 14 swings posi-
tive to effect energization of the lamp 30, hereinafter
referred" to as the manifold vacuum trigger level, may
be increased as a function of vehicle speed. This is ac-

complished by the coupling of the speed signal from the
‘frequency-to-voltage converter 34 to the positive input
of the summing switch 14 so as to be summed in sub-

tractive fashion from the reference signal supplied by
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the potentiometer 16.
ln operation, when the vehicle speed is zero, the out-

put of the frequency-to-voltage converter 34 is also
zero and the summing switch 14 generates a positive
voltage to bias the transistor into conduction and ener-
gize the lamp 30 when the vehicle is operated in a man-
ner such that the intake manifold vacuum level de-

creases below the vacuum level represented by the
magnitude of the reference signal supplied by the po-
tentiometer 16. This signal provides an indication of
fuel consumption in excess of the predetermined
amount at zero vehicle speed.

At increased vehicle speeds, the frequency-to-volt-
age converter 34 generates the speed signal which is
coupled to the positive input of the summing switch 14.
Consequently, the required vacuum signal output of
the vacuum transducer 12 to cause the summing switch
14 to generate a positive signal output decreases corre-
sponding to the desired increase in the manifold vac-
uum ‘trigger level. When the vehicle is operated in a
manner such that the manifold vacuum decreases

below the manifold vacuum trigger level established at
the instantaneous vehicle speed, the output of the sum-
ming switch 14 swings positive to effect energization of
the lamp 30 to provide an indication of fuel consump-
tion in excess of the predetermined amount at that
speed.

The potentiometer 16 may be positioned in the vehi-
cle compartment so as to allow the vehicle operator to
adjust the wiper arm 20 and shift the vacuum trigger
level for all vehicle speeds and thereby selectively es-
tablish desired fuel consumption warning levels. For
example, if the vehicle is under a heavy load, the vac-
uum level at each vehicle speed which is indicative of
excessive fuel consumption may be less than when the
vehicle is under normal load. The vehicle operator may

compensate for the heavy load condition by adjustment
of the wiper arm 20 to vary the magnitude of the refer-
ence signal and provide for lower manifold vacuum
trigger levels at all vehicle speeds.

In the preferred embodiment. illustrated in the draw-
ing, the summing switch 14 summed the output of the
frequency-to-voltage converter 34 and the potentiome-
ter I6 in subtractive fashion since the output of the vac-
uum transducer 12 progressively decreased with pro-
gressively increasing manifold vacuum. As can be seen,
if the signals generated by the various transducers var-
ied in a different manner, they must be combined in the

proper sense to achieve the desired manifold vacuum
trigger level change in response to vehicle speed
changes. For example, if the vacuum transducer 12
supplied a signal which had a magnitude progressively
increasing with increasing intake manifold vacuum
level, the output of the frequency-to-voltage converter
34 would then be summed in additive fashion with the

reference signal at the positive input of the summing
switch 14 and the vacuum signal would be coupled to

the negative input thereof.
What has been described is a fuel consumption warn-

ing device for use with a vehicle having an internal
combustion engine with an intake manifold, wherein a
warning of excessive fuel consumption is provided
when the intake manifold vacuum level decreases
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below a manifold vacuum trigger level which is varied
as a function of vehicle speed.

The detailed description of the preferred embodi-
ment of this invention for the purpose of explaining the

principles thereof is not to be considered as limiting or
restricting the invention since many modifications may
be made by the exercise of skill in the art without de-
parting from the scope of theiinvention.

We claim:

1. A fuel consumption warning device for use with a
vehicle powered by a throttle controlled internal com-
bustion engine having an intake manifold, comprising:
a vacuum transducer pneumatically coupled with the
intake manifold for generating a vacuum signal having
a magnitude progressively changing with a progres-
sively increased manifold vacuum level; means for gen-
erating a speed signal having a magnitude substantially
equal to the difference between the magnitude of the
vacuum signal at a manifold vacuum level representing
a predetermined excessive fuel consumption at zero ve-
hicle speed and the magnitude of the vacuum signal at
a manifold vacuum level representing a predetermined
excessive fuel consumption at the instantaneous vehi-
cle speed; means combining said speed signal and vac-
uum signal and generating an output signal when the
magnitude of the combined signals differs with a fixed
polarity from the magnitude of the vacuum signal at the
manifold vacuum level representing the predetermined
excessive fuel consumption at zero vehicle speed; and
an indicator responsive to the output signal for produc-
ing an operator observable indication representing ex-
cessive fuel consumption at the instantaneous vehicle
speed.

2. A fuel consumption warning device for use with a
v vehicle powered by a throttle controlled internal com-
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bustion engine having an intake manifold, comprising:
a vacuum transducer pneumatically coupled with the
intake manifold for generating a vacuum signal having
a magnitude progressively changing with a progres-
sively increased intake manifold vacuum level; means
for generating a reference signal having a magnitude
substantially equal to the magnitude of the vacuum sig-
nal at an intake manifold vacuum representing a prede-
termined excessive fuel consumption at zero vehicle

speed; a vehicle speed transducer for generating a
speed signal having a magnitude progressively changing
with a progressively increased vehicle speed, whereby
throughout a predetermined speed range, the magni-
tude of the sum of the speed signal and the reference

signal is equal to the magnitude of the vacuum signal at
an intake manifold vacuum representing a predeter-
mined excessive fuel consumption at the instantaneous

vehicle speed; means for combining the vacuum signal,
the speed signal, and the reference signal and generat-
ing an output signal when the magnitude of the sum of
the reference signal and the speed signal represents a
manifold vacuum level exceeding the manifold vacuum

level represented by the vacuum signal; and an indica-
tor responsive to the output signal for producing an op-
erator observable indication representing excessive-
fuel consumption at the instantaneous vehicle speed.* * * * *
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(57) Abstract

The system comprising
a controller fitted to a subject
vehicle (16) and sensor means

(20) operable to sense a distance
of separation and relative velocity
of a trailing vehicle (18). Also
input to the controller is a
velocity signal derived from
a velocity sensing means (97)
determining the ground speed
of the subject vehicle using
a doppler radar system. The 1 8
controller calculates a safety

envelope and activates a visible
warning device attached to the
rear of the subject vehicle if the trailing vehicle penetrates the safety envelope. An enhanced safety envelope determined by adverse road
conditions is also established, any incursion into the enhanced envelope resulting generally in the visible warning being at a less prominent
level. If however the closing speed of the trailing vehicle exceeds a predetermined threshold, penetration of the enhanced envelope results
immediately in the full warning being displayed with full prominence to the driver of the trailing vehicle. The system has application to
improving the safety of road vehicles.
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SAFETY SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES

The invention relates to vehicle safety systems including

warning means which provide safety information for example

to drivers of following vehicles.

A known warning means comprising a vehicle display system

is described in W093/15931 which provides a display system

which indicates discrete of deceleration of a

vehicle and which can also provide a display to indicate

that the vehicle is stationary. All the features of that

incorporated in this

ranges

display specification

especially when referring to aa progressive brake warning

(PBW) (VSI)

known measuring device is

system are

or vehicle stationary indicator display. A

ground speed disclosed in

W092/01951 which uses a double horned radar device,

that

again

the teachings of specification are incorporated

herein.

to improve known vehicleThe invention seeks, inter alia,

display systems and ground speed measuring systems.

According to one aspect of the invention there is provided

a safety system for vehicles comprising a controller fitted

in use to a subject vehicle, sensor means fitted to the

subject vehicle in use and operable to sense a distance of

separation and/or a relative velocity of a trailing vehicle

and operable to input data signals representative thereof

to the controller, velocity sensing means operable to sense

the velocity of the subject vehicle relative to the ground

velocity signaland to the controller a

representative thereof, wherein the controller is operable

input to

to processes the received velocity signal and data signals

to determine the existence of an unsafe condition, and the

safety system further comprising warning means controlled
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by the controller and operable to warn a driver of the

trailing vehicle of the existence of the unsafe condition.

Preferably the controller is operable to determine the

5 existence of the unsafe condition by determinimg a safe

distance corresponding to a safety envelope to the rear of

the subject vehicle within which any incursion by the

trailing’ vehicle constitutes the existence of an unsafe

condition.

10

This provides the advantage of assisting the driver of the

trailing vehicle to more accurately determine the safe

distance, drivers typically tending to underestimate the

safe distance in the absence of any such warning system.

15

The safe distance may be determined to be substantially the

safe stopping distance of a vehicle travelling at the

velocity of the trailing vehicle.

20 The safe stopping distance may be determined to be

proportional to the velocity of the subject vehicle.

Preferably the warning is terminated after the measured

value reaches a safe value. The warning can be provided by

25 a display operably carried by the subject vehicle and

positioned for viewing by the driver of the trailing

vehicle, and the display can comprise a row of lights.

The system may comprise means for warning that the subject

30 vehicle is stationary. The system can further comprise

means for providing warning of different levels of

deceleration of the subject vehicle. The warning means can

comprise an orange light display for the relative speed

and/or relative separation conditions and a red light

35 display for the vehicle stationary and/or levels of
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deceleration conditions. The relative separation and/or

relative speed warning may be overridden by the level of

deceleration warning.

The system in a preferred embodiment has a radar device

having two receiver antenna which device operably

communicates with. a controller which is able thereby to

determine the direction of motion of the vehicle, and

automatically actuated by thewarning means which is

controller to provide a warning when the vehicle moves.

A further warning means can be automatically activated when

the vehicle reverses and may comprise an array of lights

and/or means for generating sound.

The controller" may be operable to determine an enhanced

safe distance corresponding to an enlarged safety envelope

and the warning means may be further operable to indicate a

first level of warning corresponding to incursion by the

trailing vehicle into the enlarged safety envelope and a

second level of warning which is more prominently presented

to the than the

corresponds to any incursion into the safety envelope.

driver first level of warning and

The size of the enhanced safe distance and enlarged safety

envelope will

correspond to typical parameters appropriate for driving

generally be predetermined so as to

under adverse road conditions. These parameters may for

example be look

parameters to be determined from the signals received by

the controller together with the parameters defining the

stored in a up table allowing the

normal safety envelope.

The safety comprise ground condition

communication means operable to input to the controller a

system may
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signal representative of the condition of the ground and or

other driving conditions and wherein the controller is

enhanced safe distanceoperable to determine the

corresponding to the enlarged safety envelope according to

the extent to which the ground condition communication

means indicates adverse ground conditions likely to affect

traction between the subject vehicle and the ground.

The enhanced safety distance and enlarged safety envelope

may thereby be made adaptable to the prevailing driving

conditions and the ground condition communication means

would preferably function automatically to input data such

as whether rain, ice or snow was presenting a driving

hazard, the source of the data being either on board

sensors or telemetric links to an external system providing

relevant data.

Preferably the sensor means is operable to sense both the

distance of separation and the relative velocity’ of the

controller is operable totrailing vehicle and the

determine whether the relative velocity of the trailing

vehicle relative to the subject vehicle when entering the

enlarged safety envelope is greater than a threshold value

of relative velocity and, if so, is operable to actuate the

warning means to indicate the second level of warning.

This has the advantage of delivering a warning with full

prominence to the driver of the trailing vehicle before the

trailing vehicle has reached the main safety envelope in

order to give the maximum available warning to the driver

that his closing speed to the subject vehicle is excessive.

embodiment the ground conditionIn a preferred

communication means comprises means fitted to the subject

vehicle for sensing at least one of rain, snow and ice and
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communicating a signal representative thereof to the

controller.

The sensor means for sensing the distance and velocity of

the trailing vehicle may comprise a radar system

transmitting and receiving radar pulses, from which

received pulses information is derived sufficient to

determine both the proximity and relative speed of the

trailing vehicle.

The safety system may comprise communication means operable

between the controller of the subject vehicle and a warning

device fitted in use to the trailing vehicle, whereby the

warning means is operable to indicate a warning to the

driver of the trailing vehicle via the warning device.

The velocity sensing means may comprise a conventional

speed sensing device fitted to the vehicle's transmission

train and may for example include a hall effect sensor.

The velocity sensing means may alternatively comprise a

sensor mounted on the subject vehicle and responsive

independently of elements of the subject vehicle's

transmission train to movement of the ground relative to

the subject vehicle.

In a preferred embodiment the velocity sensing means

comprises a sensor constituted by a doppler shift radar

device.

An advantage of such sensing means is that it is free from

inherent in determining velocity via thethe errors

transmission train which arise from variation

diameter due to varying inflation pressure, tyre wear or

other factors.

in tyre
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The controller may also be operable to actuate an impact

absorbing device deployed internally or externally of the

subject vehicle.

The impact absorbing device may comprise an air bag
inflatable so as to be deployed externally of the subject

vehicle and/or bumpers extensible by means of hydraulic

rams operable to absorb energy upon impact.

The effects of impact may thereby be attenuated prior to

the point of collision between the subject vehicle and an

object which may be a trailing vehicle for example.

Another aspect of the invention provides a system for

vehicles having means for determining the magnitude of

acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle and output

acceleration and
means enabling the magnitude of

deceleration to be interpreted by a third party remote from

the vehicle. The output means can comprise a visible

display having a first form of representation for

acceleration and a second form of representation for

deceleration. The display can comprise an array of lights

mountable on the side of a vehicle. A first coloured array

can represent acceleration and a second coloured array can

represent deceleration and preferably the number and/or

intensity of actuated lights of a given colour represents

the magnitude of the acceleration or deceleration.

This aspect of the invention has application for example to

racing cars and motorcycles where a visible display mounted

on either or both sides of the vehicles enable spectators
acceleration or

and cameras to perceive the rate of

deceleration of the vehicle thereby adding interest and

enjoyment. Such displays would not be visible necessarily
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to the leading or trailing drivers so as to cause minimal
interference with the conduct of racing.

Also disclosed herein is a management system for a vehicle

comprising a ground speed sensor having means for

determining the true speed and direction of travel of the

vehicle and means for communicating the speed and direction

of travel of the vehicle to :3 controller which operably

controls a second vehicle device in response to the speed

or direction information.

Preferably the system is adapted to perform any one, or any

combination of the following functions: active sensing for

cruise control, or comparison with actual wheel speeds for

anti-lock braking systems and/or active traction control,

provision of any one of the following: driving speed over

ground display, distance covered, fuel economy measurement,

elapsed journey time and estimating time of arrival at

destination, average fuel economy over journey; automatic

triggering of airbags; change gear in electronic automatic

transmission vehicles.

Such a system can also include the features of all the

other aspects of the invention.

According to a further aspect of the invention there is

disclosed a safety system for vehicles comprising an anti-

lock braking system fitted to a

operable to regulate operation of the subject vehicle's

brakes in response to a signal generated by a speed sensor

and representative of the speed of the subject vehicle

subject vehicle and

relative to the ground, characterised in that the speed

sensor is a radar system operable to direct radiation

towards the ground and to determine the speed by receiving

and analysing radiation reflected from the ground.
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The radar system: may be operable to determine speed by

measurement of a doppler shift in the frequency of the

reflected radiation.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is

disclosed a safety system for vehicles comprising at least

one impact energy absorbing device fitted to a subject

vehicle, sensor‘ means fitted to the subject. vehicle and

operable to detect the proximity and closing speed of an

object external to the subject vehicle, determining means

responsive to output signals of the

determining whether the object is about to impact with the

sensor means for

subject vehicle and actuating means responsive to the

determining means to actuate the at least one impact energy

absorbing device so as to be deployed at a position

externally of the subject vehicle so as to be between the

object and the subject vehicle.

The impact energy absorbing device may be an inflatable bag

device comprising two or more inflatable bags deployed when

inflated so as to constitute successive layers including an

inner bag proximate the subject vehicle and an outer bag

distal to the subject vehicle.

The safety system preferably comprises deflation means

operable to deflate one or more of the bags in response to

within the

predetermined pressure level.

respective bag exceeding apressure

The deflation means may be operable to deflate bags in

levels which decreasesuccessive

progressively from the inner bag to the outer bag whereby

in use the outer bag is deflated prior to deflation of the

layers at pressure
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inner bag in response to impact between the object and the

subject vehicle.

The deflation means may comprise rupturable membranes

5 forming parts of side walls of respective bags and arranged

to rupture at respective predetermined pressure levels.

In a preferred embodiment the air bag device comprises

three inflatable bags.

10

(The preferred comprising a plurality of air bag devices

located so as to be deployed at the front, rear, left side

and right side respectively of the subject vehicle

15 Alternatively the impact energy absorbing device comprises

at least one bumper extensible by means of hydraulic ram

means capable of absorbing energy when the bumper receives

an impact.

20 A yet further aspect of the invention provides a safety

system for vehicles comprising a ground speed measuring

device and/or input detection means and a controller

operable to activate a spraying device to release safety

chemicals such as foams when an accident is likely.

25

Another aspect provides an antenna for a radar system

comprising means for coupling the antenna to a radar system

to enable electromagnetic radiation from the radar to be

transmitted through the antenna and for reflected radiation

30 to be passed back to the radar through the antenna, said

antenna further comprising a body portion which is wedge-

shaped. The wedge can taper to a tip of less than lmm

thickness. Preferably the antenna is made at least

partially of PTFE.

35
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Yet another aspect of the invention provides a housing for

a radar system having means for communicating

electromagnetic radiation into as waveguide which directs

the radiation along two paths in two separate directions

each leading to an output, the housing being adapted to

accommodate receiving antennas in each of the radiation

paths, the housing further comprising wedge-shaped antenna

at the outputs for transmitting and collecting reflected

radiation. The receiving antenna accommodation can be

separated by half a wavelength of the radiation.

Another aspect of the invention provides a housing for a

radar system having an inlet for electromagnetic radiation

which leads to a waveguide which directs the radiation

along two paths to two separate outlet/inlet horns wherein

the horns taper along their length

dimension relative to their longitudinal axis.

in one transverse

The horns can taper outwardly. The horns can be turned

inwardly such that radiation emitted from one horn is

directed to intersect with the radiation from the other.

Preferably the adapted to

receiving dipoles equidistantly spaced from a point where

housing is accommodate two

the two paths meet.

Embodiments of the inventions will now be described, by way

of example only, with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:—

FIGURE 1 is a schematic front elevational view of vehicle

display systems according to the invention;

FIGURE 2a is a schematic plan view of two vehicles fitted

with a vehicle display according to the invention;
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FIGURE 2B shows a second embodiment of the display shown in

Figure 1 in an active state;

FIGURE :3 shows a front elevational view of part of the

radar system according to the invention;

FIGURE 4 is a plan view from below of the radar part shown

in Figure 3;

FIGURE 5 is a rear elevational view of the radar device

shown in Figures 3 and 4; whilst

FIGURE 6 is a sectional view taken along 6-6 of Figure 5;

FIGURE 7 provides five views (A to E) of a wedge device

suitable for use in a radar system according to the

invention;

FIGURE 8 provides three views of a second embodiment of a

wedge according to the invention;

FIGURE 9 is a sectional side view of a second radar system

according to the invention;

FIGURE 10 is a plan view of a vehicle having an airbag

system according to the invention; and

FIGURE 11 provides two sectional side elevation views of a

door panel having airbags according to the invention.

Referring to Figure 1 there is shown a display system 10

according to the invention comprising a safety display

constituted by a first light array 12 for providing warning

signals relating to relative parameters between a subject

vehicle 16 and trailing vehicle 18 as shown in Figure 2a.
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A display comprising a second light array 14 can provide

information relating to the level of deceleration of the

subject vehicle and/or whether the vehicle is stationary or

not. Thus the second light array 14 is similar to that

described in W093/15931 and can be operated in the same

manner as described therein or alternatively using the

system to be described here. The second light array 14

comprises a central lamp 15a and four pairs of lamps 15b,

15c, 15d and 15e. Central lamp 15a can be a central high

mount stop lamp (CHMSL) which is triggered by a switch on

the brake pedals of a vehicle and not used under PBW or VSI

conditions. Pairs of lamps 15b to 15e can then act in the

same manner as lamps 10 to 17 described in W093/15931 for

example.

When acting as a vehicle stationary indicator (VSI) a

preferred from of display is to illuminate all lamps 15 in

the second light array 14 at a starting point in a cyclic

variation in the number of lamps illuminated. The second

stage is to deactivate central lamp 15a, then to illuminate

all lamps, followed by deactivating both lamps 15b and then

lighting all lamps. This is followed by deactivating both

lamps 15c momentarily and then activate all lamps and so on

until all

succession and the cycle begins again.

time period for each step could be less than 1 second and

lamps have been deactivated inpairs of

For example, the

preferably in the order of 0.1 second.

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2b, the individual lamps

15 are preferably distinguishable from one another. The

width of separating sections 11 between lamps 15 can be as

much as the width of the lamps for example. In another

form, section 11 can have a variable width to ensure that

the lamps remain distinguishable when a trailing vehicle 18

is some distance behind. A proximity sensor, if used only
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separation need onlyfor the of determining

comprise a one horn version of the radar described later.

function

Thus the stationary indication signal is found to be very

5 effective since a clear array of lamps, such as red lamps,

is displayed at the rear of the subject vehicle 16 which is

tapparently expanding due to the outward motion of the

deactivated pairs of lamps. With regard to use of second

light array 14 as progressive brake warning display (PBWD)

it is found that the initial levels at which the pairs of

lamps 15 are illuminated are optimally for deceleration in

the ranges 0.05—O.1g and 0.1-O.25g, Advantageously,

or proximity sensor,

10

say.

by using a ranging device, these

ranges can be varied depending on the proximity and/or

closing speed of the trailing vehicle 18. For example the

initial level of PBW could be illuminated for deceleration

15

in the range 0.025 to 0.05g; the second level becoming 0.05

to 0.1g, for example, Thus, the PBW

signal could be illuminated at the same time as the first

light array 12 to provide an enhanced danger warning to a

or other forms of display as

and so on. of course,

20

driver of a trailing vehicle,

described later could be provided.

In an improved system over that described in W093/15931, a

radar system similar to that described in W092/01951, or as

described later herein, can be used to provide information

25

regarding subject vehicle velocity and direction of travel.

By sampling ground speed measurements rapidly and using a

time reference a microprocessor control system can for

information about a vehicle's

acceleration at

Accordingly, such a system can suitably be used to control

the display shown on the second light array 14.

30 example provide accurate

deceleration given time.or any
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Such a microprocessor control system linked to such a

ground speed sensor can be used to provide a velocity

readout to the driver of the subject vehicle 16, also

information regarding the distance covered in a given

journey can be relayed to the driver or otherwise logged.

A key feature is that the speed sensor can very accurately

measure actual, true or absolute, speed over the ground, or

changes therein. It is not dependent for example on the

diameter of tyres as is a system which counts the rate of

rotation of a vehicles’ tyres. Such known systems are

prone to large errors in the order of 5% of the actual

speed and critically this error increases with use of the

tyres due to wear (and a reduction of tyre diameter) and

also critically with increasing speed of vehicle.

By inputting information to the microprocessor regarding

the fuel consumption of an engine, fuel economy can be

calculated and for example information can be provided to

the driver regarding the most appropriate gear to be

acceleration or

Additionally,

in a preferred form, an acceleration and deceleration

selected. Information regarding

deceleration can be provided to the driver.

display is provided by an array of lamps comprising two

rows, one to indicate the level of acceleration for example

indicate the level ofin green and a second row to

deceleration in red. Such an array of lamps can be

attached to the side of a racing car for example such as a

formula one vehicle in order to provide spectators with an

indication of the changing speed of the racing car. Of

course, alternative displays on the vehicle might be used

instead of rows of lamps.

By providing a keypad or other communication means for a

to the

sophisticated vehicle management system can be provided.

driver to input information microprocessor, a
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For example, the driver could inform the system of his

present location and destination such that the system can

calculate the distance of journey from a database of

journey distances. The driver can then be provided with

distance remaining information and estimated times of

arrival, as well as average fuel economy over journey.

Alternatively, the information might be stored rather than

displayed to the driver and extracted for example when

servicing the vehicle in order to observe if any

significant change in performance of the vehicle has taken

place.

The ground speed sensing system of W092/01951 as adapted

can also be used in active sensing for cruise

control applications. Additionally,

speed with wheel speed can be used in anti-lock braking

herein,

comparison of ground

systems and traction control systems for either two or four

wheel vehicles for example. Thus,

measurement can be used to control the optimum rate of

accurate ground speed

pumping of brakes jJ1 an ABS system. In particular, an

intelligent ABS system can be provided which when the

vehicle is travelling at low speeds,

lock braking system in order to allow wheel locking which

overrides the anti-

can be useful in certain conditions such as in snow or

similar conditions. Similarly, the accurate ground speed

measurements can be used to compare the speed of revolution

of tyres, or other traction means such as trail wheels or

tank treads for example, of a vehicle in order to enhance

traction control systems. In known systems an independent

vehicle speed measurement is not made and thus the present

system can be used to accurately predict the required tyre

revolution rate for a given speed.

The display constituted by the first light array 12 shown

in Figure 1 comprises an array of seven lamps 13 which are
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operated using a microprocessor control system not shown.

The control system is designed to activate display 12 to

provide a warning signal to a driver of the trailing

vehicle 18 when the trailing vehicle is closing too rapidly

5 on the subject vehicle 16 for example, alternatively a

warning signal is displayed when the trailing vehicle 18 is

too close to the subject vehicle 16. Even if they are

travelling at the same speed for example, there are known

safe stopping distances such as those published by the

10 Minister of Transport, in which a vehicle will stop when

the brakes are applied. Accordingly, by knowing the

velocity of the subject vehicle 16 for example preferably

using the radar ground sensing system described herein,

which provides therefore a true ground speed, or other

15 means in communication with a microprocessor control system

and by using a proximity sensor 20 to determine the

separation of the subject vehicle 16 from the trailing

vehicle 18 a safety envelope can be created behind the

subject vehicle 16. Intrusion in the envelope by the

20 trailing vehicle 18 causes an initial level of lamps 13 in

array 12 to be lit.

For example, all lamps 13 could be illuminated.

Alternatively, only lamps 13a and 13b might be illuminated

25 in the first instance when the safe distance is broken by

the trailing vehicle 18 and pair 13c might be illuminated

if the trailing vehicle then encroaches a further

predetermined distance and similarly 13d could be activated

upon a further encroachment. For example, the safe

30 separation distance (or stopping distance) of vehicles

travelling at 30mph is 25 metres such that in an example

lamp 13a might be illuminated if the trailing vehicle 18

encroaches more than 25 metres behind the subject vehicle

16, lamp 13b could be illuminated in addition to lamp 13a

35 if the trailing vehicle gets closer than 20 metres. Lamp
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13c could be illuminated if ‘the trailing vehicle comes

closer than 15 metres and 13d could be illuminated when the

trailing vehicle reaches 10 metres from the subject vehicle

16. In a further example, all the lamps may be turned on

and off if the trailing vehicle gets still closer.

Thus a warning system has been described using a ground

sensor for a subject vehicle 16 coupled by aspeed

microprocessor with a proximity sensor 20.

sophisticate version, proximity sensor 20 could be a radar

device described herein for measuring velocity and could

therefore be used to measure the relative velocity of a

subject vehicle 16 and trailing vehicle 18.

closing speed of the trailing vehicle 18 predetermined

values could be used to trigger warning displays if the

a look—up table

In a more

By knowing the

closing speed is too great. For example,

or database could again be provided for unsafe closing

speeds. This look-up table might again be varied according

to the velocity of the subject vehicle 16 5x1 a similar

manner to the safe stopping distance, or safety envelope

whilst the safety envelope distancedistance. Therefore,

at 30mph is 25 metres, if the trailing vehicle is closing

too rapidly, say, a difference in speed of 30mph, then the

warning signal could be activated even when the trailing

vehicle 18 is 50 metres behind the subject vehicle 16.

In an alternative form, the activation of the warning

display, in other words the value of the safe limit,

depends on the prevailing road conditions. It might be,

for example that, a keypad or other communication means is

provided so that the driver can input information regarding

weather conditions. Alternatively, a sensor could be

provided which is linked to the microprocessor to indicate

whether the road is wet and the severity of the wet, icy or

snowy conditions. Alternatively, such information could be
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provided on a local basis using a regional radio system to

update a microprocessor memory via a radio receiver. In

this way hazardous weather conditions can automatically be

put into a vehicle management system comprising the

5 processor herein described. Additionally, this system is

advantageous in that when the vehicle is driving over long

distances changes in weather conditions from one region to

another can automatically be input to the microprocessor.

The information regarding the weather might be obtained for

10 example by enabling the warning system controller to

ascertain if the windscreen wipers are in use or have been

in use recently due to rain (and not used with a water

spray to clean the windscreen). Alternatively, or as well,

frost sensors, such as air temperature sensors (with

15 adjustment for wind chill e.g. through look-up data) can be

used. Thus, safe stopping distances can be adjusted for

prevailing weather conditions, again by providing stored

values according to weather and possibly for different

severities of poor weather. Alternatively, a two level

20 warning system can be provided wherein, a first warning,

e.g. turn on all lamps 13, when a trailing vehicle 18

encroaches within the safe stopping distance of the subject

vehicle 16 for poor weather, and a second warning e.g.

flash all or some lamps 13, if the trailing vehicle

25 encroaches within the safe stopping distance for good

conditions. The latter warning is intended to be

especially irritating to cause the driver to pull back.

Multiple levels of warning for closer encroachment could be

an increase in the frequency and/or intensity of the

30 flashing lamps. For example flash rates could be increased

in 2H2 increments from 2Hz upwards for increasing

proximity. Also, it is possible to illuminate lamps 13 in

different patterns, e.g. randomly, or 13a alone then all

pairs 13b, 13c and 13d together.

35
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Thus, the display constituted by the first light array 12

could be used in a two-stage signal for example

illuminating only lamps 13a and 13b in good weather

conditions but illuminating all seven lamps 13a to 13g when

weather conditions are poor even though the value of the

safety envelope has been increased.

Naturally, when the trailing vehicle 18 falls away from the

subject vehicle 16 beyond the safety envelope limit or

decelerates to a level below the unsafe closing speed, then

the warning display can be automatically deactivated.

In a preferred form of the display system 10 the row of

lamps 15 are red whilst lamps 13 are yellow. They are

preferably positioned in the lower part of the rear window

of the subject vehicle 16 or similar position so that they

can easily be seen the by a driver of the trailing vehicle

18.

In an alternative form of the safety warning system, rather

than providing the first light array 12, it would be

possible to link the microprocessor to an existing fog lamp

on the subject vehicle 16 and to activate the fog lamp

of the present conditions areautomatically when any

violated. Naturally, rather than using a database of look-

up ‘tables, the microprocessor might use an algorithm to

calculate safe values for any given set of conditions.

In an alternative form, only a single row of lamps is

provided so that the first’ light array 12 is dispensed

with. The individual portions of the second light display

such as 15a and 15b

translucent coverings of different colours

bulbs actuated for the different systems (safety envelope,

VSI, PBW). In another preferred form, say seven red LED's

could comprise reflectors or

in front of
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are provided for each lamp portion (15a say) to represent

the progressive brake warning display and the vehicle

stationary indication whilst seven yellow LED's are

provided for each segment to represent the safety warning

5 display. In this case, the progressive brake warning

system could take priority over the safety envelope

information and for example expand the number of red lights

could chase yellow lights outwards such that depending on

the level of deceleration and the extend of violation of

10 the safety distances, both red and yellow lights could be

displayed at the same time. For example, if the proximity

violation signal was set, causing illumination of central

lamp 15a and pair of lamps 15b, any light braking would

automatically change lamp 15a to red (in this manner acting

15 as a CHMSL) whilst lamps 15c could also be actuated to emit

yellow light as well as lamps 15b. Naturally, since the

subject vehicle 16 is decelerating at this time, further

yellow lamps might be illuminated if the trailing vehicle

18 does not take appropriate action by decelerating itself.

20

In an alternative form, the severity of encroachment or

level of deceleration can be displayed by increasing the

intensity of the lamps actuated in the display system 10.

A useful way of varying the light intensity is to drive

25 LED's using a pulse train, the frequency of which is

increased in order to increase intensity. For example, by

driving a first lamp or LED array at say 67 Hertz (or other

frequency above that perceived by the eye as flashing) a

first level of intensity is perceived. As a second stage

30 of illumination, a first and second lamp might be driven

at, say, 90 Hertz or approximately a 30% increase in rate.

A further level of severity depicted by the warning display

can be achieved by increasing the number of lamps

displayed, for example, lamps 15a to 15c and increasing the

35 rate of illuminating by a further 30%. A yet further level
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can be achieved for example by illuminating lamps 15a to

15d and further increasing the repetition rate by say 40%

so ‘that ‘the lamps are actuated twice as quickly as the

original rate. This results in an increase in intensity of

the lamp of some 40 to 50%.

display, Figure 2b shows the situation of light braking

discussed earlier and also vehicle encroachment within the

By way of example of the

CHMSL 15a is illuminated and alsosafety envelope. Hence,

essential and in a pair of lamps of the first light array

12 are illuminated.

Beneficially the rise time to near maximum intensity of an

LED is much shorter than that for a standard bulb, this

means, for example, that. a much quicker initial display

effect can be achieved as well as enabling the pulse

control just described for relatively short pulses

A further advantage of using

.on.

without loss of performance.

LEDs is that they can emit light e.g. directionally and

thus the drivers of cars in lanes adjacent the subject

vehicle 16 need not have the safety display forced on them,

or at least not a bright display. Means can be used to

make the LEDs appear as one light - such as by a focusing

allow the LEDs to be seenlens, or the display can

individually.

For all the systems described a similar safety display can

be provided inside the trailing vehicle 18 which is visible

to the driver. Thus communication means between vehicles

can be used.

there is shown a firstReferring to Figures 3 to 5

embodiment of a housing 30 comprising a front plate 31 for

a radar device according to the invention. Housing 30

comprises an input channel 42 which splits into two

channels 40 which lead to two outlet/inlets or horns 32 and
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34. A radiation generator 36 produces electromagnetic

radiation of a suitable wavelength such as in the microwave

or radio wavelength regime. For example, microwave

radiation in the order of 24.125 giga Hertz can be used

where the dimension E of input waveguide or channel 42

could be 4.32mm.

from W092/01951 and it will be appreciated therefore that

The basic operation of the radar is known

the radiation passes through channels 40 and horns 32 and

34 which then also act as receivers which return reflected

radiation back to channel 40 where a signal is received by

dipole antennas or, as referred to in the art, diodes 44

equidistantly from axis C runningsuitably positioned

through channel 42. The diodes 44 can be positioned one

quarter wavelength apart from axis C such that dimension D

could be about 17m and naturally the wavelength of the

radiation could be varied in order to ensure that the

diodes 44 are suitably positioned. Other electronics used

in the processing of the signal from diodes 44 can be

between the horns 32 and 34.placed in cavity 38

Preferably the cavity is protected by a plate 52 as shown

in Figure 4 which extends across cavity 38 from the ends of

housing 30.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that whilst horns 32 and 34

are flared in the front elevation shown in Figure 3, they

have a uniform depth. This is quite unlike known housings

of this type wherein the horn is also tapered in this

benefit of reduceddirection. This provides the

manufacturing costs when preparing front plate 31 for

housing 30. For example, the housing block can be cast,

moulded or milled or otherwise suitably formed but does not

now require a difficult shape to be produced for the horns

32 and 34.

plate 48 of housing 30 and in particular in Figure 6 of the

As shown in the front elevational view of rear

section ‘taken along line 6-6, the rear" wall 50 of back
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plate 48 is flat from left to right and so it too is no

longer tapered in the transverse direction. Additionally,

by providing a large cavity particular advantages are

obtained in being able to place all the electronics used to

drive the radar within this cavity. This is also found to

costs as reducereduce well as

electromagnetic interference in operation. Additionally,

benefits are obtained in the ease of fitting the radar

system to the subject vehicle 16 for example or other body

since only the housing itself needs to be attached and a

manufacturing

simple communication channel can then be connected to the

radar to communicate with the vehicle or other system. For

example a simple cable connection could be used for a

communication path and this could also provide a path for

power supply to the radar.

In an alternative embodiment a wedge such as 60 or 70 as

shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively is used in place of a

horn on a radar device of Figure 3. For example, housing

plate 31 could be used by removing horns 32 and 34 along

with the rest of the casing to leave a rectangular aperture

at point 46 at the ends of channel 40. A wedge 60 or 70

having a suitably sized connecting lug 62 or 72

respectively can then be inserted into the channel at point

46 to provide both a transmitter and receiver for the

A radar 90 is shown in Figure 9 which couldradar.

comprise wedges 60 or 70.

As can be seen from Figure 7e, the antenna 60 can be seen

to be wedge shaped, tapering in its transverse dimension

from a rectangle at the connecting end adjacent to lug 62

to a tip 66 at the other end. Three views are provided of

a further embodiment of a wedge shaped antenna 70 where its

dimensions could for example be as follows: 80, 10.68mm;

81, 10mm; 82, 13mm; 83, 60mm; 84, 10.68mm; 85,
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approximately 1mm but preferably less; 86, 4.68mm; and 88,
6mm. The antenna could for example be made from PTFE but

other suitable materials could be used which are

transparent to microwaves and, radiowaves, or the

5 particular type of radiation being used.

As can be seen from the drawings, the antenna tapers in

only one dimension and is therefore relatively simple to
manufacture. The orientation of the antenna relative to a

10 suitably adapted housing 30 is such that antenna 60 or 70

is positioned so that its inwardly directed taper is in the
same direction as the outwardly directed taper of horns 32

and 34 shown in Figure 3. Thus, if inserted at points 46

in Figure 3, antenna 60 would appear as shown in Figure 7a.

15 A particular benefit of using wedge antennas is that they

themselves prevent the ingress of dirt or other particles

into the radar housing.

As is known from W092/01957, there are certain critical

20 factors necessary to obtain accurate directional and speed

information from a radar of the type having two mixing

points for reception of a signal by two diodes. The
skilled man is therefore referred to that document for

reference to how to obtain the information from such a

25 system, and all such information is incorporated herein by
reference.

It is found that by reducing the cost of manufacture and

improving for example the ease of fitting of a suitable

30 radar system, a device can be provided which can more

economically be produced and viably used to obtain the

benefits of the system.

The reduction in cost of this type of radar enable it to be

35 used for example in proximity sensing to determine the
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separation of an object from the radar system as well as in

speed and direction monitoring. Therefore, a radar system

of the above designs can be used in relation to the display
both the

vehicle

described in W093/15931 to provide

for determining deceleration of a

system

information

independent of the braking system and also for providing a

proximity sensor in order to terminate the display signal

as described in that patent. Since the data devised from

such a system provides directional information,

linked to any safety system described herein to give a

warning regarding the direction of movement for example of

it can be

a vehicle. This is beneficial for large vehicles

especially when reversing and an audible as well as visual

warning can be given.

Figure 9 shows a radar system 90 capable of the various

functions described herein, where the waveguide horn 60 are

additionally perfected by a housing comprising a series of

shields 92, 93 and 94 which protect the radar waveguide and

horns from outside elements. Each of the protection panels

92 to 94 comprise an aperture 95 which enables a beam B to

be reflect on an internal reflector 91 thereby enabling

beams to be received and transmitted from horn 60. The

radar system 90 comprising an incoming waveguide 96 from a

radar or microwave source for example, and receiving diodes

not shown.

Beneficially the radar, or ground speed sensor 90, is easy

to manufacture, low cost and can house all the electronics

at the back of its

requirement and enabling ease of fitting to the underside

thereby reducingcasing space

of a vehicle chassis for example. Advantageously, the

protects the antenna 60 and

Thus, the

surrounding casing 97

electronics from water and dirt for example.
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attenuation of signals due to these factors can be

mitigated.

Figure 10 shows a vehicle V having an airbag system

according to the invention. The airbag system comprises

airbags 100, 102, 104 and 106 which protrude outwardly from

the side and end panelling of the vehicle. The entire side

and end surfaces of a vehicle could be protected with such

an airbag system in a preferred form. In Figure 10 the

airbags 100 to 106 are shown in an expanded operable

position ready to absorb impact from another vehicle or

crash barrier for example.

Figure 11 shows one airbag e.g. 102, in a contracted state

within a recess 108 in the vehicle side panel P. The

airbag can be expanded using for example a pressurized gas

system 110, in an emergency. Each airbag and airbag

chamber can be inflated separately. For example, airbags

at the front of the vehicle can be activated upon rapid

deceleration of the vehicle detected by a ground speed

sensor described herein for example. As a very final

response level in the intelligent safety envelope system

described herein, airbag 106 could be expanded or deployed

if the safety system detects that the trailing vehicle 18

vehicle V at a rate thatis approaching impact is

inevitable.

In a preferred form as shown here, the airbags e.g. 102

comprise a series of airbag compartments such as 118, 120

and 122.

and protected by device 116 which can attach to the vehicle

All three airbags are housed within recess 108

side panelling. In the expanded state, all three protrude

from the vehicle side panelling as to provide cushioning

Preferably, the

rupturable separately from one another and are not of the

against impact. compartments are
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known vented type. More preferably the compartments are

rupturable at different internal pressures by for example

airbag 118 ruptures at a lower pressure than airbag 120

which in turn explodes at a lower pressure compared to

airbag 122. Thus a cascade of energy absorbing impacts

between the airbags and an external body is provided.

For example, the individual airbag compartment 118 etc can

be made for example from a somewhat elastic resilient

material which is provided with a rupturable device of some

description which is calibrated to allow gas to escape from

the compartment when the internal pressure within the

exceeds a predetermined level. In an

the internal bag bursts at the lowest

compartment

alternative form,

pressure with the cascade working in the opposite sense

described above. In alternative forms, any number of bags

or compartments can be provided in a series extending

outwardly from the vehicle from say 2 to 10 or more.

Beneficially, the airbags help to prevent intrusion of an

outside object into a vehicle. Additionally,

of a vehicle can be protected by providing overlapping

airbags from the sides and ends of a vehicle as shown at

the corners

position 0 in Figure 10. The airbags could be made from

extremely strong materials such as plastics or fibrous

composites for example which resist bursting other than by

the designed rupturable means. Thus, the airbags will

protect the driver or passengers in the vehicle from sharp

objects since the bags will tend to resist intrusion of a

sharp object due to the strong materials.

The side input airbags/compartments can be inflated upon

detection of a closing object using a proximity sensor

positioned to detect objects at the side of the vehicle.

Preferably the sensor enables calculation of the closing
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speed of the object and whether impact is inevitable.

Inflation of any of the external airbags could also be used

to cause inflation of any internal airbags.

The air bags of Figure 10 may be replaced by bumpers

disposed along the rear of the subject vehicle and

optionally the sides and front of the subject vehicle, the

bumpers being mounted on rapidly extensible hydraulic rams

of a type which facilitate the absorption of impact energy.

Instead of inflating air bags as described above, the

hydraulic rams could be actuated by the controller in order

to deploy the bumpers in order to provide means for

absorbing impact energy. The controller would therefore be

operable to determine from proximity and closing velocity
information whether an impact with a trailing vehicle or

other object was likely to be about to occur and to actuate

the impact energy absorbing means accordingly so as to

deploy either the air bag or bumper devices to positions

externally of the subject vehicle and between the object

and the subject vehicle at the expected point of impact.

Throughout. the description and claims the term ‘trailing
vehicle is used to indicate a vehicle separate from the

subject vehicle and which is generally proceeding so as to
follow the

roadway or railway.

subject vehicle, typically along a common
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CLAIMS

1. A safety system (10) for vehicles comprising a

controller fitted in use to a subject vehicle (16), sensor

fitted to the

distance of

subject vehicle in use andmeans (20)

separation and/or aoperable to sense a

relative velocity of a trailing vehicle (18)

thereof to the

operable to sense

and operable

to input data signals representative

controller, velocity sensing means (97)

the velocity of the subject vehicle relative to the ground

signalcontroller a velocityand to

representative thereof, wherein the controller is operable

input to the

to processes the received velocity signal and data signals

to determine the existence of an unsafe condition, and the

safety (10)

controlled by the controller and operable to warn a driver

of the trailing vehicle of the existence of the unsafe

warning meanssystem further comprising

condition.

2. A. safety system as claimed in claini 1 wherein the

controller is operable to determine the existence of the

unsafe condition by determining a safe distance

corresponding to a safety envelope to the rear of the

subject vehicle within which any incursion by the trailing

vehicle constitutes the existence of an unsafe condition.

3. A safety system as claimed in claim 2 wherein the safe

substantially the safedistance is determined to be

stopping distance of a vehicle travelling at the velocity

of the trailing vehicle.

4. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 1 and 2

wherein the safe stopping distance is determined to be

proportional to the velocity of the subject vehicle.
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5. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 2 to 4

wherein the controller is operable to determine an enhanced

safe distance corresponding to an enlarged safety envelope

and wherein the warning means is operable to indicate a

first level of warning corresponding to incursion by the

trailing vehicle into the enlarged safety envelope and a

second level of warning which is more prominently presented

to the

corresponds to any incursion into the safety envelope.

driver than the first level of warning and

6. A safety system as claimed in claim 5 comprising

ground condition communication means operable to input to

the controller a signal representative of the condition of

the ground and or other driving conditions and wherein the

controller is operable to determine the enhanced safe

distance corresponding to the enlarged safety envelope

according to the extent to which the ground condition

communication means indicates adverse ground conditions

likely to affect traction between the subject vehicle and

the ground.

7. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 5 and 6

wherein the sensor means is operable to sense both the

distance of separation and the relative velocity of the

trailing vehicle and wherein the controller is operable to

determine whether the relative velocity of the trailing

vehicle relative to the subject vehicle when entering the

enlarged safety envelope is greater than a threshold value

of relative velocity and, if so, is operable to actuate the

warning means to indicate the second level of warning.

8. A safety system as claimed in clainl 7 wherein the

ground condition communication means comprises means fitted

to the subject vehicle for sensing at least one of rain,
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snow and ice and communicating a signal representative

thereof to the controller.

9. A safety system as claimed in any preceding claim

wherein the sensor means comprises a radar system

from whichradar pulses,transmitting and receiving

derived sufficient toreceived pulses information is

determine both the proximity and relative speed of the

following vehicle.

10. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 5 to 9

wherein the warning means comprises a display (10) carried

by the subject vehicle and positioned for viewing by the

driver of the trailing vehicle.

11. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 5 to 10

further comprising communication means operable between the

controller of the subject vehicle and a warning device

fitted in use to the trailing vehicle, whereby the warning

means is operable to indicate a warning to the driver of

the trailing vehicle via the warning device.

12. A safety system as claimed in any preceding claim

wherein the velocity sensing means comprises a sensor (97)

mounted on the subject vehicle and responsive independently

of elements of the subject vehicle's transmission train to

movement of the ground relative to the subject vehicle.

13. A safety system as claimed in claim 12 wherein the

velocity sensing means comprises a sensor constituted by a

doppler shift radar device.

14. A safety system as claimed in any preceding claim

wherein the controller is operable to actuate an impact
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absorbing device (100, 102, 104, 106) deployed internally

or externally of the subject vehicle.

15. A safety system as claimed in claim 14 wherein the

impact absorbing device comprises an air bag (100, 102,

104, 106) inflatable so as to be deployed externally of the

subject vehicle and/or bumpers extensible by means of

hydraulic rams operable to absorb energy upon impact.

16. A safety system for vehicles having means fitted in

use to a subject vehicle for determining the magnitude of

acceleration and deceleration of the subject vehicle and

connected to a visible display mounted on the subject

vehicle operable to indicate to an observer remote from the

vehicle the magnitude of acceleration and deceleration.

17. A safety system as claimed in claim 16 wherein the

visible display comprises an array of lights mounted on the

side or sides of the subject vehicle.

18. A safety system as claimed in claim 17 wherein a

first coloured array of lights represents acceleration and

a second coloured array of lights represents deceleration,

the number and/or intensity of actuated lights of a given

colour representing the magnitude of the acceleration or

deceleration respectively.

19. A safety system for vehicles comprising an anti-lock

braking system fitted to a subject vehicle and operable to

regulate operation of the subject vehicle's brakes in

response to a signal generated by a speed sensor and

representative of the speed of the subject vehicle relative

to the ground, characterised in that the speed sensor is a

radar system (97) operable to direct radiation towards the
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ground and to determine the speed by receiving and

analysing radiation reflected from the ground.

20. A safety system as claimed in claim 19 wherein the

radar system is operable to determine speed by measurement
reflectedof a doppler shift in the frequency of the

radiation.

21. A safety system for vehicles comprising at least one

impact energy absorbing device (100, 102, 104, 106) fitted

to a subject vehicle, determining means responsible to

output signals of the sensor means for determining whether

the object is about to impact with the subject vehicle and

actuating means responsive to the determining means to

actuate the at least one impact energy absorbing device so

as to be deployed at a position externally of the subject

vehicle so as to be between the object and the subject

vehicle.

22. A safety system as claimed in claim 21 wherein the

impact energy absorbing device is an inflatable bag device

comprising two or more inflatable bags (118, 120, 122)

deployed when inflated to constitute successive

layers including an inner bag (122) proximate the subject

(118) distal to the subject

50 as

vehicle and an outer bag

vehicle.

23. A. safety system as claimed in claim 22 comprising

deflation means operable to deflate one or more of the bags

in response to pressure within the respective bag exceeding

a predetermined pressure level.

24. A safety system as claimed in claim 23 wherein the

deflation means is operable to deflate bags in successive

layers at pressure levels which decrease progressively from
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the inner bag to the outer bag whereby in use the outer bag

is deflated prior to deflation of the inner bag in response

to impact between the object and the subject vehicle.

5 25. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 23 and 24

wherein the deflation means comprises rupturable membranes

forming parts of side walls of respective bags and arranged

to rupture at respective predetermined pressure levels.

10 26. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 25

wherein the air bag device comprises three inflatable bags.

27. A safety system as claimed in any of claims 21 to 26

comprising a plurality of air bag devices (100, 102, 104,

15 106) located so as to be deployed at the front, rear, left

side and right side respectively of the subject vehicle.

28. A safety system as claimed in claim 21 wherein the

impact energy absorbing device comprises at least one

20 bumper extensible by means of hydraulic ram means capable

of absorbing energy when the bumper receives an impact.
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